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ctapt. r 1. 
Th_hand off. 
1.1 That purpose of the chapter. 
The fact that the hand project was required to fit into an 
existing framework of organisation and experience necessarily 
influenced the development of the prosthesis to a considerable 
extent, and it is therefore essential to record the way in which 
these influences were brought to bear. Thus this chapter is 
concerned with the effects of the background outlined previously on 
the form of the hand development programme, the initial considerations 
being made by analysing the role of the hand relative to the arm. 
1.2 The hand-arm relationship. 
The two upper limb sub-systems, arm and hand, may be considered 
as providing the oonplomentary functions of positioning and 
prehension roapsotiwly. The arm provides the platform upon which 
the tripping action of the hand say function, and the uNtulnsss of 
the arm is reduced to the level of a Nero dynaaia stabiliser it the 
hand is ro svad. 
However, the relationship of the are to the hand is nor subtle 
than this, alms the ray in which the hand is positioned in spaoo, 
and the . air in which the hand is orientated has a Considerable 
effect upon the degree of lunation which can be achieved b the 
hand. That this is so is seen by the way in which the function of 
the at raially available pincer grip type of hand can be isprorid 
by mans of a permanent wrist floacien on the am (sae Figs. 1.1 and 
1.3 in Section 1 of Voltma 1). lurthsrmoro, the versatility of the 
hand can be oensiderably affected b the introduction of a 
pronation/suponation facility, whilst some workers (Wendt and 
s. 
dhapsran 1970) have found that a permanent adduction of the wrist 
provides improved results. Another Important illustration of the 
influence of am function upon the resulting characteristics of 
the band is shown by the effects of the introduction of the 
stabilised wrist mounting as used in the are prosthesis, which 
considerably affects the way in which the hand rust approach 
objects to be grasped. 
Conversely, the arm cannot be designed fully without some 
knowledge of the limitations of the hand, the weight of the hand 
and the object to be gripped, and the way in which the hand should 
be aligned for boat results in prehension. 
Therefore, it was apparent fror the outset that the lord 
project would directly affect the design and dnrolops. nt of the 
arm prostbssia, not only because the prograi ea were progressing 
oontinooualy, but also because the two systuns saust rely so 
closely upon one another in order to aabiow a satisfactory and 
useful cad result. 
Thus, the hand project in its wider sense may be divided into 
two parts afiioh have a considerable degree of influence up" 0" 
another, although it is convenient to Consider their dswlopnont 
separately as (i) the hand prosthesis, and (ii) the arc proatbosia. 
In addition a third topic oooroaobas as both soohanisas and is 
covered by the general title of control. 
1.3 1k iailusroo of the arm grosthssis in the hand probet. 
The postal aspects of the arc prosthesis having been outlined 
is Voles 1 in order to indicate the basis of the omrirarsat into 
rdiob tba band awt iits tbWO is no soo"ssity for a detailed 
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account of its design and development to be recorded at this stage. 
However, various features of are dssign arias at different stages 
of the hand dsnloposnt, particularly in the results section. and 
rsfsronoý viii be made to those factors in the appropriate contexts, 
the detailed work being directed towards the productions of a hand 
prosthesis suitable for use with the arm systems of the type 
previously described. 
1.4 The hand prosthesis and factors Influencing-Its design. 
The experience of the fitting of the am prostheses had 
produced one aajor now roquirs. snt is torus of hardware -a owe 
effective sosastia band prosthesis was required. The specific 
criteria from this source which could be considered as influencing 
the design were s 
(1) The hook device had =mgr advantages such as robustness. siapliaity 
and adequate prehensile ability. 
C) Available, hand prostheses were vastly interior to the hook in 
tormw of function. 
In addition to theme points, a survey of relevant literature 
produced several further points of signiiiaanoot 
(1) The dovolopoont of hand prostheses had effectively been Baited 
to two types of prosthesis; the staple pincer grip typo and the 
mom complex but less robust fully articulated typo. Neither could 
be ooosidorsd as functionally comparable with hooks. 
(2) Little attention had been directed towards the iaportaaa of 
the act of picking up with a prosthesis, Loo. prehension had been 
nogloetod in favour of grip, the hand being designed as a holding 
device rather tbau as an active manipulator and oaoprohansiw 
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grasping tool, the reason for this being the fact that the hands 
were designed for use by unilateral aaputass, the prostheses 
adopting the role of auxiliary to a normal are. 
(3) A clearly defined and previously untried type of ssohaniso was 
postulated which could be considered as taking the tors of a type 
of 'cosmetic hook'. 
(4) The isportanos of a well-designed relationship with the asp was 
substantiated by the experiences of various workers. 
(ä) The potential demand for a cosmetic hand prosthesis with 
improved function was considerable is view of the functional 
sacrifices made by patients in favour of cossosis. 
(6) The production of cosmetic cowers for hand prostheses appeared 
tp provide no particular difficulties. 
(7) lxtsrr robustness was essential for satisfactory results. 
Furthermore, a third major source of information directly 
affected the requirements for the hand prosthesis since the design 
of the arm prosthesis imposed stringent auditions upon the hand 
design. 
The factors of pries importance from this source were= 
(1) The limited number of control altos ruled out active wrist 
tloxton and adduction as factors shich may have added to the 
versatility of any hand prosthesis. 
(2) The baited number of control sites also restricted the number 
of controls available for the hand to the use of a single site. 
(3) The stabilised wrist flexion action created a relatively fixed 
ankle of approach ter the hamd in tots of prehension, only minor 
adjustments being possible by virtue of gross body wMemants. 
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(4) The wrist rotation facility of the are should be used to the 
aaxiý advantage since this was closest to the provision of a 
second control sits for hand actions and considerably intluenoed 
terminal device function. 
1.3 Deductions aale as a result of the available hand design data. 
All this information was considered in deciding upon the course 
of action to be taken in the band programme. The asst significant 
point of all ras that the hand would clearly hays to be fundamentally 
simple,, a fact indicated by problems encountered elsewhere with 
the mechanically complex fully articulated hands, and further 
substantiated by the suoosss of the oxtreawly simple hook devioo. 
In addition the availability of a single control site effectively 
limited the movement to a glade sods of action, since experience 
with the fitting of prostheses in Edinburgh and elsewhere had 
established that sequential controls operated by a single site 
introduced a degree of contusion into the system. The other 
alternative was to introduce an element of autesation into the 
hand, which was oensidered to be wnde"rable, (Simpson l$6e) since 
it detracted tray the degree of control maintained by the operator. 
The second major point made clear by the various sources of 
inlermstion was, that the rin aowa. ot of the s»ohanisa should be 
a lateral opposition of the tumb to the tingrs. Such a mousnºt 
is a n*00ssary consequence of the attitude of the hand when 
attached to the ass prosthesis, since, in order for the hand to be 
able to pickup actively it oust operate on a flat surface. This 
type of action was substantiated by its similarity to the action 
of the awoosstvl split boot devices, where the plans of action of 
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the mobile blade is parallel to the plane trogt which the object is 
to be taken. A particularly appropriate example of the type of 
action which night be suitable was indicated by the bottc. ley hook 
device (Bottomisy 1967). 
Reeaioing points of significance eancerned the necessity for a 
good cosastia offset to be maintained at all times, without loss of 
function; and an extreasly high level of war resistance and 
general toughness was mandatory for the whole device. 
Thus, a definite trend was indicated for the general development 
of a ooaUStio, f aotional, hitid prosthesis. However, the details of 
the mechanism of the device required investigation, in order to 
establish an optiw node of action, particularly in view of the 
difficulties experienced by other workers in providing stable linger 
joints, for example. In addition, the development of systems for 
controlling the prosthesis was essential, singt Siopson's (1971) 
work had shorn that close attention paid to this area of prosthetics 
gave ssmy benefits to a practical solution of the problem. 
1. e The implications Of the t roposed developments and their 
relationship with the natural system. 
Thus, a review of such relevant information as was available 
indicated an overall trend for the dswlop. nt of the hand prosthesis, 
based upon the iaatdiato dasands and intluwoos of the situation in 
which the work was to be carried out. In particular, a aodo of 
action rau did of the prosthesis such that the device be able 
to pick up objects from a flat surface. Hoonror, relatively little 
information was available concerning the extent to sºt doh the 
versatility of the nosoal hand could be restricted whilst retaining 
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an adequate degree of function, particularly in relation to a 
limitation upon finger aotivtty in view of the paint nano. 
problems arising in prostheses with many ringer Joints. 
Therefore, in order to further specify some design criteria 
for the hand prosthesis it was desirable that scm. indication be 
gained of the extent of the involvemont of finger action in a 
range of everyday tasks. 
1.7 The consideration of normal patterns of hand activit]r. 
The probable value of such an Investigation was also substantiated 
by the well accepted fact that the peculiar saddle, shaped carpo- 
aotacarpal joint of the thumb conveys a unique Importance to the 
thumb in the normal hand. This versatility in of such an extent 
that the relative immobilisation or range limitation of fingers as 
a result of rbsumatoid disease for example has a surprisingly 
slight affect an prehensile ability (e. g. dam-Parry 1958). 
In general the sadsting information concerning the sods of 
action of the hand appears to have bean of a distinctly descriptive 
natur in torn of its application and this type of approach is 
s q; lifted by the cork of Sobiadngºr (1919) g who postulated six 
modes of gripping technique poriorsd by the hand: 
(1) Cylindrical - as in grasping strongly round a thick rod. 
(2) Tip - as in picking up a small object. 
(3) Root - as in carrying a suitcase. 
(4) Palmar - as in holding a pencil. 
(ä) dphorlaº1 - as in grasping a ball. 
(6) Lateral - an in holding a rigid smart between thuab and fingers. 
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Work by Keller of al (1947) using film of the hands in every- 
day activities used classifications similar to those of Schlesinger, 
on the basis of which a percentage assessment was given for three 
types: 
Palmar Tip Lateral 
Pick up x 50 17 33 
Hold S Sa 2 10 
Thus indicating that, qualitatively, prehension is weighted in 
favour of the palmar type of grip. 
These theories remained unmolested until Napier (1956) made 
rather simpler proposals in the form of two types of grip- power 
and precision. Napier proposed that normal gripping functions 
could be explained by a variable mixture of these In suitable 
proportions. His theory is illustrated by a series of unrehearsed 
photographs, which uafort Gately could be used equally well to 
arm the point that gripping technique varies very little, except 
in regard to the pronation/supination anale adopted by the hand. 
Howrver, Rapier's theory has received much attention and seems to 
have proved to be a useful classification despite its sox chat 
shaky foundations. The dangers of such classifications are 
illustrated by Backhomo (1968) when he states that flexion at 
interpbalangeal joints is a phenouanon of poor grip, Artas 
fluten at the sotaaarpo-phalangeal joints is a sen of 
precision grip, a patently inaccurate moralisation: such a 
rigid division of processes can give an entirely false impression 
of the behaviour of the hand, a fact which had been recognised 
bfr Landmesser (1962) when he divided prehension into power grip and 
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precision handling. He clearly distinguished between the two by 
the dyna*is state of the latter as opposed to the ultimate static 
nature of power grip, thus naturally involving all the joints 
in prehension in a controlled wanner. 
The investigation of prehension patterns In a scientific saner 
has proved to be ialy difficult to achieve, although the 
improvement in electrogographio analysis has proved to be a useful 
tool for the supplantation of anatomical knosºlsdte, e. g. Close and 
Kidd (1969) and Forrest and Basmajian (1855) have used electrodes 
inserted into thumb muscles to relate particular muscle activities 
to specific Nov ts. 
One of the few non-sleotragographie analyses of grip has been 
carried out by Ramsey and Einston (1NN2), who analysed the pain 
prints produced as a result of the gripping in 'power-grin' fashion 
of objects smeared with lipstick. Their results showed that all 
tisgrs are in use in Various forms of power scrips although the 
distribution between then varies according to the flaw of power 
required wedeln the grip is used. 
probably the most important work an the rufnational analysis of 
the hand has been carried out by Landser and Long (1965). By 
breaking doer hand actions into basic joint angle configurations and 
the changes in those, It was possible to analyse the basin actions 
eleotro Qographioally in order to ascertain the participation or 
non partieipatioA of individual suSeles. As a result of their 
analysis, a theory of prehension is derived which lays eansiderable 
emphasis on the offset* contributed by passive visoo-elastic forces 
within the hand. 0046 again the power grip/precision handling 
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distinction is supposed to be substantiated, although the difference 
does not appear to be clearly defined, which it would have to be 
in order to be convincing, but the assessment of the degree of muscle 
participation had to be made on a 'yes' or 'no' basis. Further 
advances in olectresyography may make possible a quantitative 
assessment of the degree of muscle participation, in which case this 
approach could prove most illuminating. 
The aspects of hand behaviour outlined above have been based an 
the large scale effects of the adaptability of the hand. In 
addition to these functions, the normal hand possesses two important 
facilities, which have been oath underrated in the past, namely the 
effects of the fingernails and the pulpy pads of the fingers and 
The use of titgernsils is an iaportant aspect of the function of 
the hand in various ems, probably the asst frequent use being In 
forceps-lice operations for delicate picking up and removal of ssall 
objects slate as tiaras, drawing pins, *to. In addition the finger- 
mile provide a grip equivalent to that of pliers, by deforming 
softer smooth objects in order to achieve gripping purchase. 
Isherwood (1965) has pointed out that an effect of the increased 
function due to loos Urger ails is a reduction is the degree of 
Linger flexion rooessary to achieve certain tasks. Yet another 
important aspect of the nails is their relationship to tactile 
foodbaek - by virtue of their attachment to the periosteue and 
henec to boos they transmit vibrational information nctrerly well. 
One of the most important functions of the normal band which 
has been almost ao%ietely neglected is the adaptability of the 
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actual surface of the gripping areas. As Simpson (1971) has shown, 
the surface is passively modified by its contact with gripped 
objects, thus permitting an increased area of contact between 
gripper and gripped. This effect is the converse of the traditional 
approach to gripping techniques where the gripper deforms the 
gripped surface such as pliers which have a sited edge to dig into 
the object of the gripping process. The natural effect is achieved 
by means of a surface-tacky layer of skin which encloses pads 
containing many globules of fat. These globules are free to move a 
restricted distance within limitations imposed by a matrix or 
flexible inelastic fibres which bind the fatty tissues to the 
underlying bone structure, thus allowing a limited tree range of 
motion. The not effect of this system is to ailow a certain mount 
of deformation of the pad, but no more, thereby tending to 
stabilise the gripped object once deformation is oosplete. The 
skin shich covers the pads is maintained in a tacky state to 
Improve surface friction by mans of the secretion of perspriatioa 
which lies is the 'grooves' of the fingerprints. 
1.8 Bxoeria*nts to supplement information oenoerning handaoJe.. t ts. 
This somewhat unsatisfactory state of arrairs regarding theories 
of prehension led to the development of a series of simple qxpori- 
asnts to determine just what, it any, sort of pattern of prehension 
existed. The initial experiments considtsd of measuring fir4jer 
positions and joint angles when the hand was grasping a ram* of 
objects. These objects were chosen specifically to represent the 
six Schlesinger gripping modes. Since the difference in `ripping 
nodes was supposed to be related to &nkrphalanpal and staaarpo. 
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phalangeal joint angles, it was considered that the most significant 
viewing angle would be from the side of the hand, looking past the 
thumb into the arch formed by the fingers. (rig. 1.1). The 
approximate position of the finger and thumb joints were marked with 
crosses using a ball-point pen and a 'sight' was made for attachment 
to the wrist, in order to ensure a consistent viewing angle. The 
sight consisted of a pointer which was clamped to the wrist, the 
direction being established by location of the pointer over another 
mark on the skin. 
The use of any opaque objects for the grasping experiments 
would have obscured parts'of the fingers and their aar'kings, 
thereby making asasurea nts impossible and, in order to overcome 
this problem, the objects were aaade of perspex, the distortion 
effects due to refraction being overoos by carrying out the experi- 
aents with the hand i®dsrsed in liquid paraffin. Sings the 
refractive indices of perspss and liquid paraffin are so close (they 
differ by only 0.7 per cent) the optical matching is sxtrersly good, 
caking reflections from the paraitin/perspex interlace almost 
narncistent. A special perspex tank was constructed to permit 
photography fron any angle around the hand (Fig. 1.2), and records 
were made of the hand, correctly orientated by the pointer, grasping 
the range of objects as laid out in the graph of results. (Fig. 1.3). 
The photographs were then analysed and estacarpo-phalsogeai and 
int"rphalanseal Joint angles were measured for as ,º fingers as 
possible. When illustrated in graph t it was seen that a 
definite trend of increasing angles related to gripped object 
existed. The scope of this particular experiment was limited by 
Zq 
_1 
Fig. 1.1 Hand pusLtiu>> 111 grip analysis oxperiin&nLs. 
Fig. 1.2 Viewing tank. 
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the obscuration of one finger by the next in many positions. 
However, the apparent existence of such a smooth trend for the 
index finger gave considerable encouragement for further investi- 
gations. 
The problem of the interruption of the line of sight was 
overcome by the use of X-ray techniques. In place of the pen 
markings, coded lead markers were stuck with 'Bostic' adhesive to 
the approximate positions of the joints of the fingers and thueb. 
Constant viewing angle was maintained by means of a locating jig 
which fixed the wrist in the desired attitude by location in a slot. 
(Jig. 1.4). The sequence of grasping was then repeated using the 
same range of perspex objects as were used in the initial experi- 
ments with each gripping position being recorded on an X-ray film. 
The results were then analysed as before,, using the coded lead 
markers to locate the joint positions of each finger. As in the 
previous experiment with the photographic technique, the angles 
recorded were the flexion angles, i. e. the complements of the 
angles between the bons forming the joint'. oooc reed. An example 
of the X-ray pictures obtained is shown in Pig. 1.50 illustrating 
the fact that the files of all finger joints could be analysed 
using the X-ray technique. 
The results obtained are displayed in the table of Jig. 1. Q. 
This table was then used to establish a second table in laich the 
columns were arrarsd in inoroasiug order of aagnitu I, of tat» 
f1s dn angle associated with each gripped object (lie. 1.7), ahioh 
was used as the basis for ostablisbing an "awrag' order of 
incraasini tlhdon. The awrago for each row was based upon the 
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Fig. 1.7 Grips tabulated in order of increasing flexion of fingers. 
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predooinanas of a particular position is that row, any borderline 
cases being weighted according to the predominance of the particular 
position in adjacent roes. In this way the 'average' order of 
increasing flexion proved to be s, 1, Q, Z, T. d, 3,5, shich 
corresponds to cup handle grip, pencil, thin sheet, large round trip, 
knob, heavy tool, door handle and hook. It is interesting that wean 
as the result of a crude analysis of this sort, the spectrum tram 
precision grip to paver grip and hook grip follows a logical sequence 
of increasing power content. 
1.9 The results and their implications. 
The results, based upon this sequence of grips, are displayed in 
graph sore in pigs. 1.8,1.9 and 1.10. Although there can be no 
absolute value attached to those results, due to the couplets 
abssnoo of a statistically significant experimental population, the 
brief study was sufficient to provide guidelines for future dowlsp. 
stets of the hand prosthesis, and to provide grounds for speculation 
and for further experiments concerning the analysis of grip. 
Probably the most obvious trend to eosrgs iron the graphs is 
the rolat6ooship between powr trip content (as indicated b the 
type of grip) and the amount of flexion of the fingers. This applies, 
to all throe finger joints, flexion of each Joint insroasin IW 
appraacisatoly 30° is the range from pail grip to door handle grip. 
Neger, during this charge than is no Ovids oo of a pýronouoo A 
change of mode In the finger grip characteristic a, merely a trod 
towards a slight increase of flexion. 
The most surprising last to eMrgs from the data was the 
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the joint angles raa5uix within 
* 20° or 90 of a Mdian 1vro1. 
This s rstod that the full range of action of the fingers of the 
hand during everyday activities Is limited to less than 50 per cent 
of the full potential, a point dch gave some support to the 
theory that an adequate prosthesis steht be made by carotid selection 
of certain limited functional capabilities, in particular confirming 
that mush of the versatility of the hand in everyday activities oust 
be attributed to the action of the thuib. The Versatility oontri- 
buted by thumb action is also eenfissed by a muted tendency for all 
the fingers to act as a unit, the overall changes of flexion 
occurring to a large extent in a similar pattern for the same Joint 
in each digit. In particular, the rim and little tiers follow 
ow another Y017 closely, with the middle finger tending to be 
associated with theta, these associations being prsdiatabls to a 
certain extent on a purely anatomical basis. =na the index hager, 
Soss indem is nonetheless evident, follows the overall form 
of the changes manifested by the other fiegers. 
Although te close eavresponds oe betwsa the ritten, of the 
individual tinge" any be explained to a peat extent by the 
aooouitp to oontoraII- the grasp to the gripped bbjoot, this does 
not apply to papa which Involve only Indes and middle fingenitor 
ozu*lo, sinoo the posture adopted by sing and little Singers are 
then dotoratnsd bfr anatomical factors. It is not possible, the r feve, 
to put forward any dotioito tboorlos of prehe sinn behaviour as the 
basis of conforming to a gripped abject, sloes the purpose fase 
*146 OW ob at Is intended will dotoroiaa the initial approaab 
to . the grasp. Howes, by combining a 
two knowledge at the 
M. 
doslroi t of 'pOM grip' content with the . gtdxvd oriantatioe 
of the object and thou the oo tiooetnt of gripping and ooatoreing 
(s d3JIot to the restrictions of the aaºtooioal arrýu9ar Its)" for 
pattern of asion IS oauplotod. 
Thus t essentially different upsets at t1 types of P 
pi"opoMd by the Various t anriss OutllMMd previously, sppoats to Us 
in the iitiaatss purpose of the grip, rlwati the attitude of the MM 
is different toe holditg a pencil as opposed to a haar tor exmpl . 
Boo as lfapior's illustrations ( inaýhnlurta tly) stow. t10 hand p'lps 
are s stnrtialiy siailar, ý 00ept that the attitude of tir wrist 
ditterst this taow begs: ostrwrl7 significant in vicar of t 
apparent low I0"1 of sattvttt is the ringers and serving to high- 
litbt the iaporta r of the tävso aM wist &$tims. 
1.10 DR 
.. 
is rwiswe ad t . ir, jallbam h wd . 
The net result of this analysis tram a0 ftMnstom theory Pout 
of view m ml tb af be to atats that was it ay be ussfu1 to 
label diatinot types at grip for descriptive purposei" it is not 
oojraot to *' s*'d t1Ors types as beize Of OAW psriioulas si-gi!! ºoatýet 
in a petwnsion pattasa, since the variations in floor tl xion 
angles between ans typo MA thu nest are so Ought. TM welat: L"Ir 
sna11 variations of floor fission r I1 I odour thsoypbout a gum 
rind of grips sunests that a=* attention should be dusted 
toNode a detailed appraisal of ti and Witt fwsticins as tit 
deciding lactate in detaining the typet of grip ihich is ashis, N. 
Thus, fro, a paastiosl point of vi.,, the data omov s 
slät: Osýelt ißýoý'11ýtian to ist that in an adequate prosthisslat 
Cl) rt117 sstLeuistsd ting. rs appear not to be essential. 
(9) Einfad little ! lops ami ring titer! actions ors *atlatw tae7. 
1T. 
(3) ! ham tunotion is very Important in vier of relatively low 
activity in titers. 
(4) Wrist rotation Is an Important factor in ddtsroining grip mode. 
(5) It is aoaosirabls that static Beers and a mobile thumb may 
be adequate it used in oonJ motion with a psautiop/supination 
facility. 
3.11 The d finition o`iro, 1eqtas a result of 1he formation 
as lb. 
Tb. not results of the information %hioh has been correlated in 
this Motion was to provide a reasonably detailed basis for the 
subssqufnt development of a hand prosthesis which is directly related 
to a Patient fitting proasass. Thus, It Was possible to =oroilato 
a sp. citioatioo for the design and to define spsoitio regions and 
additional work which would be of signiticanoo in the ovw rail 
prosthotio systa, and thsas criteria are laid out baloos 
(1) The hand prosthesis gaily. 
(i) In tbs interests of "liability to be as simple as ooopatiblo 
with an adequate degree of function (iooampasison with a hook 
prosthesis). 
(ii) Cossosis to be of a high standard, its appear wo. being 
satistaotorr dynamically as well as statically. 
(iii) Control systems to be designed and developed for 
compatibility with the noses control ssohanisas in the human 
gstla. 
(iv) Feedback to the operator of any oddittonal iatoraattoa it *ah 
an taotils rispoun to be lovwstisatb. 
(r) To be oospatiblo with the ass proatbals. 
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(vi) The hand to provide its full functional capabilities from 
combined use of a single control site in the hand and the wrist 
rotation in the arm. 
(2) The hand prosthesis mechanically. 
(i) The mechanism to be based upon the action of the thumb. 
(1i) In view of the difficulties experienced with *pincer" grip 
type prostheses, and the unnatural configurations of wrist flexion 
and proration required for any performance on flat surfaces, thumb 
action to be based upon a lateral opposition to the fingers. 
(111) The extent of activity in the lingers to be limited in the 
interests of simplicity and reliability. 
(iv) The possibility of totally passive action for ring and 
little fingers to be considered. 
(v) The possibility of entirely rigid fingers to be considered, 
following the results of the X-ray experisata and the observations 
of Napier'a eaperUsental photography. 
(vi) Power to be from a pnewatio source initially, gor compati- 
bility with the arm, prosthesis, but for n ore general use a 
ready adaptability to other forms of power to be essential. 
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Chapter 2. 
ExperiRental hand aechaniws. 
2.1 Brief specification. 
? ollawing the assessment of the available information concerning 
band prostheses and their relationship with arm prostheses in the 
chapter 'The hand project', an outline specitieation for the hand 
was developed. In practical terms the hand of this specification 
can be summ rtsed effectively as consisting of a thumb laterally 
opposing fingers which should possess as little nobility as possible 
whilst retaining a suitable dearer of function. In addition, the 
device was to operate fron a single control site, using pneumatic 
power, and was to be able to perform gripping actions on a flat 
surface. 
This situatiaa form d the basis 'tos the cork to be outlined In 
this chaptsr# wUah is camera" with the develo nt and evolution 
of various asohatw a, leading . 
to the typo of rohaots, which 
ford the final prosthesis used in trials co patients. 
2.2 The first nmlorstors usohanisss. 
The first design oa  irt sled with an appreciation of the natural 
bebailous of the land in prone position an a flat a rtaom (liga. 1.1, 
2.20 2.3 and 3-4) iwra t! r total rates of movement is largely 
defined by the flat wets.. itself. Thus the very first staff in 
the dowlopssot was to produce a Model of a arohaniao ahiah could 
Erato in a hand-itk* -"r on a flat surface. This madoi is 
sum in Figs. 2.5,2. $, 2.1 and 1.8. From these pbotograph& it 
can be sein that by mans of a simple tour-bar linkage, the 
'tioiess' could be node to 'draw In' a small object towards the 
Fi. q . 2. ' 
Equivalent position of normal hand and link mechanism, side views. 
Fig. 2.4 
Equivalent positions of normal hand and link mechanism, from above. 
Fir. 2.5 
Positions of early mechanism, side view. 
Fig. 2.7 
(f -'-6 
Positions of early mechanism, drom above. 
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'thumb' Motion in synchronism with the 'finger' flexion. The 
linkages (Mg. 2.9) 'were designed to create, as closely sa 
possible, a straight line locus for the fingertip, the details 
of the choice of dimensions of the linkages being determined by 
seals drawings. 
At this stage it was necessary to introduce the power souros 
in order to gain some experience with the device. For eaNpati- 
bility with the era, this was required to be of a pneumatic nature,, 
and it was necessary to choose between a sing]. acting actuator 
with a spring return device and the use of a doubit acting actuator 
(see 'control section). In view of the power wastage in working 
against a spring,, with the resulting sluggish operationv the double 
acting actuator was selected since this permitted the use of a ssa119 
taster operating actuator. 
Experience in the workshop with this device again stud samosas 
in picking up objects fror a surface, and considerable suoeoss in 
grasping other objects. Against this, haMansr, them wmm several 
serious defects; the. -overall proportions were anatomiaaliy 
incorrect, the device was fragile and difficult to rocs able, - 
the large mmbor of pivot points provided a ocastaut source of 
faults, mainly cau d by wear. 
2.3 A 'cosmetic' aOGhanism. 
In an attempt to gain eVorlowo is producing a devise of 
ooarrsot hand shape mid proportions, a third aoohanim was devised. 
This device was designed to iadtato the now is of a hand moving 
from flat on the table, into the 'writing' position (Figs. 2.10 aped 
2.11). In addition, it was z ssary to spoaiiy that the band 
LOCUS OF FINGERTIP APPROXIMATES 
. INDICATES PIVOT' 
Fig. 2.9 
Action of link arrangement. 













should contain its OM 'auscies'. No external 'muscle' power was 
permissible since the alternative would hav, been to install the 
muscles in the prosthetic forearm, where spans was already at a 
premium. 
The principle of operation of this device was essentially the 
same as the previous version, except that the parallel linkage part 
of the mechanism was now equivalent to the palm of a hand. The 
first and second phalanges were at a fixed angle to one another, 
manufactured from Delrin, and the tip caused to move on the 
required locus by a brass rod linked to the proximal inter-phalangeal 
joint and the palm (Fig. 2.12). The calculation of lover ratios to 
achieve this effect was essentially the same as for the previous 
version and the brass link rods were designed to operate within the 
third phalanges. To achieve the parallelogram linkage effect of 
the previous version, a gear train was used, since this provided a 
simple mechanical solution to the problem. (Pig. 2.12). The lower 
gear was fixed to the 'wrist'. the pals acting as the bearing 
bracket for the other two Sears. Rotation Of the 'palm' about the 
centre of gear 1 (gear 1 cannot rotate) causes rotation of gear 2, 
Which to turn caused counter rotation of sear 3- thus gear 3 
maintains a constant angle relative to gear 1, independent of palm 
angle. Thumb rotation was achieved, as before, via a pair of 
precision bevel pars lined to the 'pala' movement. Power was 
provided by a patio piston mounted effectively across the 
diagonal of the (non-existent) parallelogram. following the 
procedure with prosthetic hands elsewhere, this device was provided 






'Cosmetic' mechanism, finger linkage and metacarpal arrangement. 
PROXIMAL ̀PHALANX 
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2.4 *sult with the 'cossstio' Mohanisn. 
In action in the workshop, this hand was very realistic in its 
auv a nt, but proved to be peor functionally. In part this was due 
to incorrect profiling of finger and thumb parts, together with 
other factors which were noticed later. The mat significant fault, 
however, was a very noticeable lack of power at the fingertips 
a phonon an which also had bin noticed in the previous version. 
Admittedly, the piston could not be aeuntsd in the cost "ttoative 
mode, but the major fault lair with the lerersp at the prozioai 
later-phalange" joint+ To arrive at the correct anatomical 
configuration it had bon necessary to maintain the brass link rod 
within the section diaroter of the parozisal phalanx, creating a 
small radiw"aro about the pivot at this joint. The length of 
the distal phalangral section created a led lever for this part 
of the mechanism, In the wrong cons - thereby creating a very low 
pinch fares at the fingertips. In addition to this, the Jointed 
firs wore very prone to exaggerate aachining errors or ve&rv 
manifested as a lateral wobble or instability at the fi ertips. 
2.5 The eraotioal isLIioations of usipj active tingVrs. 
At this stage in the programme it seemed necessary to consider 
ras of Increasing the gripping fotos at the fingertips. The 
psobl*U of available torque encountered in the devices mentioned 
above is unavoidable in any afitos s *ich has flexing firs and 
the 41SOM ions of the fingers thoUSSlws limit the available torque 
fog' any gin input tosoo1 since the radius arm on shish the fords 
aq opu ate esn hardly exceed ltM. The, other approach oaoaidor d 
was that of inasoasing the input fotoo in order to oe neuto for 
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the untavourabl" lover conditions, although it was necessary to 
bear in mind the fact that the increased forces required corres- 
ponding increases in the strength and wear resistance properties 
of the finger joints. The simplest way of increasing the 
available force would haver been to increase the size of the 
pneumatic piston actuator or the operating pressure. However,, the 
foster was impossible on the grounds of the physical size necessary 
to achieve a significant force increase and the latter unacceptable 
on safety grounds. It is generally understood that a pinch force 
of 15 lbs at the fingertips is a reasonable design criterion, 
(Petzer 18e9), however, for reasons which will follow, the figure 
of S lbs aas taken as the design requirement for the production 
hand. Considering for a ssent the conditions which prevailed is 
the mechanism described above, with an 5: 1 lover ratio on the finger, 
the input requirement would have been 10 lb. Ins. at the knuckle, 
i. e. a thrust of 40 lbs directly along the brass link rod. Thus, 
unless a number 11 thrust piston were acting directly in lice with 
the third phalanx (such a condition being impossible cosmetically), 
it would have been twoesaary to select a piston sore than 75 in 
disaster to achieve the desired effect$ considering the inefficient 
angle at which the piston has to operate in order to preserve shape. 
Since the number 11 sire piston was too large to incorporate is the 
finger itself, and the larger sizes too large to install in the 
pals, an alternative activation asohanism had to be found. A' 
possibility was the incorporation of a dear rack operated by a 
Air 11 piston, turning one of the chain of 3 spur gears as the 
pinion (tit. 2.12); bitt even this would have increased the thialcsoas 
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of the pale considerably. The possibility of hydraulic paver was 
considered with its associated higher pressures and forces 
produced by srallor actuators but this form of powr when used in 
prostheses create* problems whe n any leaks occur= hydraulic fluids 
often cause dermatoses, quite apart from the woos they create. 
Therefore this was regarded as a last resort, to be tried only i! 
absolutely necessary. 
2.6 Indications for alternatives for the use of mobile lingers. 
All these schemes were aimed at dodging an unavoidable too* - 
mobile lingers just need usry strong muscles, and it mean became 
apparent that perhaps more attention should be directed elsNbere. 
In particular, the importance of the phase relationship between 
thumb and fingers became apparent during workshop evaluation experi- 
ments with picking up various objects using the prosthesis. 
These experiments showed that whilst the lateral opposition of 
the thumb appeared advantageous, the action of the fingers was 
ispro ed it their closing was expedited to permit the th b to 
close laterally en the fingers (fig. 2.13). in other wssds, in the 
final stages of closing the grip the thumb should be doing the 
active gripping, against the static platform of the lingers. 
Furthermore, it the distal phalanx of the thumb were artioulated, 
the effective `rip would be videswd considerably and, in addition, a 
stable thew point grip would be established between thumb and two 
fingertips. 
This experimental result shoved that in the final stages of 
closing the trip on swall objects* a stable grasp could be achieved 
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FINGERS 
Fig. 2.13 
Relative phasing of finger and thumb movements. 
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oidar grips unless the phase eolationship me s wroot for all 
opntags of tha grip. 
One way in shish this oould be aabioroe quite . fap17 was to 
adopt one of tha guidelines sosultii tram the X-ray o rinato - 
to use stationary lira for the aboio ran. of as grasp, with 
the position of the lingers to be optidoad los Lustbor o : lmot. 
2.7 A pjAg! dm with station E unsern. 
Thus, the initial attoopt usti this prlaoiplo was =do by 
adoptisd ststiaeau y liars pesitia sd appveodrtsly as the vvald 
be for gripes a psaaii. BM osti 1sit asti, I Um&. arti«Iatsd at 
tbs rad to ahoy aosossodatian of lugs N, ts. Ibila a4sptim for 
oo! lsot position opposite t) lugs ihm UM grip ws closed. 
The oenatrusttin eZ täia deviea yes smaýssdiesly siýPis f Duioslly 
a rigid hand , spart t: '« a m* ä» tMslr., lba result wag as 
dwm iA Pig. 2.14. Actuatiae beiss pnru atto as in proviaw oasts. 
The results wltb this WAsaAs d otrsriy sigaitioet class 
otll objsots oaUld b. itefad up md lei d . atistastoaeily, pSt1a 
t*nesd to be stabittsUd . 
b7 to wM qr ti rd phalrac as On first 
ttqpre amXaqp objo is to~ to be mil* sd no'sn ism rigid 
lit ers (lip. 2.15,9.14 md 2.17). 
3.4 4, mtI et_; jS . pert, .. 
At this ONO it rays dotdsd IN seeorooestt . dsvtos to 
f*ollitato gvtppti (slope" IM). 'Ibis ids. is an stts $ to 
acht. tUa od_Rilro ý Mae- - dMioo of b dda and clash. Ibeft 
RAW s 15 110 p hard Object is gripped 4a ým1 lind ur flash 
deforms beneath the skin to aoooýsaab the mraw of the obj. st " 
until the ro1tMS of the sly 'beg' has boom decreased to that of 
Fig. 2.14 
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Fig. 2.16 
Prototype gripping coin. 
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the 'oosprossid Slosh' volume and at this point the systw tends to 
become solid. A simple, analba is a cellophane bas of rise, quite 
loose, and sott until an indentation is wade, shoe the sholo bag and 
coot nts bosons relatively hard. This affect aas be, achieved for 
use in an artificial hand by loosely containing salt, sane, or any 
auOtablo small grain powder, in a non-stretch sae of leather (lit. 
2.18). In practice it van fain that the siaplost method of 
construction for experimental purposes was to encapsulate sand is 
a strstohqº latex bag, %blob was then enclosed in a non-stretch cover 
of thin loather. Bats of this type provide an automatically resetting 
self-adaptive grip, irhioh is sorely remoulded to a am shape shin 
the next object is `ripped. 
8. $ tosuliswith the wulstted saohanisa. 
The powder 1prip bass were attached to the simple, asohanie 
tsationsd abon, as sham in zig. 2.15,2.16 aM 2 17. Tho 
isýsýrrýut In tmatton was scat t=press&"* 'van to the oxtoat of 
siiooisi *W tripping of a hamor, stabilis d against t)r toistis or 
suttioioatl7 to drive in a nail, as voll as pipping s aller ob34ots 
easily. 
The suo as of this t of &wis" oq be largsly attributed to 
ita siapltsit7 of +oaa$trU tiao. The OhOlOl at rigid tines sllouwd 
00 adopti«U of OR sifictint shops, without azq Uoditiostiam 
demuad d by t1M Isi-MSI a raqui: saýta for a asbilo asahanim. In 
&Aditial, t! o rigid flogs! Oa1tiguratias a olds the Instabilities 
'r iiob haws been observed in Be .u ban" with joint" limes 
(e. g. Arezina and wroth 1964). The articulated thumb sovusnt may 
be regarded with the n=w sceptioiam as the liess in previous 
Fig. 2.18 
Powder grip sacs. 
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sodols, howwr, the number of Joints has boon reduced from live to 
too, and the torque output at the mid of the thumb is 60 per cent 
of that applied to the device as is shown is Appendix I. 
This loss of force by virtue of the thumb soohaniso was not 
particularly significant sins the use of the powder grip tsolmigw 
provides an effective reduction in the tripping force required, the 
inprov"aat being represented by a seduction of up to 75 per sent 
of the force norasily required using a oo ntiona1 rubber laced 
hook for example. 
2.10 C io1usiens drawn fror t h* use of ! gMerimintalL MOhanisp. 
The versatility of this type of ssohaaiso during gwSitatih 
assessments with grasping a raste of objects in the workshop, showed 
that a considerable, diversity of operation was possible, r hen used 
in conjunction With a wrist rotation facility. Furth mare, the 
Istrome simplicity of the mechanism was a very favourable aspect of 
the design although the selection of an optiw Configuration for 
the static fingers Muirod some initial setting-up prooodur"s. 
This " of approach appeared to be most promising, and 
therefore the prinoiplo of stati«*xy finge and laterally 
opposing thumb was adopted for the drrolo1.. sat of devious specifically 
intended for patient use and subsequent evaluation. 
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Chapter 3. 
The practical mechanism. 
3.1 Introduction. 
The evolution of the devices described in the previous chapter 
towards a worthwhile practical mechanism had produced the simple 
configuration of stationary fingers used in conjunction with an 
articulated laterally opposing thumb. It is the purpose of this 
chapter to indicate the development of this principle as a device 
capable of the prehensile abilities laid down by previous criteria 
and to illustrate in particular those aspects of the design of the 
mechanism which affect the relationship between the cosmetic glove 
and the mechanism. This latter point is of special importance sinco 
the success of the device as a hand depends upon a very high level of 
cosmesis. 
3.2 The first 'practical' mechanism. 
The first design followed directly as a consequence of the 
trial mechanisms devised in the previous chapter, with fixed fingers 
attached to a hand palm shaped 'Tufnol' block, onto which the 
mechanism for driving the articulated thumb was attached. The 
hand configuration and dimensions were taken from a wax casting of 
a child's hand of appropriate size, positioned in the 'writing' 
configuration. In this way it was hoped that a lifelike hand 
mechanism could be designed. 
3.3 The thumb. 
In order to simplify the mechanism as far as possible whilst 
retaining a wide opening aperture for the thumb, the distal phalanx 
of the thumb was articulated as in the mechanism devised previously, 
the phalanx being connected by a link to the pivot point on the body 
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of the hand. The main thumb member and this link then formed two 
bars of a four bar linkage whose ratios were desgined (by scale 
drawing) to ensure that the distal thumb phalanx closed the curve 
of the thumb when opposed to the lingers, whilst allowing a 
maximally opened aperture when the grip was open. 
3.4 The ring and little fingers. 
The semi-passive stabilising nature of the ring and little 
fingers suggested by the results of the X-ray experiments, combined 
with experiences referred to in the literature concerning the 
effects of these fingers on the performance of prostheses, led to 
the hand design being based upon the index and middle finger for 
active grip, with the ring and little fingers being formed by 
springs which could act as stabilisers to a certain extent whilst 
possessing sufficient passive mobility to allow some conforming of 
the grip when necessary. 
3.5 The index and middle fingers. 
The design of the index and middle fingers was based upon the 
hand configuration in the writing position, since the results of 
the X-ray experiments described in 'the natural phenomenon' indicated 
that this position was a good average position for active prehension. 
Another attraction of this configuration is that it is a position 
which can be readily adopted by an individual on request, which is a 
considerable advantage in the glove manufacturing process. 
3.6 The general construction. 
The construction of the fingers and thumb was specifically 
designed for compatibility with the powder grip sacs, having a 
U-shaped section in order to provide an adequately rigid backing 
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for the bags of powder. This U-channel form also gave added strength 
to the fingers and thumb, allowing the construction to be based upon 
thin (1/16" thick) stainless steel sheet which was out to shape and 
subsequently formed under pressure to the desired U-section profile. 
The fingers were attached to the 'Tufnol' hand block by means of an 
epoxy adhesive locating the fingers in machined slots in the fibre 
material. The thumb was driven by a piston actuator acting on a 
lever, the details of this system being given in Appendix 3.1. The 
hand in this form (Fig. 3.1) was then smoothly contoured to prevent 
damage to the glove by sharp edges, powder grip bags were attached 
and a cosmetic pvc glove fitted over the device, leaving only the 
question of the precise alignment of gripping surfaces to be resolved. 
3.7 The fingers/thumb arrangement. 
Since the reduction of the mechanism of the hand to the use of 
a simple movement represented such a crude approximation to the wide 
range of movement achievedby the normal hand, it was necessary to 
pay considerable attention to the configuration of the static parts 
of the device in order to achieve optimum- function. 
The prime criterion for the success of a gripping device being 
used by a bilateral amputee, apart from the ability to pick up, is tho 
stability of the resulting grip, since the extent to which the 
device may be used will be directly dependent upon this factor. 
The general problem of grip stability is most readily visualised 
by consideration of the requirements of gripping a spherical object 
in an inherently stable fashion. In this situation it can be seen 
that, for an essentially two-jaw device such as that proposed for 
the hand, four point contact is necessary for stability in all 
Fig. 3.1 
Early 'practical' mechanism, 
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directions, the four points being represented by a three point 
contact in tripod fashion being opposed by the fourth point of the 
active thumb, (Fig. 3.2). This configuration will be inherently 
stable if the line of action of the effective resultant of the 
force P lies within the triangle ABC. 
In the case of the proposed hand configuration point A would 
be represented by the proximal phalanx of index finger, point D by 
the distal phalanx of the index finer, point C by the distal 
phalanx of the middle finger and point D by the thumb. 
However, this arrangement is subject to a further constraint 
provided by the requirement for operation on a flat surface for the 
picking up phase of hand activity. This in itself provides no 
particular problem, but the picking up of small objects requires 
that, when closed, the thumb D meets the finger tips B and C. In 
other words the plane in which the thumb moves must pass through n 
and C. Initially this suggests that the stability criterion of the 
resultant action within triangle ABC cannot be satisfied. Bowevor, 
consideration of Fig. 3.3 shows that, provided angle AED is loss than 
900, the force P cosO will act between A and E. i. e. within the 
triangle ABC. The force P sinO tends to move the gripped object out 
of the grip, however, provided 0 is reasonably small, P sine will be 
effectively neutralised by the frictional properties of the gripping 
surfaces. 
Thus, by ensuring that the proximal phalanx A of the index 
finger tends to be towards the thumb rolative to the finger tips, a 
stable four point grip will always be achieved for large objects, 









Arrangement for flat surface operation. 
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grip between D, B and C. 
In practice, this arrangement was assured by the general 
set-up of the fingers, followed by a final alignment carried out 
by bending the steel fingers and thumb in a jig. 
3.8 Results and conclusions with initial device. 
The resulting device resembled a hand in Its general shape and 
appearance, and behaved quite satisfactorily from a prehension point 
of view. However,, the level of cosmesis was certainly low, due to 
the presence of unsightly folds and creases resulting from a poor 
fit of glove to mechanism. 
This point show0d that the design procedure for the mechanism 
would have to be based quite rigidly upon the demands of the 
cosmetic glove, indeed, the mechanism should be made specifically 
for a particular glove. This, then, firmly placed the emphasis upon 
the production of a cosmetic glove of the specific type of config- 
uration demanded by the principles of operation of the mechanism. 
Following the production of a suitable glove, the mechanism would 
then be made to fit that glove exactly. 
3.9 The modified nrogramwe of development. 
Thus, the development programme followed a new trend: Mechanism 
principles -v- Hand of specific shape so-Glove of specific shape - 
A-Mechanism to fit glove -. Complete prosthesis. Therefore at this 
stage the work shifted to the development of the glove for the harm, 
which soon became the major problem of the hand project. following 
the successful production of gloves of the particular configuration 
required, it was possible to coumence the production of a mechanism 
to match the glove. 
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3.10 The procedure for obtaining the Mechanism-shape. 
This began by obtaining an impression of the inside of the 
glove in the correct configuration, the impression thus obtained 
being the desired overall shape of the mechanism in order to obtain 
a good match betmoon Clove and mechanism. 
The technique devised in order to obtain the mechanism shape 
was based on several of the techniques used in the glove production 
process, and full details of the techniques will be found in the 
appropriate sections of the chapter "Tho glove". 
The gloves produced as arrasult of the moulding techniques were 
of approximately than correct configuration, but come minor adjust- 
manta were necassary in order to accentuate knuckle prominences 
and improve 'finger positions, etc. Those re-adjustments were carried 
out by ensurirs that the glove attained exactly the correct can- 
figuration Inside a plaster of parts forcer. (Details of the 
techniques are given in Appendix 3. I1). 7 glove, retained by the 
former, was then filled with a low melting point allay, ich, vkwn 
solidified provided the exact replica of the mochactis® configuration 
for that glove. 
In order to make use of this casting it was necessary to motion 
the metal along the lines of the fingers and thumb, this providing 
profiles of the mental shapes for each digit (Figs. 3.4 and 
3.5). Tracings of these profiles were then used to determine the 
shapes of the materials to be used for the various parts of the 
mec umisms which had teuer taken on an appreciably improved form duo 
to developments made during the tine taken to devise the special 
glove manufacturing process. 
Fig, 3,4 
Casting of interior of glove, 





3.11 Development of the mechanism. 
These developments in the details of the mechanism were directed 
specifically towards a design which embodied low weight and high 
strength, and to those ends certain important changes had been made 
to the design. 
Only one of the alterations represented a deviation in concept 
from the patterns laid down by the previous two mechanisms, the 
change being concerned with the thumb action. The two mechanisms, 
which had provided the basis for the production mechanisms, had 
embodied thumbs with articulated distal phalanges for the sole 
purpose of allowing a wide opening of the gripping of large objects. 
However, the jointed thumb required the introduction of a 
suitable inter-phalangeal joint, and a link for driving the joint, 
with the same attendant problems as experienced previously with the 
fingers, although the problems were not necessarily prohibitive if 
such a mechanism were essential for the adequate performance of the 
device. Therefore, since the articulated thumb could not be 
considered as supplying a fundamental function in the hand, it aas 
considered that the first production devices should make use of the 
rigid thumb laterally opposing the rigid fingers, this situation 
representing the basic functional principle of the device. By 
approaching the problem in this way it was possible to establish 
the minimum degree of mechanical complexity necessary to fulfill the 
desired functions. 
Thus, the first practical requirement vas to produce a thumb of 
a suitable weight and strength, and initially the high rigidity 
of carbon fibre reinforced plastics encouraged investigations of 
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the possibilities with this material. The thumb was designed with 
a concave U-channel section as in previous models, thereby 
fulfilling the dual requirement for high rigidity and compatibility 
with the powder grip bags. 
The use of the carbon fibre reinforced material, however, 
proved to be of little benefit, since the woight saving was minimal 
in comparison with the attendant manufacturing difficulties (see 
Appendix 3.111) and therefore stainless stool was utilisod as in 
previous versions. 
The second new design feature of particular importance which 
was Introduced at this stage was a result of an appreciation of the 
high incidence of breakages which appears to occur in many hand 
prostheses. The construction of the majority of hand prostheses 
being such that any failure of the mechanism results in a totally 
useless prosthesis since the fingers become loose and extended. 
However, in the case of the hook prosthesis, even total lack; of 
function of the active hook blade leaves some degree of function by 
virtue of the remaining static hook, which is still capable of many 
useful functions. A similar degree of 'non-breakability' was 
easily introduced into the hand prosthesis by a construction which 
makes the fingers an integral part of the attachment bracket, 
thereby forming a completely independent static hook prosthesis. 
This was achieved by attaching the fingers to a formed sheet of 
thin stainless steel which combined the functions of part of the 
static hook and the attachment bracket for the thumb and its 
mechanism. 
The sheet of stainless stool which formed the 'backbone' of 
Fig. 3.6 











special wrist fittinrj needed to permit flat surface operation. The 
weight of the cosmetic glove for the new hand was 25gß thus leaving 
a total of 45g to cover foam padding End powder grip to the 
dorrect shape. 
3.12 'Padding' the mechanism. 
With the mechanism completed and remaining satisfactorily within 
the target weight, it was then necessary to complete the cosmetic 
refinements in order to arrive at the state where fitting would be 
possible. These refinements concerned the precise matching of tho 
glove to the essentially skeletal structure of the mechanism. In 
order to achieve this match it seemed necessary to 'pad' the spaces 
between mechanism and glove, in such n way that the padding filled 
out the hand to precisely the desired shape. Furthermore, the 
padding was partly to be constituted by powder grip sections on tho 
appropriate aspects of fingers and thumb. The details of tho 
techniques devised for this process . are given in Appendix 3. V, with 
examples of the resulting foam padding being shown in Fig. 3.8. 
3.13 'Powder grrip_techniciues. 
The remaining task before completion of the hand mechanism was 
to provide the powder grip surfaces for the fingers. Since the 
powder grip was of such importance to the design of the hand, a 
considerable amount of work has been necessary in order to arrive at 
a solution to the problem which could give ease of manufacture and 
adequate performance in use. In order to assess the capabilities of 
the various powder grip systems developed before completion of the 
hand mechanism itself, it was necessary to institute evaluations of 
the powder grip on hook prostheses*'since these provided an idoal 




introduced by cosmotic requirements. 
The beneficial effects of using the 'powder grip' principle have 
been mentioned previously and required no further justification for 
its use as an improved gripping surface. However, the details of 
manufacturing procedure and the materials to be used renainod 
entirely open for development. 
The powder grip principle demanded two particular properties of 
the materials to bo used: 
(1) A flexible container or sac of non-stretch material bonded to 
the gripping surface of the relevant digit. 
(ii) A filler for the sac to be of a Granular nature, allowing flow 
of the filler within the containing walls of the sac shen the gripping 
surface is deforming around the grasped object. 
These conditions had boon satisfied initially by making use of 
rubber latex bags as primary containors for sand or salt particles, 
with a secondary non-stretch covering of thin leather. The gripping 
surfaces in this form had shown that the principle was satisfactory,, 
but the technique presented various practical problems which led to 
further investigations of possible manufacturing procedures. 
The major problems arising iraa the early manufacturing 
techniques were: 
(i) The cutting and shaping of the leather cover was extronvlq tiro 
consuming, each requiring the full attention of a technician for a 
considerable period of time. 
(ii) The preliminary fitting and sealing of the latex sac was 
equally difficult. 
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(iii) Long-torn bonding of the comploted gripping surface to the 
underlying 'skeleton' was rarely possible. 
(iv) Tb flow properties of angular sand or salt particles left much 
to be desired resulting in a somewhat hard texture for the powder 
grip module. 
The fourth of those problems was readily solved by subjective 
comparative assessments of sand tilled sacs and sacs filled with 
small spheres (lam diameter) of glass or a plastics material 
(polystyrene), which clearly showed the improved flow characteristics 
with the spherical particles. 
The remaining problems could then be summarised as the develop- 
went of a process for the manufacture of the 'skin' bag, the process 
to be of an essentially simple automatic nature such as that 
resulting from the use of a moulding process which would provide, the 
necessary shape for the gripping surfaco. 
Thus, various developments were carried out in order to devise 
such a process, the details being given to Appendix 3. VI. The 
procedure finally adopted being based upon an extremely, simple dip- 
moulding process shich required the minimum of attention, whilst 
providing a strong and reliable powder grip nodule of the desired 
shape. 
3.14 Preservation of hand shape without pAddinn. 
The fitting of a glove over the padded mechanism provided tho 
final test for the achievement of the desired shape for the 
mechanism, and, to a limited extent, this proved successful in no 
far as the matching of mechanism to glove was satisfactory. However, 
the general appearance lacked certain features which were not 
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apparent in themselves, but the overall effect was not quite 
correct. Experiments with padding with cotton wool showed that the 
features which were lacking were the accentuated 'hard' points of 
the knuckles. In fact, these features were so important to the 
achievement of a realistic effect for the hand, that it was apparent 
that the padding of the hand was of secondary importance. Thus, the 
mechanism was modified to provide the hard 
'bumps' in the corroct 
positions for the knuckles, padding beint; retained in the form of 
powder grip on the finggors. The softness between the hard aspects 
of the hand was achieved by thickening the glove itself, so that the 
basic form of the hand was laid down by the skeleton, the shin (glove) 
being drawn over the frame achieving the more natural end result. 
In order to achieve the precise effect of the shin over the 
mechanism it was necessary to introduce a degree of tension to the 
glove over the mechanise, and this was achieved by clamping the 
stretched glove at the wrist, where the cross-sectional shape was 
preserved by a fibre-Class former. 
The hand prosthesis in this form achieved a realistic appearance, 
and was therefore considered to be appropriate for application in 
trial fittings to patients. 
3.15 A sunvnary of tho achievements. 
The satisfactory completion of this stage of the hand i chanisa 
development represented the last of the major problems in tho 
construction of the prototype hand, and the subsequent rosults of 
trial fittings of the prostheses are described in a later chaptor. 
However, the achievements at this stago may usofully be summarisood 
by stating that a complete hand prosthesis had been doveloped in 
such a way that all the processes involved in its Construction 
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involved the use of a minimum degree of 'craftsmanship', making use 
of automatic copying processes as frequently as possible, usually 
in the form of casting and moulding techniques. In this way it has 
been possible to produce a prosthesis which can be constructed and 
maintained with the minimum use of specialised techniques basod upon 
years of experience, thereby permitting the device to be used under 
the non-ideal field conditions which frequently demand impromptu 
modifications and repairs. 
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4.1 The role of the glove. 
The adequate function and appearance of the Clove in a cosmotic 
hand prosthesis is obviously of paramount Importance to the success of 
the device in terms of acceptance by the patient and therefore 
necessarily requires a considerable amount of attention in the 
development of a now mechanism. However, the extent to which the 
practical limitations imposed upon the production of Cloves of a 
specific shape and configuration can influence the development of 
now mechanisms is a point which is not iminediatoly obvious, but has 
t=ense implications for the development of prostheses which differ 
fron the standard pincer-grip typo. 
4.2 The constraints of the mechanism. 
The hand mechanism thich was established in the previous chapter 
as the basis for practical trials required a cosmetic cover of a 
particularly good fit, since the major part of the hand remained 
stationary, emphasiain all flaws in the glove as a 'skin' and 
thereby preventing the use of straight fingered gloves modified to 
fit the nochanism. In addition, the configuration of the mechanism 
was precisely dofinod in terms of the positions of the digits, 
since these required to be in the correct positions relative to one 
another in order that the functional capabilities be realised. 
It is, therefore, the purpose of this chapter to describe the 
procedures adopted during the experimental production of cosmetic 
gloves of a specific shape. 
4.3 Glove material. 
In commencing experiments with glove production it was 
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necessary to establish the typo of material to be utilised for the 
glove, and thus soma consideration was given to the previous 
experiences of other workers with various materials. 
In the early days of prosthetics the attempts at hand cosiosis 
were provided by making use of the 'acceptable' abnormality of 
wearing a leather glove at all times in order to cover the mechanism; 
this approach is still used by many patients. The earlier attempts 
at making 'cosmetic' gloves, i. e. gloves Which simulate the natural 
hand, made use of the natural rubber then available, in order to 
provide a thin flexible glove. These glovos1 however, were severely 
limited in their application due to their low strength and wear 
properties. Factors such as these tended to restrict tho use of 
cosmetic gloves to application on passive hands, worn for appearance 
purposes only. The advent of the age of plastics technology gave 
J=ense new opportunities in this field, providing the researcher 
with a wide variety of materials possessing an almost infinitely 
variable rare of physical and chemical properties. In the light of 
such a considerable store of materials# the choice of a euitablo typo 
for use as a glove is not trivial, and necessitated a preliminary 
specification for the glove material before practical wozi; could 
commence. 
The glove raust obviously be made of a material which can be 
suitably coloured. This, howover, presents only minor problems with 
most plastics materials. The most important functional character 
Satics for use on an active prosthesis is that the glove be highly 
flexible when used in thin sections of 0.5 - Zra thickness. The 
thin section requirement reduces the field considerably to materials 
such as cellophane, polyurethane,, fl710ns, pvc, and associated 
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compounds. However, of this group, only two materials may bo 
regarded as being anything like robust and wear-resistant enough to 
be considered as candidates for future consideration. Previous 
work (Bodge at al 1071) with polyurethane as a glove materials has 
shown that while it has satisfactory properties in terms of strength 
and wear resistance, its colour is not good, ageing problems are 
severe, resulting in a stiffening of the material with age. This 
leaves pvc as the remaining readily usable material and was 
therefore chosen as the medium to be used for the work in providing 
a glove cover for the hand mechanism. 
The choice of pvc for the manufacture of cosmetic gloves has 
been almost universal in the past, with the majority of workers 
using this material with considerable knowledge and skill. Such a 
widespread use of the material has led to a ready availability of pvc 
in suitably pigmented states, and the technology involved in the use 
of the material has become a simple matter of routine. The well 
established use of pvc plastisols therefore provided an eminently 
satisfactory basis for the commencement of glove production work. 
One of the major advantages of pvc as a glove material is that 
it can be plasticised to suit any requirements from the rigid form 
through to a very soft, sticky, pliable consistency which has 
limited strength. In practice it was found that a plastisol with 
suitable properties was available ready for use from the manufacturer 
(Belplas Ltd. ). This plastisol, when cured as a thin film at 150°c 
for a few minutes forms an extremely strong, flexible membrane 
whose texture is sufficiently tacky to provide a good gripping 
surface for a glove. The main disadvantage of pvc in this form 
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is that, while intact, the membrane is extremely strong, but tears 
propagate very rapidly and easily once formed. For this reason, 
the fit of the glove to the mechanism must be exact, in order to 
avoid local weak spots. The colour of the pvc film can be 
readily changed by the addition of powder colours to the plastisol 
in the liquid phase. In fact it is normal prosthetic practice to 
use clear pvc as the outer layers of the glove with the colour 
detail beneath. This achieves a more lifelike, slightly transparent 
effect. 
Thus, in view of the well established technology of glove 
production using pvc materials it was logical to commence the 
production of gloves for the new mechanism on the basis of the 
existing classical techniques of glove manufacture. 
4.4 initial experiments along 'classical' lines. 
The preliminary works therefore, consisted of following the 
standard procedures in use for the manufacture of 'straight 
fingered' cosmetic gloves (Fig. 4.1). The normal procedure is to 
choose a volunteer whose (normal) hand is of the correct proportions 
necessary for cosmetic replacement on the amputee patient. A 
negative impression is taken of the hand in sodium alginate, a 
derivative of seaweed used in dentistry as a rapid setting casting 
material. This material remains flexible for acme time actor 
setting, which permits easy withdrawal of the hand, despite under- 
cuts and complex contours. The amount of detail transferred is 
considerable, fingerprints being faithfully reproduced.,. In tho 
conventional process, molten wax is now poured into the alginate 
mould and allowed to solidify. The wax positive thus obtained is 
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then painted or sprayed with a conducting paint before being used 
as the cathode in a copper sulphate plating bath. After a suitable 
deposit of copper is obtained the wax is melted out leaving a copper 
shelI negative mould. This shell is strengthened by further 
external plating with copper or nickel and is then ready for use as 
a mould. 
4.5 The use of shell moulds. 
The methods of using the shell mould can take various forms but 
fundamentally consist of filling the mould with plastisol and pouring 
out the contents, thereby leaving a thin layer adhering to the inside 
of the shell. The thickness of this layer may be altered by 
adjusting the initial temperature of the shell before pouring in 
order to initiate a 'gel' state near the hot shell. After pouring 
out the excess pvc plastisol, the shell is inverted and the excess 
plastisol alloved to drip out for some time, followed by heating at 
150°C for a further few minutes. The precise times required depond 
upon the thickness of the layer desired and this procedure may then 
be repeated if it is necessary to thicken the glove. When the 
correct thickness has been achieved the glove is pulled out from 
inside the shell. The easy release of the glove from the mould is 
essential in order to avoid either tearing the glove or damaging 
the mould. Therefore, it is usually necessary to vacuum the glove, 
in order to draw the closely mating surfaces of the glove and 
mould apart and for this stage a release agent applied to the mould 
before use eases these problems to some extent. 
4.6 The classical process applied to gloves for the now mechanism. 
This then, is the type of process normally used for the 
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production of seamless straight fingered gloves, the use of split 
moulds being undesirable for cosmetic reasons. The use of the above 
process in this form presents problems for the production of gloves 
with fingers in the natural rest position, i. e. slightly flexed. 
That this is so, is apparent for two reasons. Firstly, the fingers 
form a U-tube shape during the pouring phase for the molten wax - 
which causes an air lock at the fingertips - leading to, at bust, 
loss of detail (Fig. 4.2). The second difficulty occurs at a 
later phase in the process, namely the release of the glove from 
the mould itself by the normal means of pulling from the wrist 
position. Release is not easy under normal conditions, but with 
curved fingers the problem is exaggerated (Fig. 4.3). 
4.7 Attempts to modify the classical process. 
The approach taken In the light of these problems was the 
optimistic one of tackling the air lock faults and then experimenting 
with release agents and mould temperatures to facilitate release. 
The first major problems in applying these techniques to the 
new shape of hand arose immediately in the first stage of the 
process, the casting of the hand of the 'donor'. For the mechanism 
chosen, an extremely good fit of glove is essential in order to 
retain the maximum cosmetic effect. Therefore it was necessary to 
ensure that the'donor's' hand was in exactly the correct position 
with regard to finger spacing, curvature, etc. At first the simple 
approach of illustrating the desired position to the 'donor' was 
used, and he was asked to retain this position while the hand was 
immersed in the setting alginate mixture. This procedure was tb und 





























































that the initial configuration was precisely correct, and secondly, 
after the hand had boon immersed for a few seconds it became 
extremely difficult for the donor to sense the position of his 
fingers in order to make minor adjustments to the configuration 
of his hand. 
Several remedies avre tried in order to--overcome this problem, 
with varying degrees of success, and details of the experiments with 
various techniquos are given in Appendix 4. I. 
The most satisfactory of these took the form of locating the 
fingertips on pre-positioned tubes, arhich then served the dual 
purpose of location and the release of trapped air ahilst pouring 
the casting material into the mould. (Figs. 4.4,4.5 and 4.6). 
The alternative process of using no position devices presented 
problems of a different nature. With the absence of air rods at 
the fingertips, the U-tube air entrapment phenomenon was revived. 
However, provided that this problem could be solved, it would 
then be possible to take a succession of 'free' casts of the donor 
hand, selecting those of a suitable configuration for further use. 
This approach to the casting of the donor hand was attractive 
from the point of view of simplicity when using young children as 
donors, where problems arise with fidgeting and displacement of the 
rods devised previously. However, the use of many casts created now 
difficulties, since the wax impressions obtained in the usual way 
wer© soft and exceodingly susceptible to damage, in addition to the 
fact that wax castings required Considerable attention during the 
solidification stage due to the large degree of contraction 1hich 
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Location of fingertips on tube ends. 
Fig. 4.5 
Split casting container. 
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Finger location tube in place in casting container. 
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4.8 Alternative materials in the process. 
An ideal alternative to wax was found in the form of a low 
melting point metal alloy, which provided a robust casting., and aas 
compatible with a system for avoiding the problem of air being 
trapped at the fingers. Details of this system, and of further 
experiences with the use of the alloy, with particular reference to 
casting problems, are given in Appendix 4.11. The use of this low 
melting point metal alloy was of particular significance in the 
context of the standard glove manufacturing process,, which required 
the hand casting to be electroplated with copper, normally after the 
covering of a wax casting with conductive paint; whereas the metal 
casting could be plated directly. 
4.9 The electroplating stages. 
The procedure for electroplating the casting had been established 
earlier by other workers and was a routine procedure. The plating 
bath consisted of a tank containing acidified copper sulphate 
solution with a rectangular 'cylindrical' anode of copper. The 
cathode was the object to be plated, mounted centrally inside the 
anode, and driven round slowly by an electric motor in order to 
ensure even plating. As a further guard against local high spots 
of plating, the whole electrolyte was agitated by an electric stirrer. 
The temperature of the bath was maintained at a few degrees above 
room temperature by means of a fish-tank type heater. The power 
supply provided a current of up to 500 mIL through the electroly to, 
and could be varied at will in order to provide a suitable compromise 
between total time for plating and the porosity of the deposited 
copper. 
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In fact, no specific modifications to the apparatus were 
necessary to allow plating of corrobend rather than wax, other than 
those structural reinforcements necessary to support the extra 
weight of the heavy casting. This was achievod by means of a cross- 
beam to support the load and a thrust race to permit rotation of the 
casting as cathode. The adjustment of plating current was made on 
a trial and error basis, to achieve a tine deposit of copper as 
rapidly as possible. It was found that plating for up to five days 
was necessary before the copper could be regarded as self-supporting 
following the melting out of the cerrobend alloy. The copper sholl 
was then sent to a commercial nickel plating plant for structural 
thickening for strength. 
4.10 Problems due to the electroplating process. 
Experience with the plating bath soon showed that at least a 
week might be taken up by this process alone. For experimental 
purposes, a mold produced by this technique became a rare and valuable, 
item, and clearly a rapid casting procedure was a desirable feature 
it suitable moans could be found to arrive at an equally faithful 
reproduction of detail. 
Thus, some specific attention was directed towards the require- 
ments for the materials to be used in a casting process, bearing In 
mind the fact that the finished mould was required to withstand 
repeated heat cycling up to 1500C in order to cure the pvc plastisol. 
The details of the requirements for the mould materials are given in 
Appendix 4.111. 
Experience with the use of the hollow copper moulds produced as 
a result of the electroplating process highlighted various practical 
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difficulties in addition to the severe mechanical release problem 
previously mentioned (Fig. 4.3). Tho particular significance of 
these problems is that they were direct consequences of the type of 
process being used, and the realisation of this fact led to the 
development of a radically different approach to the glove process. 
The initial difficulty arose from the melting out of the wax 
or Cerrobend from the newly plated copper sholl. In the case of the 
wax filled mould, the conductive paint remained adhering to the 
copper following the melting out procedure, and with the newly 
devised Cerrobend process, small amounts of Cerroband remained 
adhering to the copper. These small amounts of residual material 
caused no problems until the first glove was extracted, when it was 
found that layers of the residual material came away from the mould, 
the layers being strongly associated with the glove, ruining the 
finish of the glove completely. This procedure had to be repeated 
as often as ten times before uncontaminated gloves could be extracted. 
Such a laborious method of removing excess material proved to be 
exceedingly difficult# particularly since the curved finger config- 
uration made extraction of gloves difficult due to tearing at the 
fingers. 
4.11 Further problems associated with the shell mould. 
This problem of extraction was not alleviated by the use of 
release agents acting between the mould and the pvc layers, since 
the difficulty was chiefly a mechanical one, as is shO n in Fig. 4.3. 
However, by increasing the thickness of the gloves it was possible 
to make gloves of sufficient strength to allow intact extractions 
by virtue of the application of extreme forces pulling the gloves 
from the mould. 
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Another Lime-cons=in; phase during the glove production 
process appeared in the form of the dripping out of excess liquid 
pvc from the shell mould. This step could take as long as 30 
minutes for each layer of pvc, the curved finger configuration 
requiring dripping in several orientations, since a thorough 
dripping was necessary for the formation of a uniform layer of pvc 
which was retained in the mould only by surface tension, 
premature oven curing resulting in tho formation of blobs as the 
decreased viscosity allowed the liquid pvc to flow more readily. 
In an attempt to overcome this problem a special centrifuge was 
designed in order to decrease the dripping-out time. The special 
feature of the centrifuge was that a self-balancing facility was 
introduced in order that two dissimilar Clove moulds could be spun 
simultaneouslyt whilst perhaps losing excess pvc at different 
rates thereby causing an imbalance of the conventional centrifuge. 
Details of this device are given in Appendix 4. IV. 
These problems arising from the use of the classical process 
were so numerous when the stage of final glove production aas 
reached, that it was necessary to re-assess the whole procedure in 
view of the experiences outlined above. 
4.12 The classical procedure reassessed. 
The initial stages of the process had proved relatively 
successful after suitable modifications to suit the new shape of 
glove required; the casting in the alginate material was satisfactory, 
the attainment of the desired configuration was possible by two 
methods, and the metal hand casting prior to plating was of a 
highly acceptable standard. In addition, the quality of the gloves 
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which were succossfully withdrawn from the moulds after removal of 
excess casting material was satisfactory, the pvc having all the 
necessary properties of flexibility, strength, and colouring. 
However, against these points, the latter stages of the process 
had introduced several problems which detracted considerably from the 
overall success of the production procedure. These major diffi- 
cultios could be summarised as follows: 
1. The plating process required for the production of a robust mould 
was excessively time consuming,, making the use of a more rapid 
casting process desirable. 
2. Complete removal from the plated shell of the material which 
formed the positive model for the plating was virtually impossible. 
3. Dripping out the excess pvc plastisol was a lengthy process. 
4. The withdrawal in an intact state of the completed glove from 
the mould was difficult, and often impossible. 
These faults could be attributed directly to two major factors, 
the former two defects being due to the necessity for an electro- 
plating process, whilst the latter two were Consequences of the use 
of a hollow shell mould. 
Thus, in general, it could be said that the hollow mould 
process was only suited to the straight fingered hand Configuration 
where the various problems are minimised, although not resolved. 
This fact may have been of considerable importance in restricting 
the development of mechanisms of a configuration differing from tho 
standard pincer grip type, a fact which is borne out by a 
consideration of the literature concerning hand prostheses, showing 
that, of the mechanisms which are not pincer types, only the Swedish 
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hand (Lymark and Uohl 1967) has any provision for a cosmetic glove. 
The glove specified for this fully articulated hand was designed to 
be thin, elastic and disposable, thus permitting the mechanism to 
moves the shape of tho glove altering by stretching rather than 
being particularly suited to the mechanism. 
The conclusion to be drawn from these considerations was 
inevitably that the hollow mould process was holding back future 
developments, not only of the hand prosthesis being developed in 
Edinburgh,, but probably elsethere too. Thus, it was imperative to 
seek an alternative which imposed favor restrictions on the 
conditions of use. 
4.13 The nrincigles underlying the use of we re-applied to suit 
the new conditions. 
The production of a glove using a pvc plastisol necessarily 
operates by virtue of the deposition of a thin layer of pvc onto 
the mould followed by a curing process. The classical technique had 
used the immediately obvious technique of using a hollow mould for 
this purpose, since the detail could be readily transferred from a 
cast of the donor hand. However, this principle having proved 
unsuccessful, the alternative procedure of depositing the pva onto 
the outside of a mould indicated a possible line of approach. 
The means for assessing the possibilities of using the outside 
of a mould was readily available in the form of some of the moulds 
produced as a result of the copper plating processes. These 
moulds, in the state prior to the nickel plating strengthening 
procedure, showed that the reproduction of detail on the outside 
of the copper shell was perfect in every my. No loss of detail 
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was incurred by the plating, indeed it was apparently accentuated, 
the ridges being of a relatively small radius of curvature 
resulted in a more intense local electric field, thus enhancing 
deposition of copper at these areas. The copper surface thus 
produced was clean, free of detachable scale, and possessed 
extremely satisfactory hand details. Tentative experiments with 
the dipping of the outside of the copper shell in pvc followed by 
subsequent curing, showed that a perfect glove could be formed and 
removed easily without the difficulty experienced using the 
conventional technique. The obvious problem was for the time being 
unavoidable - the 'glove' was a negative mould of the hand. 
4.14 The now technique. 
The most important step in the development of', the ne technique 
, 
lay in the everting of the negative glove, thereby producing-a glove 
of the opposite hand, with the surface detail made 'negative'. In 
other words a normal left hand had become a right hand with ridges 
ti 
and grooves interchanged (Fig. 4.7). The glove in this form was of 
no direct practical use, but it was apparent that a repetition of 
the whole procedure, starting from the everted glove as a positive 
could produce, by surface dipping techniques, a glove representing 
the original donor's hand. The process then ran as follows: 
1. Take a cast of the donor's right hand - leaves a 'negative' 
mould. 
2. Fill negative with Cerrobend to form a positive replica of 
donor's hand. 
3. Copper plate positive in order to create temperature resistant 
shell, melt out Cerrobend to leave a shell. 
Fig. 4.7 
Everted finger showing reversal of detail. 
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4. Dip outside of shall in pvc and cure. 
5. Pool oßß pvc and evert to give a 'loft hand' glove with surface 
detail made 'negative', i. e. grooves have becono ridges, ridges 
have become grooves. 
6. Fill this everted glove with wax or plaster and use as the new 
'donor' for a repeat of procedure to part 5. 
7. After repetition, the glove is a right hand with surface detail 
made negative once, again - thereby returning to the natural state 
where grooves are grooves and ridges are ridges. 
4,13 The advantages of the now process. 
Althoughthis procedure as it stood was somewhat lengthy, it 
ixediately removed two of the major obstacles presented by the use 
of the conventional technique. There was now no problem of flaking 
of paint or residual Ccrrobond, and there were no release problems 
at all. This fact of easy release of the glove provided an immense 
stimulus for further investigations of the everting technique, since 
the whole procedure must become an easy routine before it could be 
considered successful. 
4.16 The electroplating process reviewed and an alternative proposed. 
The remaining obstacle, that of the lengthy copper plating 
process, was, if anything, aggravated by the new process. The copper 
shell mould had always been strengthened by further external plating 
with copper or nickel - this possibility aas now excluded, but the 
need for reinforcement was not. It was therefore necessary to 
reinforce the inside of the copper shell. The possibility of 
plating in this situation was rejected Immediately an two accounts; 
firstly the time factor would still be excessive, and secondly, 
the practical complications involved in plating the inside of a 
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shell would be prohibitive in many ways, namely, specially shaped 
anodes, problems of circulation of electrolyte in the closed 
environments, temperature control, etc. 
The alternative to plating was to thicken the shell by some 
form of slush moulding technique. That is, by pouring in a material 
which would adhere to the walls, pouring off the excess and 
allowing the wall layer to solidify. This procedure could be 
possible for molten metals or epoxy resins of the Araldito MY720 
type. 
Despite the avoidance of strengthening by plating, a process 
such as that mentioned above, still absorbed a considerable amount 
of time (3-4 days) at the plating stage. Although the use of a 
thin-walled shell mould had boon necessary for the conventional 
process, it did not follow that such a mould be essential for the 
dipping technique. Thorefore, tests were made with the dipping of 
solid moulds, both metallic and non-metallic. Non-metallic moulds 
were found to be totally unsatisfactory, oven after extended curing 
periods, two hours or more, the pvc remained only partially cured, 
never attaining full strength. However, using metallic moulds it 
was possible by extending the curing time from five minutes to 
30=40 minutes at a slightly elevated temperature (155°C), to attain 
very acceptable pvc properties. This discovery opened the way for 
vast simplifications to the glove manufacturing process - for it was 
then possible to adopt a simple casting process. A metal with a 
melting point above 150-160°C could be cast direct into the donor 
hand negative mould, and then be dipped in pvc and cured, thereby 
producing the glove for the everting stage. A repetition of this 
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procedure as before would lead to the production of the cosnotic 
glove itself by a simple dipping technique. 
4.17 Mould production. 
One problem rcrsained at this stage - the sodium alginate being 
water-based, could not safely accept molten metals at temperatures 
greater than 1000C, duo to explosive production of steam. however, 
an alternative was found in the form of a quick setting silicone 
rubber, resistant to temperatures of up to 2500C. A suitable metal 
for use with this rubber was tin, with a melting point of 23130C and 
of sufficient hardness to act as a long lasting master mould. The 
use of those materials appeared to be straightforward at first, but 
each developed difficult problems of technique, full details of 
which are given in Appendix 4. V. 
4.16 The use of the mould. 
Following the production of this metal casting, only two basic 
steps remained in the now Clove manufacture procedure, namely the 
dipping and curing of the first pvc glove, follCTTed by the everting; 
phase, which was than to be followed by filling the everted glove 
for use as the donor for the complete re-cycling of the process. 
The technique for dipping and curing the pvc was porfocted relatively 
easily, the main difficulty being encountered in maintaining the pvc 
thickness to a uniform level without the formation of drips. This 
was achieved by first allowing excess pvc to drip off naturally for 
ten minutes and than boating the hand by infra-red lamp in a 
sequence of orientations (Fig. 4.8). The infra-red lamp allows a 
pro-cure phase in which the surface layor of the pvc cures 




































The actual curing schedule was a simple modification of the normal 
procedure, merely requiring slightly longer at a higher temperature 
as mentioned previously. 
4.19 The use of the everted glove. 
In order to use the everted glove as donor for the second phase 
of the process, it was necessary to stuff or fill the glove, and to 
make minor adjustments of configuration to suit the shape desired. 
A special technique (Appendix 4. V1) was devised in order to achieve 
this in such a way that the stuffed glove acquired the consistency 
of stiff clay, thereby permitting a degree of moulding to be made 
to the correct shape. 
The stuffed hand was then used as the 'donor' for a silicone 
rubber casting and the sprue rods were positioned on the fingertips 
before pouring the rubber, in order to ensure correct location of 
the air release holes at the metal casting stage. Following 
solidification of the rubber, the glove 'stuffing' was removed and 
the flaccid glove withdrawn from the mould. The metal casting 
procedure was then carried out as before, leading to the production 
of an everted detail metal positive hand - the master mould for all 
hands of that type. (Fig. 4.9). 
4.20 :A comparison between 'classical' and 'new' processes. 
Having arrived at a glove production process suitable for the 
manufacture of 'rest position' gloves with curved fingers it was 
logical to compare the new procedure with the more conventional systems. 
This was simply achieved by listing the various stages individually, 
and attributing, to each stage a loss factor which is a measure of the 
amount of detail lost by that process, and in this way it was 
possible to show that the new process was at least as good as the 
F1g. 4. 
Master mould, with negative surface detail, 
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existing procedures in terns of the loss of detail due to the various 
processes (Appendix 4. VZI). 
4.21 Conclusions. 
As a conclusion to this chapter it may be useful to suziarise 
the coiploto new glove making procedure and to note some of the 
particular advantages of the simplicity of the process. 
The first stage consists of a direct casting of the donor hand 
in a silicone rubber material, precautions being taken to ensure 
that the donor's hand adopts the desired configuration by virtue of 
location tubes for tho fingertips. Following withdrawal of the 
donor's hand from the mould, a tin replica is made by pouring 
molten tin into the silicone rubber mould. A pvc glove is then 
made from this replica by dipping it in pvc plastisol followed by 
curing. The glove thus obtained on the outside of the mould is 
removed, everted and stuffed with plastics bonds, and vacuumed to 
provide a negative surface detail hand thieh has the consistency of 
stiff clay. This hand is moulded to the desired shape and used as 
the donor hand for a repetition of the casting procedure in 
silicone rubber. Following solidification of the rubber, the 
stuffed glove is removed and a metal casting is made by pouring 
molten tin into the cavity in the rubber. The tin hand, with 
negative surface detail thus obtained is the master for glove 
production, since dipping in pvc followed by curing, glove removal 
and eversion produces a glove vhich has the full hand iihapo and 
surface detail. (Fig. 4.10). 
One of the most significant factors concerning the lattor 





two or three clear layers followed by the flesh pink layer is 
easily improved, since local colourings for knuckles and finger 
nails, etc. can be painted on the outside when desired, and can 
be sealed inside the glove by subsequent dipping. 
Another significant advantage of this process is that the 
dripping phase can be reduced to a considerable extent by avoiding 
the physical dipping of the mould by painting the pvc plastisol 
onto the mould. This may be carried out either by brush painting 
or by spraying, which considerably reduces the time taken for 
the process to be completed. 
Whilst the advantages outlined above are of importance to the 
process, the overriding advantage, which has many implications for 
the development of future mechanisms, is that any configuration of 
the hand may be reproduced with ease. The moulding process no longer 
restricts the design of the mechanism and permits a wide variety of 
gloves to be produced for specialised situations. Furthermore, 
the principle of moulding by eversion in this way is applicable to 
any complex shape which requires reproduction with the faithful 
copying of all the surface detail and overall form. 
The ultimate conclusion to this section must therefore be 
that the new process is at least as good as the conventional one as 
far as detail transfer is concerned, whilst considerable advantages 
have been gained in terms of the time required for the process. In 
addition the extreme versatility of the moulding processes allows 
the production of hands to any configuration required with the 
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5.1 The role of the control system. 
The constraints imposed upon the hand prosthesis by the limited 
number of control sites normally available present problems of an 
unusual nature, since the brief for a hand prosthesis must be that 
it be as versatile as possible, which appears to be contradictory 
to the availability of only one site for the control of prehension. 
However, it has been shown in previous chapters that a functionally 
useful mechanism can be produced, making use of a single functional 
movement in conjunction with the wrist rotation facility of the arm. 
The reduction of the activity of the hand to this low level 
necessarily required some considerable developments in order to 
establish the optimum mechanical arrangement, and clearly the 
control channels for hand and wrist had similar requirements for 
optimisation in order that the whole prosthesis be able to provide 
the maximum possible degree of function. 
Thus the purpose of this chapter is to show the development 
of the relevant aspects of the various control systems which were 
applicable to the hand prosthesis. The wrist rotation control system 
to be described was, of course, applied in the arm prosthesis during 
the development of the hand mechanism, but this is included here 
since it is directly applicable to the function of the hand 
mechanism. 
3.2 Historical. 
The practical basis for the developments to be described below 
had been laid down by Simpson (1965) and the Edinburgh group in 
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the form of a position servo-control system applied to pneumatic 
actuators. In addition, Simpson (1960), in conjunction with Albutt 
and Chappell (1965) of Elliott Automation, had introduced the use of 
the force demand valve as the controller of the pneumatic medium, 
and subsequently IIarborow had considerably modified the S. A. B. U. 
valve described by Bottomley (1966), the modified valve being 
intended for use in the Edinburgh prosthesis. 
The justification for the use of these control principles has 
been referred to previously in Volume 1 and may be briefly 
summarised here by saying that the position servo control principle 
is desirable for its compatibility with the natural control systems 
whilst the force demand valve provides an additional feedback 
pathway which may be particularly appropriate for prehension 
activities. 
Although theso guidelines were an essential starting point for 
the development of controls for the hand, sot clarification of the 
engineering implications was required boforo commencing the develop- 
ment of hardware,, since the subtleties of the control systems have 
often been missed in systems for many other prostheses. 
5.3 The values of various control systems. 
The four possible basic control Systems, on/off, position, 
velocity and acceleration, were considered in the light of the 
information available to the operator from the control of that 
variable. This appraisal of the control systems showed that, 
apart from its compatibility with the natural system of control, 
the control of position by the operator gave the best roturn of 
information on a purely mathematical basis (bee Appendix 5. I), and 
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in addition gave control of the full range of dynamic variables 
for the problem. 
The simultaneous control of all the dynamic variables in a 
servo mechanism adds considerably to the stability of the system, 
and all relevant additional information which can be presented to 
the operator is of importance to the degree of control which he can 
achieve. It is therefore useful to provide the operator with 
additional information such as details of the load to be moved$ in 
order that the highly adaptable human control centres may modify the 
'style' of control to allow for varying load conditions. This may 
be achieved by the introduction of a force feedback system from the 
motor to the operator which, when applied to a position servo mechanism, 
should not be regarded as the controller of acceleration, but rather 
as the indicator of the load state. 
This distinction between force feedback as an indicator of 
load and the application of the acceleration force has important 
implications for the dynamic control of prostheses, since the 
combination of force feedback and position feedback covers the 
complete range of variables for the dynamic problem (Appendix 5. II). 
Therefore, by adopting a position servo type of control, 
togchter with feedback of applied force, a degreo of stable control 
should be achieved over all aspects of a dynamic problem, it the 
operator is made part of the dynamic system. Such detailed control 
over the various modes of a dynamic system is particularly necessary 
for the smooth actions required of the arm prosthesis but, more 
significantly, it matches the normal physiological system, although 
the reason for the 'matching' may he the fact that the position 
control system merely provides the most comprehensive source of 
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information for the human system. Those considerations clearly 
illustrated the benefits to be gained from contuing the development 
of both the position servo control mechanisms and the force demand 
valve, the valve being of prime importance since the design and 
operation of the servo mechanisms depended directly upon the valve 
characteristics. 
5.4 Nand control v. arm control. 
Before commencing an account of the development of the control 
hardware, it is nocossary to indicate the fact that the general 
control philosophy outlined above could not be applied directly to 
the control of the hand gripping action in its entirety, this fact 
arising from purely practical considorations, the major factor being 
the influence of friction in the position feedback systems. 
The existence of friction in practical position feedback links 
of more than a minimal length has the effect of degrading tho force 
feedback content of the returning signal. Thus, pending the 
evolution of more ideal feedback links, it was essential to consider 
the relative importance of force and position information content for 
the motion concerned, and in this situation the different roles of 
arm and hand are emphasised. 
The positioning role of the arm as a mobile platform for the 
hand is the major part of its function, and as such, the position 
information feedback pack is absolutely essential. However, as 
previously explained, the additional use of force information 
feedback can improve the control of the dynamic phase of arm 
movement. Therefore, in the feedback systems related to arm 
movement, position feedback must be the prime factor, with force 
feedback being included and used as far as the practical 
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limitations permit. 
By contrast, the control of a single movement hand prosthesis 
need not rely upon the use of position information - the thickness 
of a cup handle is of no particular significance, but the force 
required to grip it is crucial, as is knowledge of the force when 
grasping an egg: Thus, no degradation of force teedbacl; is 
permissible for hand control, which in turn implies that position 
information feedback is unlikely to be possible until extensive 
improvements could be made in the feedback links. 
These facts therefore indicated the pattern of control systems 
development, the initial developments being required in the design of 
force feedback systems, and of force demand valves in particular, 
followed by subsequent attempts to improve the existing. position 
feedback mechanisms, all in the context of systems using a pneumatic 
power source. 
5.5 The necessity for the development of new equipment. 
A review of commercially available pneumatic equipment showed 
that there was nothing available which could be considered for use 
in a prosthesis, on the grounds of the physical size of the 
commercial pistons and valves, a fact which contributed to the 
other main problem with proprietory equipment which was an 
excessively high flow rate, and hence consumption of the gas power 
source. An example of the problems presented by readily available 
equipment is provided by the description of a commercial valve: 
Size 25 x 22 x 22mia, connecting tubes 6ffin bore, flow rate several 
litres per second. By comparison, consider the rough specification 
for a prosthetics valve: Size (maximum) 12 x 12 x 12mma, connecting 
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tubes lmm bore, flow rate at most a few litres per minute. 
Therefore, the initial problem was to provide the control 
facilities necessary for the achievement of position-servo control, 
with force feedback, using the modular cylinders developed by 
Harborow (1969). 
5.6 Development work with valve systems. 
As mentioned previously, Harborow had also produced a force 
demand valve based upon Dottomley'a S. A. D. U. valvc and this 
(Harboraw'a) valve formed the basis of the technical developments 
which are described in Appendix 5. III. 
The essence of this work was that a total redesign of the 
valve was necessary, which required the acquisition of a considerable 
amount of data concerning the flow characteristics of the C02 gas 
under particular conditions. The details of the experiments 
required in order to accomplish this are also given in Appendix 5.111. 
Concurrent with the work on valve design, the development of a 
double-acting valve system was being pursued, the nature of the 
double-acting piston actuators being such that either two valves 
be employed, one for each side of the piston, or a single valve may 
be used in conjunction with a changeover 'switch' (Fig. 5.1). The 
degree of success achieved with the force demand valves led to the 
choice of the former of the alternatives, since the development of 
a changeover valve would have provided further specialised 
development work of uncertain duration. At this stage it was felt 
that the mechanical solution of using taro valves would prove to be 
a relatively simple task, but as subsequent experiments showed,, the 








The use of a single force demand valve with a double-acting actuator. 
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in the production of a special, pre-aliZ, ncd modular valve assembly 
which could be readily introduced into the arm mechanism (See 
Appendix 5. IV) (Fig. 5. IV. 5). 
5.7 Valve evaluation and testing. 
These valve assemblies were evaluated as part of the control 
systems fitted to the arm prostheses, since those provided an 
immediate test-bed for the control developments whilst the hand 
mechanism development was proceeding. The requirements of the arm 
prosthesis also provided the basis for the development of position 
control servo mechanisms, making use of the valve assemblies referred 
to above, and this work consisted of providing an adequately reliable 
system for supplying the operator with detailed information 
concerning the positions of the various joints. Details of those 
developments are given in Appendix 5. V hero it is seen that the 
problem presents many difficulties in terms of reliability and in 
terms of the lack of well defined design criteria. 
5.8 Conclusion to practical developnents. 
Thus, the controls for the arm and hand prostheses used the same 
hardware, but in different ways,, with accurate force feedback boing 
achieved for the hand prosthesis by means of direct use of the force 
demand valve at the control site, and the position feedback from the 
movements boing transmitted to the control site by the use of 
compact Bowden cables. In the latter situation the degradation of 
force feedback was reduced as far as possible by minimising the 
physical length of the feedback system. 
5.9 Further improvenonts. 
One of the major difficulties in improving pneumatic servo 
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Systems lies in tho absence of a sinplo mathomatical nodal which can 
adequately simulate tho system. Such a modal would be of eon- 
siderable use in analysing possibilities for future dovelopmont, 
in particular relating to methods of gas economy and the opti- 
misation of system characteristics from the operator's point of 
view. 
Several workers havo attempted theoretical analyses of pneumatic 
servo-systems, and those have been reviewed previously, 'whore it 
was concluded that the existing work on this topic was inadoquato 
due to an over-indulgonce in approximations and a choice of valve 
systems which ensured that the results would be oscillatory in 
nature. Thereioro, since the previous work on a theoretical 
analysis of the pneumatic servo system was clearly inapplicable to 
the highly stable systems encountered in practice with the arm 
described earlier, it was necessary to carry out an analysis of this 
system in particular, and this work is covered in Appendix 5. VI. 
It is hoped that the completion of this analysis will lead to the 
improvement of the characteristics of the control systems, 
particularly in reducing force feedback errors in mechanical feedback 
links, since a fuller understanding of the pneumatic systems may 
well lead to position feedback via low friction pneumatic links 
(for example see Appendix 5. VIII)" 
5.10 General assessment of control work. 
Thus, the practical developments outlined in this chapter led 
to the extensive use of modular valvo assemblies in the control 
systems of the arm prostheses and for the control of the various 
terminal devices in use during the period of hand design. In 
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addition this period of experience has led to the use of valves 
in a modular system, permitting the rapid exchange of faulty 
assemblies. iiowovor, persistent faults originating in the 
force feedback diaphragm of the valves led to an excessively 
high incidence of accurate repairs being necessary, and this 
problem was overcome by the simple expedient of replacing the 
force feedback diaphragm by a sliding O-ring seal, thereby per- 
mitting wear to be taken up by largo scale movement of the valve 
needle rather than by stretch in the diaphragm which had caused 
the previous high failure rate. 
So, by a combination of conventional engineering design 
procedures and subsequent modifications indicated by expdrienco 
with the control systems in practice, it was possible to provido 
control systems which were adequately reliable in use and could be 
utilised effectively in providing the patient with force and 
position information feedback from the prostheses. However, the 
limitations of these systems made it clear that further basic work 
was essential, with particular emphasis upon the design of low 
friction feedback links and the theoretical analysis of the 
pneumatic servo systems in general. These aspects of the work are 
continuing at the time of writing, and it is anticipated that 
results will soon be forthcoming in this field which will lead to 
a considerable improvement in the control of powered prostheses. 
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Chanter G. 
The results and conclusions. 
6.1 The assossment of results. 
The work which has been described in the preceding chapters has 
boon concerned with the various stages of development of a complex 
system, and as such the results of the intermediate stages of 
develcpaent have been covered in context. Therefore, the purpose of 
this chapter is to assess the results obtained with the systems as 
they are at the time of writing. 
However, in attempting to assess prostheses it is difficult to 
formulate an assessment procedure which lends itself to written 
exposition. This problem arises from the fact that the hardware may 
be assessed in laboratory tests which may prove that an arm may 
have a life of 104 cycles etc. under certain conditions; but this 
bears no practical relationship to an enviranment where the rough 
and tumble of a school playground is representative of the 
conditions of operation. 
Thus, the important aspect Of the assessment is in the form 
of subjective impressions from patients, combined with evidence of 
the extent of use by patients. These two categories represent the 
only valid evaluation procedures for limb prostheses beyond the 
basic mechanical design stage, and it is fortunate that with 
externally powered prostheses, the rate of use of the energy source 
provides an accurate means of assessing extent of use. This 
situation is not so clearly defined when body powered prostheses 
are being assessed, although a running record of breakages and 
repairs provides a useful guideline. 
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Finally, it must be noted that the interpretation of the 
patient's subjective response must be made with considerable care, 
since the response may be described in a manner which is not 
directly related to the cause; for example, complaints of 
excessive weight in a prosthesis may often be remedied by the 
adjustment of harnessing for increased comfort. Similarly, patient 
comments about tho extent of their use of the prosthesis can be 
unreliable, and in this situation the repair record and power 
consumption are useful indicators. 
6.2 Results with the arm prosthesis. 
The results obtained with fitting the arm prosthesis have boon 
encouraging, as tho gas consumption figures for 1972 illustrate. 
The average use being two thirds of a 180g bottle of CO2 per day 
for a full arm prosthesis, which represents approximately 400 cyclos 
of elevation actuator activity every clay. 
This rato of utilisation of the arm prostheses led to the 
modifications in design which have been described elsewhere (Simpson 
and Kenworthy 1973, Kenvorthy and Simpson 1973), with various major 
changes in design being required. However, the most persistent 
fault has been with the control systems, gas leaks and cable 
breakages being recurrent faults. This has also been the case with 
the tape and pulley version of the arm prosthesis, there being only 
three cases of tape failure to date, In comparison with innumerablo 
quantities of faults such as frayed cables and gas leaks. 
Thus from a mechanical point of view, considerable attention 
must be paid to control system design in order to eradicate faults 
which occur in a manner which does not always result in complete 
failure but rather as a reduction in performance. 
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Subjectively, the reaction to the arm prostheses has been 
generally satisfactory, the influence of mechanical faults being 
reduced as far as possible by the constant provision of a second 
set of arms as a back-up in the event of failure. Thus, it can be 
said that the use of the arms was effectively continuous, and that 
the reactions to the arms were substantially independent of the 
various aspects of mechanical failure. 
The control principles and movement pattern of the arm 
prosthesis have been well proven, to such an extent that even a 
new-comer to the use of powered arms was able to perform sufficiently 
well to play chess, and win, after a more forty minutes of use of 
the arm. This rapid learning process, which is of the order of hours 
at worst, prevails throughout the fittings of prostheses operating 
upon the control systems previous described, and is a mark of the 
compatibility of the concept of position control with the natural 
system. 
The general appearance of the arm prosthesis has been 
considered satisfactory by the patients, although there are no 
particularly severe constraints in this area since clothing covers 
the arm. lioraver, for the amelic patients, certain aspects of the 
shoulder attachment and the position of the shoulder rotation axis 
have given some cause for concern. 
The chief difficulty at the shoulder occurs because of the 
necessity for the external attachment of on arm outside the 
distal end of the clavicle, thereby effectively adding a full arm 
width to the natural shoulder width. This is in contrast to the 
natural shoulder joint which fits in beneath the clavicle to a 
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large extent, there being no external space for this in the 
thalidomide anatomy. Thus, there is considerable pressure to 
reduce the width of the arm at the shoulder in order to reduce the 
'American footballer' effect. 
The other problem arising from the shoulder is that the 
position of the axis of shoulder rotation is such that when the arm 
is held out straight in front of the body,, the amount of shoulder 
adduction allowed is limited by the arm interfering with the chost, 
thereby preventing the hand from reaching the mouth. From a purely 
mechanical standpoint this could be remordied by moving the shoulder 
rotation axis forward; however, the extent of this movement is 
limited by cosmetic considerations. 
The short-term remody for this problem was to introduce a 
degree of permanent wrist flexion which, when combined with active 
supination, effectively provides wrist adduction during feeding, 
thereby bringing the hand round by the required extra amount. 
ftowever, in this situation the axis of wrist rotation remains in 
line with the semi-adducted arm, and thus, for a right arm, food and 
drink tends to be tilted across the mouth from right to left. This 
problem was overcome by permanently adducting the hand and the wrist 
rotation axis by See thereby providing the extra adduction and 
improving the wrist rotation situation for feeding. 
The temporary solution of the problem of the restricted 
movement at the shoulder by means of wrist adduction is not ideal, 
and serves to highlight the need for an arm design which incorporates 
a 'crooking' of the elbow when the elbow is flexed - since this is 
how the interference of upper arm and chest is avoided in the 
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natural arm, the elbow being raised away from the body during 
feeding, for example. Another remedy may be to introduce some 
humeral rotation, afhich would also alleviate the problem. 
One of the most frequently recurring complaints from patients 
concerns the length of the arm prosthesis, particularly the length 
in relation to clothing. Thus, It the prosthesis is longer than 
the clothing used by the patient, the arm is considered as being 
too long, although the length of the arm itself may be of the 
correct size for a child of that height. This situation means that 
information relating arm length to body height is of less practical 
use than knowledge of the size of shirt, for example. In this 
situation it 1s essential to allow for adjustments of arm length, 
intermediate between the standard sizes already produced, and it is 
possible to achieve this in the tape/pulley version of the prosthesis 
by the combination of a simple alteration of side-plate length and 
a change of tape length. 
Thus, in surmnarising the results achieved to arm prosthesis 
development, it can be said that very significant advances have been 
made in the progress towards the rehabilitation of patients requiring 
externally pored arm prostheses. The extent to which the patients 
have used the prostheses is indicated by the use of gas supply 
bottles, and the local success of the prostheses has been such 
that there has already been one fitting of a set of prostheses in 
Germany, with further interest being shown from various other 
overseas countries. 
However, this is not to record an absolute success of the 
prostheses since the success has been due to the establishment 
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of a working system of prosthesis hardware, control principles and 
back-up/repair service in such a way that necessary alterations of 
design and the repair of faults, can be carried out without 
disruption of the continuity of fitting. Therefore, an arm 
prosthesis must bo considered to be in a state of continuous 
development, which is still proceeding and will continue to improve 
as a wider range of experience is gained. 
6.3 Experience with the hand prosthesis and its evaluation. 
In the case of the development of the hand prosthesis itself, 
the results are more clearly defined than those with the arm 
prosthesis, sinco there is experience with existing hand and hook 
prostheses which provides a useful basis for comparative assessments 
of the new device. however, before commencing the analysis of the 
results, a consideration of the evaluation procedure is necessary, 
sincer there has been no formal evaluation in the sense of laboratory 
tests with cubes of such and such a size and tests of coefficients of 
friction etc; in place of this approach, the evaluation has been 
made as the result of 'in the field' use, with an appreciation of 
the patient's capabilities with the device. Once again, there havo 
been no formal test procedures, the patient has merely been given 
the prosthesis in a real life environment. 
The justification fär this approach is quite simply the fact 
that the relevance of any other tests cannot be assured, since 
stylised tests lose the intricate detail which characterises the 
'living situation'. Similarly, a series of tasks carried out by 
a patient under laboratory conditions is not representative of 
normal usage, unless of course the device is completely unusable. 
Thus, the most effective test is to provide patients with the 
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prosthesis in a normal environment. and to judge the device by 
reports from the patient and people observing the patient in normal 
conditions. In this ways the maximwn amount of information to 
acquired in the minimum time, as there is no more efficient way of 
discovering faults than satisfying the needs of school children in 
respect of the continuous maintenance of limb function. 
In order to assess the success of the hand project in terms of 
practical value to the patient, it is useful to reconsider the 
objectives at the time of commencement, which were as follows: 
(1) Hand to be cosmetically acceptable in shape, colour, texture and 
general appearance. 
(ii) Function to be at least as good as a hook prosthesis. 
(iii) To be robust and reliable. 
(iv) To be light in weight. 
The results obtained with the production version of the hand 
prosthesis which has been applied in three fittings Will be 
considered in relation to these criteria (Figs. 6.1,6.20 6.3,6.9, 
6.5 and 6.6). The fittings have been carried out on the powered 
arm prosthesis for the thalidomide group (2 fittings) and on a 
body powered prosthesis for a bilateral upper arm amputee (one 
fitting). 
GA Co salis. 
The hand has been very well accepted by the patients; even 
before experiencing the functional properties of the device there 
has been keen interest in obtaining the now hand prostheses in 
preference to the camercial device. This factor is extremely 
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attraction of the appearance appears to be so strong that there 
must be some concern for the validity of any lack of adverse 
comments about the functional aspects of the hand. Comments 
concerning appearance have been very favourable from non-patient 
sources, although one drawback appears in the form of the attitude 
of the hand whilst the elbow joint is fully extended, and the arm 
is dog by the sido. In this configuration, the hand protrudes 
forward at right angles to the arm, creating a somewhat unnatural 
appearance. This problem is sometimes overcome by the patients 
themselves who tend to hold the arm with the elbow slightly flexed, 
thereby =caking the hand attitude appear more realistic. The body 
powered arm prosthesis has a built-in passive wrist flexion/extension 
facility by which moans the hand can be moved into a natural resting 
position, and studios have been commenced for the introduction of a 
similar facility into the powered arm prosthesis. 
Certain observers have commented upon the colour of the glove, 
some suggesting that the hand is too pale, others suggesting that the 
colour is too deep. This problem has no universal solution, since 
it is a matter of personal opinion, and until gloves are made in 
large numbors, it is difficult to provide a wide choice. However, 
the proposed manufacture of gloves with tinted knuckles, blood 
vessels and fingernails is expected to have a favourable Influence 
upon the matter of preferences in colour. 
Finally, certain parts of the mechanism, an the underside of 
the hand, causes slight protruberances under the 'skin' to become 
visible at certain stages of the thumb motion. This problem is 
readily overcome in larger hands, due to the increase in available 
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space reducing the extent of protrusion. However, in the child-size 
hand currently under consideration, the problem will be overcome 
in future models by the introduction of 'tendons' in the appropriate 
areas, causing the glove to adopt a more natural profile over the 
offending lump. 
Thus, it has been found that the hand prosthesis represents an 
intrinsically acceptable device on cosmetic grounds, with such 
difficulties as have arisen being of a simple nature, apparently 
requiring only minor modifications to be made in order to provide 
a hand worthy of no comment at all - the mark of success in this 
situation. 
6.5 Function. 
The original specification called for a degree of function 
comparable with that of the hook device, and in practice the hand 
appears bebe an improvement on the hook in most respects, although 
there are deficiencies, such as an inability to pick up coins 
directly from a flat surface and limited access to confined spaces 
such as pockets, the limit being set by the depth of the space 
between middle and ring fingers. However, in all other aspects of 
function which have arisen to date, the hand is at least the equal 
of the hook. 
The most effective illustration of the functional aspects of 
the hand is its performance in normal 'daily living' tasks such as 
the handling of cutlery, cups, hair brushes, combs, etc. since the 
degree of independence of a disabled person is to a large extent 
represented by the ability to cope with situations such as 
feeding, grooming and the manipulation of clothing. (Figs. (1.30 
6.4,6.5 and 6.6 ). 
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Clearly, tho previous success of the armprosthesis implied that 
these tasks could be performed to sorge oxtent with the then available 
terminal devices, however the significant drawback was the fact that 
help was required for the placement of the gripped objects in the 
correct position in the hand or hook. This procedure was required 
for the majority of objects$ with cutlery, for example, requiring, 
to 
be forcibly wedged between the fingers of the hand in order to 
achieve a stable grip. Thus, although the arm prosthesis enabled 
the patient to perform tasks, considerable assistance Iraq required 
in the satisfactory setting up of the terminal device and the 
gripped object; which is a familiar situation with many terminal 
devices, frequently to the extent that specially modified utensils 
are required. 
The stability criteria inherent in the design of the now hand 
prosthesis gave rise to a situation which permitted the picking up 
operations to be performed by the patient himself, subsequent 
readjustments being possible by making use of arm movements combined 
with the passive use of adjacent surfaces. This is particularly 
significant for the u. o_of cutlery and pencils, etc. where it is 
now possible to grip these objects in a stable and natural configu- 
ration with no e:: ternal assistance. 
The manipulative possibilities contributed by the hand design, 
in conjunction with the extremely stable grip which results, make 
the function of t ho hand prosthesis a considerable improvement on 
that of even the hook device, since the familiar stability problems 
such as the expulsion effect of the angle between hook jaws have 
been overcome by the finger configuration and the adaptive gripping 
surfaces. 
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Thus, the new hand prosthesis represents a real increase in 
the degree of independence of the bilateral amputee, since he is 
now provided with a terminal device which is capable of real 
prehension, as opposed to a gripping device which is merely a 
means of holding certain objects. 
It is apparent that the competence of the hand in these 
aspects of function is real, since the observations of the ability 
of the patients to perform tasks are consistent, tether the 
information comes from the patient direct or from school toachers, 
relatives, members of staff, etc. 
On the debit side, there has been one mechanical failure to date, 
this fault took the form of the thumb becoming detached from its 
driving shaft, the breakage being due to faulty brazing. However, 
the removal of the mechanism required a few seconds' work, and 
the thumb was replaced in a matter of minutes; all this without 
requiring the removal of the glove. Thus, it was apparent that 
mechanical repairs by substitution should be the most rapid and 
efficient method of repair. 
In addition to the mechanical failure of the thumb, one other 
drawback has been observed in the form of the limited extent of 
opening of the thumb. This problem can be remedied very simply by 
an alteration of the gearing in the thumb mechanism; this will be 
carried out in future models since the resulting mechanism will 
retain the simplicity of the existing mechanism. A return to the 
articulated thumb mechanism, which arose in early experiments, is 
not contemplated, since the additional mechanisms lead to 
introduction of two extra active mechanical joints and two extra 
moving parts. 
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Probably the most important technical result of all has been 
the fact that it is essential to achieve precisely the correct 
relative positions of the fingers and thumb, in order that the 
versatility of the grip be maintained. This fact had been 
anticipated in the design stage, but was reaffirmed by practical 
experience, the most vital point being the position of tho tip of 
the middle finger - this must be in line with the tip of the 
index and the axis of the thumb rotation. However, this presents 
no particular difficulty beyond ensuring that the position is 
satisfactory. 
During the exporiments which established the hand design, it 
became apparent that the overall versatility of the hand was 
dependent upon its being used in conjunction with the wrist rotation. 
This fact was confirmed by the practical use of the hand, which 
shoved that the cdsting wrist rotation was inadequate in certain 
respects. One of these failings has been outlined already, the 
axis of wrist rotation having required some reorientation. In 
addition to this, it was apparent that the wrist required to be 
rotated in either direction from the prone position in order that 
full function should be realised. This contrasted with the 
existing wrist rotation system which, for a right hand, rotated 
the wrist 1800 in a clockwise direction (observed from the elbow) 
from the prone to the supine position. However, it is apparent 
that if a cup is grasped by the hand in prone position, rotation 
in an anti-clockwise direction is necessary for the cup to be 
tilted towards the mouth. Thus, it was necessary to ensure that 
the prone position of the hand was intermediate between the 
extremes of the rotation movement. 
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In conclusion to the assessment of the functional results with 
tho hand prosthesis it can be said that the dovice performs in a 
more versatile fashion than does the hook device, and is a vast 
iaprovament on the exLstinö hand prostheses. The major functional 
failing In comparison with the hook device is the limitation on 
the thicMness of objects which can be picked up from a flat surface, 
the hand being limited in this respect to objects greater than 4sn 
thick.. however, it is anticipated that the introduction of rigid 
fingernails Into the glove will improve this situation. 
6.6 Robustness and reliability. 
There 1s every indication that the nature of the construction 
of the hand is such that mechanical dao in unlikely to be 
serious in any situation. This is largely due to the integral hook 
structure of the tingera, being extr©¢aely rigid, with no mobile parts 
subject to wear or bro&. kage. The mechanism of the thumb is such that 
there are only tue moving parts, and any wear which takes place will 
lead to a degree of backlash in the thumb, which is not serious in 
the hand since it is a force controlled mechanism. 
In the event of a failure in the Machanise, the active parts 
can be removed In an Instant, without disturbing the cosmetic cover 
in nny way, thereby ensuring that repairs are rapidly and simply 
executed. Furthermore, the replacement of the cosmetic cover may 
be carried out extremely rapidly, since the removal of the thumb 
permits the withdrawal of the finger framework without the familiar 
struggle of forcible glove removal. 
6.7 Wem. 
Unfortunately, the target weight of 150g was exceeded by COg, 
giving a total weight of 210g. This fact was largely due to the 
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neaossity for using glass beads as the filler for the powder grip 
modules, the glass having a donsity soMo five times that of the 
plastic equivalent. 
However, the w+oight co arcs favourably with the available 
hand devices, the closest being tho Otto Bock pncunatic hand, which 
weighs some 310g complete with cosmetic cover. Tho closest approxi- 
mation in functional hooks is a pneumatic hook designed for the 
series I Edinburgh arm prosthesis, the hook weighing 1256, however, 
it is considerably =aller than the hand. 
6.8 Control. 
An additional point athich is worth of caýent is the control of 
the hand prosthesis. The choice of a double-acting pneumatic 
actuator proved c trcmely favourable, both from the size aspect which 
allowed a more natural appearance to be achieved, and the speed with 
which the hand could be opened and closed. The commercially 
available pneumatic hand has a complex lover system operating the 
fingers, driven by a sigle acting piston IWOMIM against a return 
spring and therefore an additional amount of gas is required in 
order to overcome the spring and mechanical resistance. In practice 
this additional amount of gas is so large that the supply of gas 
via the valves ties an appreciable time, introducing lags into the 
opening and closing of the handsg which can only be remedied by 
using larger valves and connecting tubes. The double-acting control 
system overcomes this problem automatically since the piston 
actuator actively drives the mechanism each ashy, requiring no return 
spring. 
6.9 The continually changing nature of the problem. 
The results which have been described above can only be regarded 
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as temporary, since the nature of the clinically committed environ- 
ment, in which this work has been carried out, is such that 
development is continuous, dependent upon the steady flow of 
information returning from the patients. Therefore, the conclusion 
to the work will take the form of an appraisal of the role of the 
complete hardware in the context of continuous future developments. 
The 'status quo' at the time of writing is that an externally 
powored arm system and a cosmetic hand have boon developed to fulfil 
the demands of severely disabled bilateral anputees. As such, these 
systems represent the early experimental equipment which will provide 
working information for the design and construction of more 
effective and reliable prostheses. In addition, these systems are 
fulfilling a practical purpose in that they work and provide a 
degree of function for the amputeo. 
6.10 The achievements summariseds 
1. The problems of providing artificial arms having been analysed by 
Simpson (1965-to date) and others, mechanical systems have been 
developed in order to provide the means by which the principles could 
be evaluated and modified. 
2. The problems of prehension and cosmesis have been considered in 
some detail and a theory for providing artificial substitutes has 
been developed. This theory has been followed by the dosign and 
development of a working prosthesis, ich has been assessed by 
fittings on artificial arms. 
3. The theoretical basis for items 1 and 2 above has been soon to 
be sound when applied to a small group of thalidomide children, and 
the way is now open for wider development on an international basis, 
which will doubtless provide a wealth of now information. 
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4. The impressive versatility of the hand prosthesis suggests that 
it may usefully be applied to degrees of disability less severe 
than those for which it was specifically developed, and therefore 
this work may be considered as the basis for the rehabilitation of 
unilateral emputcos, transcarpal amputees, and perhaps as a 
guideline in surgical corrective techniques. 
5. The continuous fitting required by the direct patient commitment 
has led to the devolopmcnt of mechanical systems which lend themselves 
to ease of repair and maintenance, and to an awareness of the 
necessity for a ceaseless monitoring of patient requirements and 
prosthesis use. 
6. The limitations of the application of conventional ongineerin; 
techniques to a biological system have boon illustrated, and an 
adaptive or fleiblo approach has developed which enables the 
mechanical systems to survive severe loads and impacts without 
catastrophic failure. This has been achieved by adoptin4; design 
principles which resist potentially difficult situations by 
allowing the mochanical system to adapt itself to the situation, 
thus the hand grip is designed so that grasped objects always tend 
to be stabilised, and the force demand valve automatically takes 
up wear and compression in the rubber seal by virtue of the sliding 
poppet action. 
6.11 Future developmcnts. 
The value of the work which has been Covered above may be 
considered from two aspects, the first being its role in the 
rehabilitation of severely disabled acputcos 44lst the secondary 
aspect of the insight into the mOChanisus operating in the normal 
human system represents a significant method of investigation in 
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tho study of normal patterns of control and movement. It is the 
continuation of progress in theso two sphoros mich will doternino 
the nature of future development in upper limb prosthe es, and 
therefore it is appropriate to consider the probable future 
trends from each point of view. 
In the ti aodiato future,, developments concerning the provision 
of prosthetic hardware will be concernod with the istprovcaent of 
the engineering aspocts of the device, with tho objoct of improving 
reliability and reducing weight as the expertiso in the use of various 
light plastics is improved. However, cha Cos of this nature will 
necessarily be made in conjunction with alterations in the dosign of 
arm prostheses themselves as more information is received concorning 
the best combination of active movements in an am prosthesis. 
Similarly, improvcmants in the techniques for providing position 
servo mechanisms in the prostheses will have to be made which will 
require both theoretical analysis and the development of suitable 
hardware. 
Those practical developments will all be directly related to 
a limb fittin, progra, and will theroforo provide a continuing 
basis for the acquisition of information concerning the more long- 
term aspects of tho problem auch as a gradual appreciation of the 
finer points of the patterns of arm motion, the prociso requirements 
of the normal control system in terms of the accuracy of position 
control, the role of force feedback, and possibly the optima choice 
of the various coordinate systems of movement in relation to control 
site behaviour. 
Thus it can be seen that whilst it has boon possible to replace 
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normal upper lihb function with its 31 degrees of freedom by an 
artificial system using only five independent control sites, there 
is a considerable amount of 'tidying up' to do before the system 
can be considered fully satisfactory. However, the work outlined 
above has established various ixtportant principles ich have led 
to the provision of working prostheses in a short period of time, 
and the technical improvements are espcotod to follow with increasing 
rapidity as the expansion of the limb fitting pro; ra ze leads to an 
increased rate of information feedback frame users of the prostheses. 
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Appendix to Chapter ^. 
2.1 The efficiency of the articulated thtZb rnochanisn. 
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Appendix 2.1 
The efficiency of the articulated thumb mechanism. 
Referring to Fig. 2.1.1 the angular movement of the input is 
6o o, that of the end of the thumb is 100° - by the principle of 
virtual work this leads to a force bfficiency' of GO percent. If 
a number 11 piston is used to turn a lever arm of 3/4" length 
(24 lb. ins. torque), an effective torque of 14 lb. ins. results. 
Since the thumb is roughly 2" in length, a prehension force of 
some 7 lbs results. As has been mentioned elsewhere, the normal 
recommended prehension force for an adult prosthesis is in the 
region of 15 lbs. In practice, the use of powder gripping surfaces 
is found to reduce the force required to grip an object to in the 
region of one third or one quarter of the normal force applied to 
a hook prosthesis. Thus, taking account of this approximate 
equivalence of powder grip, the rigid finger device can 
theoretically provide an effective grip of 20 - 30 lbs which allows 
ample leeway for function defects due to the mechanism and the 




" DENOTES PIVOT' 
Fig. 2. I. 1 
The action of the articulated thumb. 
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Appendices to Chapter 3. 
3.1 The design of the actuation mechanism in the first production 
device. 
3.11 The production of the mastercopy of the mechanism 
configuration. 
3, III The use of carbon fibre reinforced plastics for fingers and 
thumb assemblies. 
3. IV The re-design of the thumb actuation mechanisms to improve 
power and reduce actuator space. 
3. V The production of the foam padding for the mechanism to 
perfectly ra, tch the glove. 
3. VI The development of powder grip production techniques. 
3. VII The theory of powder grip and an appraisal of alternative 
methods of construction. 
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Appendix 3. I 
The design of the actuation mechanism in the first production device. 
Since the thumb was mobile and powered from the hand block, a 
shaft was brazed onto the proximal end of the main thumb member, 
the shaft locating in a reamed bearing hole in the hand block 
(see Fig. 3.1). 
The thumb was powered by a piston actuator driving a lever-arm 
pinned to the thumb shaft. In order to attach the piston to the 
hand block in the space available, it was necessary to produce a 
special end fixing for the piston, the point of attachment being 
at the circumference of the piston rather than the centre. This 
type of attachment introduces a considerable side-loading to the 
actuator and is not strictly desirable* however, the situation was 
relieved by the introduction of an extra long bearing for the piston 
rod, and the blaring then relieves side loading on the O-ring seals, 
thus preventing leaks occurring. 
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Appendix 3. II 
The production of the master cony of the mechanisn configuration. 
This was achieved by filling the glove with plastic beads and 
vacuuming until the glove assumed a stiff clay consistency (see 
Glove process for details). The hand was then moulded to provide 
the extra form details required, and was then placed in a liquid 
plaster-of-paris mix, with only the wrist section above the 
surface. Following the solidification of the plaster, the wrist 
plug was removed after release of the vacuum and the plastic beads 
poured out, loaving the glove maintained by the plaster in the 
pre-formed position. Loan-molting point allow (Cerrobend) was then 
poured into the glove by means of the special filler tank described 
in the glove process. Since the plaster casing ensured the 
retention by the glove of the pre-formed shape during the solidifi- 
cation of the alloy and subsequent removal of the plaster and the 
glove. a Cerrobend replica of the inside of the glove was now 
available for use as the basis for the design of the mechanism. 
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Appendix 3. III 
The use of carbon fibre reinforced plastics for fingers and thumb 
members. 
Firstly, a thumb was made from stainless steel sheet to the 
shape determined by the Cerrobend template, the section of the 
thumb structure being a concave U-channel to take the powder grip 
sacs as in previous models of the hand. This stainless steel thumb 
was reduced in weight as far as possible by means of holes drilled 
along the 'spine' and the completed thumb was brazed to a shaft for 
attachment to the rotation mechanism of the hand. The completed 
thumb and shaft weighed 17C and was extremely simple to make, but it 
was felt that a carbon fibre equivalent might provide a significant 
saving in weight and therefore the steel thumb was used to make a 
plaster mould for a carbon fibre version. The completed mould was 
used to shape a carbon fibre epoxy resin lay-up, with the fibres 
aligned along the thumb. The fully cured moulded thumb was extremely 
light and strong enough to withstand use as a thumb, apart from one 
factor - the fixing to the shaft. This proved to the the stumbling 
block for carbon fibre as a thumb, since the resin did not form a 
sufficiently strong bond with the metal shaft. Various reinforce- 
ment techniques were tried, with metal strips brazed to the shaft 
interleaving with layers of fibre, tubes of metal brazed normal to 
the axis of the shaft being filled with the aligned fibres, etc. 
but all these techniques proved exceedingly difficult and time 
consuming due to the small areas and radii concerned, the end results 
being marginally satisfactory and of approximately the same weight 
as the steel version. Similar experiences were found with experimental 
carbon fibre fingers. 
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On reflection it Is easy to see why the use of fibre reinforced 
plastics for the smaller items of prosthetic hardware has been of 
such limited success (even 'Tufnol' type materials delaminate 
readily in shall cotponents). The reason for the failure seems to 
be largely a natter of the scale of the operation, as a comparison 
of sizes will show. The successful applications for fibre 
reinforcement are in fields such as boatbuilding, where the 
'average' dimension is of the order of In. in comparison with a 
carbon fibre diaictcr of 5x 10 
-6 m this gives a size ratio of 
2x 105 : 1. In prosthetics applications the basic dimensions are 
of the order of in, which gives a size ratio of 200: 1 for carbon 
fibres in comparison with some 106 :1 for puro resin molecules. 
It is therefore apparent that the use of fibre reinforcement in 
large applications is akin to the use of pure polymer materials in 
prosthetics, and that the problems associated with small scale fibre 
applications are a consequence of too close an approximation of the 
basic dimensions of the work tothe level at which the relative 
homo; enity of fibre materials breaks down. 
Following this experience with the use of fibre reinforced 
materials, the dovelopmont of the hand mechanism proceeded along 
more conventional lines, since the techniques of forming and 
jointing steel were easy to perform and provided extremely strong 
parts together with low weight as a major design factor. The thumb, 
index and middle fingers were constructed from thin (1.3mn thick) 
stainless steol sheet, out to the template shape and then formed into 
the strong gutter section by means of a simple press forming tool. 
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ApL)endix 3"IV 
The re-design of the thumb actuation ncchanism to improve power and 
reduce actuator space. 
This was achieved by introducing a self-contained rack and pinion 
drive unit, with the rack attached to an integral number 17 piston 
actuator and the pinion being pinned to the thumb shaft. In order 
to reduce weight as far as possible, all the constituent metallic 
parts were subjected to severe weight reduction measures by the 
removal of all excess material. In addition the complete power unit 
casing was constructed from lightweight Delrin plastic which was 
machined to a complex shape due to the removal of all excess 
material. The complexity of the machining involved in the manu- 
facture of the power unit casing was considerable, however, the 
material is ideally suited to injection moulding processes and the 
machining problem is therefore only relevant in the short term 
until a mould is made. 
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Appendix 3. V 
The prod action of the fosrn naddim for the mechanism to perfectly 
match the glove. 
The technique devised to obtain the shape of the padding was 
based upon another moulding process. In this case, a special plug 
was designed for the end of the glove, the glove being placed over 
the mechanist. In order to illustrate the various functions of 
this plug an overall outline of the process is necessary. 
The object of the exercise was to obtain the shape of the 
'space' between the glove and the mechanism when everything was in 
order, the ovorell shape being satisfactory and the mechanism not 
touching the glove. To obtain an impression of this space it was 
first necessary to ensure (a) that the mechanism was fixed in the 
correct position, and (b) that the glove was fixed in the correct 
position relative to the mechanism. The function of the plug 
mentioned above was to ensure that these conditions prevailed by 
locating the mechanism relative to a plaster casing which fixed the 
glove shape. 
In practice the plug took the form of a modified version of the 
one used for the vacuwaing technique in the glove process. The plug 
was screwed to the hand mechanism, the glove being over the t chanism 
and hermetically sealed onto the plug. The plastic beads used for 
the vacuuming technique were then poured into the glove via an inlot 
hole which was sealed icon filling had been completed. The vacuum 
was then applied, and the overall shape adjusted to givo the 
desired outside effects and to ensure that no part of the mcchani= 
touched the glove. The hand was then claitpod in place in a casting 
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container, finger location tubes positioned (see glove process) and 
lugs attached to the plug such that they would locate the plug 
(and hence the mechanism) in the plaster which was subsequently 
poured around the hand. Thus, in the situation after setting of 
the plaster tho mechanism was located in the plaster via the plu; 
and its lugs, and the glove shape was determined by the plaster 
casing, thus maintaining the desired spacing between mechanism and 
glove. The vacuum was then released and the plastics beads 
removed via the special hole, into which was then attached a tube. 
Through this tube silicone rubber was then injected following the 
cutting of air release holes at the finger tips via the location 
tubes. The high viscosity of the silicone rubber prevented full 
flow throughout the small spaces between mechanism and glove and 
therefore required the use of a typo of injection moulding process. 
This was achieved by forcing as much silicone rubber as possible into 
the wrist portion of the glove, sealing the inlet tube and then 
applying pneumatic pressure to the tube normally used for vacuuming, 
this caused the silicone rubber to be forced through the glove,, 
expelling air from the cut fingertips. Once the glove was filled 
with silicone rubber, the rubber was allowed to harden and the 
plaster casing then cracked off the hand which was now fully padded 
with silicone rubber of the correct shape. After the removal of the 
glove the silicone rubber padding was carefully spit away from the 
palm of the mechanism in two parts, and from each digit in two parts. 
Each of these sections was now an exact replica of the shape of 
the padding required between glove and mechanism at any point. 
The positive moulds of the padding for the palm and back of 
the hand were then used to make negative split moulds for the 
0 
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forzair ; of rubber padding material. This was achieved in the 
conventional manner of casting the lower half in plaster, painting 
on a release agent (petroleum jolly) after setting and then 
pouring on the top portion of plaster. Following setting of the 
plaster, the top half of the plaster mould was lifted oft and 
the silicone rubber master removed. The two plaster sections then 
boing re-united created a cavity of the forri required for the fora 
padding. 
The foam padding used for the prototypes was a Dow Corning 
medical grade silicono foam, Which is exceedingly light, the 
padding for the completo palm and bad of the hand only weighing 
23-30g. The liquid foam was then poured into the lower half of 
the split mould, the top half with an expansion hole drilled in 
the top placed over the lower and hold in place by weights until 
the foaming and expansion phaso was finished and the foam had 
solidified. This procedure was then repeated for the other section 
of the hand padding, thus providing a completely moulded padding 
for tho palm and back of the hand. (Fie. 3.0. 
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Appendix 3. VI 
The devel_!? Jrnent of wder_ Grip production techniques. 
Preliminary experience with the implementation of the principles 
of powder grip showed that it was necessary to devise simple 
procedures by which a flexible, non-stretch covering could be 
produced in a specific shape to contain the spherical beads which 
constituted the 'powder' medium. A further requirement was that tho 
cover should be strongly bonded to the stainless stool 'gutter' 
shaped fingers, which took the form of the blades of a split hook 
for the purposes of evaluation tests. 
The considerable amount of experience gained with the use of 
pvc as a 'skin' material for the cosznotic covering for the hand 
prosthesis, showed that in attempts to provide a moulded skin for 
the powder modules, pvc could provide many of the required properties 
such as flexibility. strength and simplicity of handling during the 
production procedure. It was therefore decided that exporimentu 
should be directed towards the utilisation of pvc for this purposo. 
The first specific problem to bo encountered was that of the 
containment of the 'powder' during the final coating stage, similar 
to the use of the tubber latex bag as a container during the 
covering with the final skin of leather used in the original process. 
This was achieved by constructing a linen bag of the requirod 
shape, the bag being slipped over tho hook blade and bondoll to the 
back of the blado with 'Bostik' adhecivo. The concave face of the 
blade aas then filled with beads and tho bag sealed at the uppor 
end. In order toýperatt the hook to be subjocted to the oven 
temperatures required for the subsequent curing of pvo plastisol, 
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glass beads were used rather than the lightweight unexpanded 
polystyrene beads available as an alternative. 
Following the sealing of the linen bag by sewing, the comploto 
hook blade and stuffed linen cover was briefly dipped in pvc 
plastisol, the excess liquid dripped offt and the hole hook sub- 
jected to the oven-curing schedule for the pvc. Successive dippings 
were then used to build up the pva thickness to the desired lev©l. 
The short term results of applying this technique to the 
modified (gutter section) blades of a conventional body-powered 
split hook, showed that the gripping forces could be reduced by a 
äctor of three or four over gripping the same objects with the 
normal rubber faced hook blades, thus illustrating the considerable 
benefits of the principle. Furthermore, the versatility of the 
grip was improved. 
The long term effects, however, showed various faults with the 
details of the construction. The first serious fault which appeared 
was invariably a failure of the bond between 'skin' and hook blade, 
thereby permitting the whole grip module to move relative to the 
'skeleton', causing instability and failure of grip. 
The second fault which usually appeared took the form of 
punctures in the skin which allowed the contents to progressively 
leak away, ultimately resulting In failure of the grip. The origin 
of the punctures was occasionally 'external', being caused by cuts 
and abrasions in the normal way; but the majority of punctures 
resulted frost fatigue and chafing of the 'skint over the edges of 
the stainless steel guttering, where alight movements of the 'skin' 
due to imperfect bonding allowed sufficient movement to encourage 
excessive wear at these points. 
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These causes of failure had a common origin in the inadequacy 
of the bonding of the skin to the steel, and this was irtprovod by 
the use of an Araldito adhesive for bonding the linen bag to the 
metal. However, the rigid nature of the epoxy adhesive led to 
the tearing of the linen at the sharp edge formed by the bendin 
of the adhesive. 
Despite these problems of bonding, several hook prostheses 
were produced in this way, and they operated very successfully for 
a limited period of time. However, the frequency of repairs 
highlighted the difficulties of using the linen cover,, 'hich 
required to be sewn accurately and then to be bonded on its inside 
face to the steel blade, all of which required considerable 
attention to detail. 
The successful solution to all these problems was found duo 
to the use of an adhesive primer for pvc, which allowed the direct 
bonding of the pvc itself (rather than the reinforcement matrix) to 
the steel. The material used for this process (Vyprino Adhesive, 
plastic Coatings Ltd. ) was an epoxy based material painted onto the 
steel as required and then activated by heating, pvc dipping and 
coating then boing carried out in the normal way. 
Thus, by painting the back of the hook blade and not the front 
with adhesive primer, followed by dipping of the whole blado, a 
continuous pve cover was produced, bonded to the back and free 
on the gripping side. The free side was then lifted away from 
the concave surface and reversed, thereby creating a cavity for 
the introduction of filler beads. Following the filling with beads, 
the end was scaled by tying with thread and then further dipping 
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was used to reinforce the skin in its now shape. 
In practice this latter stage required the introduction of a 
thin covering of cotton tape in bandage form to reinforco the sac 
during the phase in the oven after sealingi, since the expansion of 
the air trapped in the bag tended to split the bag whilst in the 
oven. 
A further refinement was introduced in the form of a rod 
temporarily hold against the concave face of the hook blade during 
the initial dipping stage. Following dipping and Curing, on 
removal of the rod, a convenient tube of pvc was available to act 
as a filler tube for the beads, and in addition provided a simplo 
means of sealing the bag prior to reintoroemont. 
This process provided the ideal solution to all the probloms 
previously encountered, since no cutting and shaping of the cover 
was required, the skin being automatically moulded to the blado 
(linger) shape, the bonding to the steel backing being direct and 
exceedingly strong, and the 'Whole cover being homogenous and free 
trot local weak spots. 
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Appondix 3. V! I 
A theory of powder Erin and an appraisal of alternative nothods of 
construction. 
The various problems encountered in the production of powder 
grip modules on the lines described by Simpson (1071), led to co ssanalysis 
of the principles behind the tochniquo, with a view to 
investigating possible alternative techniques for achieving the 
sago effect. 
The major problems to be overcome wore: 
1. The existing process did not lend itself to the use of moulding 
processes. 
2. Any damage sustained by the skin of the sac resulted in the loss 
of the contents, with subsequent grip failure. 
3. Migration of the filler towards one end of the sac reduced the 
effectiveness of the grip at the depleted end. 
In order to be able to devise a suitable solution which might 
overcome these difficulties it was necessary to consider the problem 
in the light of the principle of operation of powder grip. 
The success of the powder grip technique relied upon the fact 
that the gripping surface deformed to the shape of the gripped 
object until a Otago was reached where no further deformation was 
possible, the shaped gripping surface then becoming rigid under the 
effocts of the applied gripping forces. This can be auanarisod by 
a stress/strain curve as shown in Fig. 3. VII. l. Ideally, the 
portion AB should be as nearly horizontal as possible, signifying 
an easily deformed gripping surface, with DC being as nearly 
vertical as possible, signifying the ultimately stable grip. The 





Fig. 3. VII. 1 
Schematic stress/strain curve for powder grip. 
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purpose, then, of a powder grip system was to approximate to this 
typo of stress/strain relationship. 
The non-stretch bag, partially filled with powder achieved this 
aim by making use of the tendency of regular particles to pack 
together under pressure, each particle finding an equilibrium with 
its neighbours following the slipping and rolling of the particles 
into a stable configuration of minimum volume. The friction of tho 
slipping and rolling process is In practice kept to a minimum by the 
use of spherical particles. The presEure required to induce the 
particles to adopt the minimum volume condition is achieved by 
virtue of the gripped object progressively reducing the enclosed 
volume and hence inducing a tension in the restraining skin, 1 ich 
then compresses the contents. 
Since the problems encountered with the skin and contents 
principle were all direct consequences of the need for a retaining 
skin, various alternative possibilities for reproducing a similar 
stress/strain relationship were considered. 
The simplest direct analogy to the type of characteristic 
required is provided by the compression of a gas until the critical 
stage is reached where liquification begins, resulting in a sudden 
change of compressibility. However, such a system is clearly not 
simply applicable to gripping modules, since the increase in 
rigidity is not accompanied by a change in viscosity to the extent 
of effective solidification under the application of reasonable 
pressures. 
The requirement for a system which does not lose all its 
contents following a tear or puncture led to the proposal of an 
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arrangement whose mechanical properties could resemble those 
demanded of the powder grip. 
The prevention of full leakage would be simply achieved by 
encapsulating the powder in a series of flexiblo bags of a size 
intermediate between the powder particles and the overall size of 
the powder grip module. If these small flexible bags were 
restrained in some way so that a limited degree of movement were 
possible, the overall effect of the powder grip module could be 
achieved, whilst the loss of material due to punctures would be 
limited to the contents of one or two individual sacs. In 
addition, the local restraint of each sac would prevent large scale 
migration of the contents to one end of the container. 
This postulation of a desirable construction for the powder 
grip system beard a remarkable similarity to the description of the 
naturally occurring system in the pulpy pads of the fingers. 
The natural system comprises globules of fat, restrained by a 
matrix of connective tissue which is ultimately attached to the 
phalangeal bones, the whole being covered by the 'non-stretch' 
covering of the skin. 
The problem presented in the light of this fact was then to 
provide a synthetic equivalent system# subject to the proviso that 
the production of such a system should be easy to achieve, 
preferably by means of a moulding process. 
The first arrangement postulated to simulate such a system 
envisaged a foam rubber where the compressible gas bubbles were 
replaced by globules of liquid. In this way the inherent softness 
of foam rubbers night be modified by the introduction of the 
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incompressible, but fluid, liquid globules which on deformation 
under pressure could initially stretch the essentially thin 
restrainiW wall around each globule, until,, by a suitable choice 
of the rubber matrix the elastic properties of the rubber prevented 
significant further deformation. 
The procedure envisaged for the creation of this material was 
to produce an emulsion of tiller liquid in the rubber in its liquid 
pro-cure state. Clearly such a process would involve a considerable 
knowledge of the properties of the materials concerned, with 
particular emphasis on their capacity to perform in an emulsion, and 
thus, such a system could only be devised as the result of a 
specific long term investigation of the properties of this com- 
bination of materials. 
The sudoosstul operation of the above postulated material would 
rely upon the correct choice of elastic properties for the matrix 
material. Since the globules of liquid would be in spherical form, 
thereby existing in the minimum surface area state fog a given 
volume, any deformation of the sphere results in an increase of 
surface area of the globule, which can only be made up by a 
stretching of the surrounding material. 
Thus, in order to remove this further constraint upon the 
properties of the materials to be used, the globules should initially 
be in a state of large surface area/unit voltage, i. e. they should 
be essentially flat or as in an extreme shape of an oblate spheroid, 
subsequent deformation causing a re-orientation of the 'flat' axis 
of the globule. Clearly such an 'emulsion' could not be produced 
by direct means, but the use of flexibily coated 'lozenges' of 
liquid as a miniaturized form of the encapsulated pills used in 
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the pharmaceutical industry# as a filler for a non-stretch rubber 
matrix could create similar properties. 
In order to create a stable grip, such a system would have the 
matrix bonded to the substrate stainless steel gutter shaped fingers. 
The 'powder grip' systems making use of liquid fillers in this 
way would never attain the total rigidity of tho packed powder or 
granules originally postulated, since each individual globule would 
remain essentially liquid, however it is quite feasible that an 
adequate combination of properties could be devised in order to 
provide useful operational characteristics. 
The major advantage of these systems is that the whole module 
could be moulded directly, no external skin being required. 
A solid state equivalent system is also possible, once again by 
the judicious selection of suitable material properties. Such an 
arrangement would require the restraint of large numbers of spherical 
beads in an extremely stretchy and resilient matrix. In ardor to 
ensure ultimate 'solidification', either a skin would be required or 
the matrix would need to possess, in thin sections, elastic proportios 
similar to those of the characteristics ultimately required of the 
grip modulo. 
Thus, various alternative methods are possible for tho 
production of anatomically deforming gripping surfaces. However, 
such systems required a considerable degree of investigation before 
a satisfactory configuration could be established and thus, the more 
readily available skin/granular tilling arrangement was adopted for 
use on the prototype hands, the more esoteric, but promising systems 
remaining as subjects for future study. 
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ysteor obtaining the correct positioning of the 'donor' hand. 
The first attempt was to pre-form a piece of aluminium sheet inn 
thick into the approximate outside profile of the donor's hand in 
the correct position. This former was then taped to the donor's 
hand, using liberal amounts of tape in order to ensure a smooth 
shape. The bandaged hand was then cased in plaster, and removed 
by splitting the plaster mould to form a two-piece female mould to 
be used as a template for further work. The two halves of the 
template were then bound together and filled with a runny alginate 
mix. The donor then forced his hand into the template for the 
formation of the hand detail, displacing excess alginate. 
Upon taking a wax impression of this mould several faults were 
found. The most obvious of these was the entrapment of air in the 
fingertips, but as this was anticipated and no attempt had yet been 
made to solve this problem, this defect was ignored at this stage. 
The most important fault lay in the fact that the hand position was 
not sufficiently accurate, and that the fingers had touched the 
plaster template in various places, causing the alginate material 
to become dangerously thin in places. These faults, taken together 
with the fact that the forming of a two dimensional sheet of 
aluminium into an accurate three dimensional representation of 
hand contours was extremely difficult to achieve, caused this 
method as such to be. rejected. 
As an alternative to the above method a simplification was 
made by using narrow stripe of aluminium alloy bound to the 
individual fingora and thumb as templates (Fig. 4.1.1). This 
technique permitted more accurate positioning of the individual 
Alloy strips as shape formers. 
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digits, whilst inter-digital spacing was preserved by using spacers 
between the digits and then strapping then to other. A template 
was then formed as above. This method 'ms found to be more 
successful for positionral accuracy, but still retained the sane 
problem of the fingers touching, the template in places. However, a 
more important fault arose. fron the plscin^ of the fornors; in order 
to achieve good stability it had been necessary to situato tho alloy 
strips well darn to the ends of the fingers, causing the strips to 
press onto the fingernails. Even the light pressure duo to taping 
caused considerable pain zit the fingernails after a while duo to the 
pressure of the alloy at these points. Under such circunstancos, 
volunteers tend not to be voluntary, and n simple rowdy was found 
by strapping the fernere to the inside profile of the hand. 
Following several laborious attempts with the above methods)it 
was decided that such a tochniquo was too time consuming and awkward 
for ready use in the necessary experiments. The time involved in the 
process of strappin; up and pro-forming the alloy strips caused this 
step to be a major event in itself. It quas essential that the process 
became more simple and of no special significance as a determining 
factor in the process. 
In order to avoid the complications of various formers it was 
decided to try a sin3le form, or, complex in shape, but simple to Mako. 
This former consisted of an object to be gripped, which was of such 
a shape as to ensure the correct position of tho hand. The king of 
the former consisted of taking a stiff plaster mix and grasper a 
handful of the mixture. Thew was then sufficient time availablo to 
permit accurate positioning of the digits before setting; b : wan. 
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The excess plaster was then scraped away, leaving the precise former 
necessary for the correct hand position. 
It was still nocossary to manufacture an oversize template as 
before, in order to achieve the detail on the concave side of the 
hand. The hand was made to appear oversize by the woaring of a 
rubber glove, swelled by filling with water; and then grippinj the 
former. The template was then mado as before by casting in plaster 
with the additional introduction of positioning rods for the location 
of the fingertips to allow the creation of holes for the release of 
air from the fingertips during the wax pouring stage. The template 
was then filled with alginate as before and the hand introduced to 
achiove casting of full hand detail. After withdrawal of the donor's 
hand, the positioning rods were pushed through into the finger 
cavities in order to create spruo holes for the release of trapped air. 
Tho wax positivo achieved as a result of pouring wax into the 
mould with the air holes showed no air bubble detects, but contained 
flaws due to creasing of the thin alginate layers breaking away from 
the plaster templates, as had been the case with previous attemq-jts. 
In addition there wore the slight flaws duo to the air holes but 
these were regarded as acceptable. Furthermoro, there wore various 
areas of the wax positive which had boon damaged during the romoval 
from the mould. 
Following the annoying recurring problems due to thin sections 
of the alginate material being so fragile, it was decided that the 
template principle would have to be rejected altogether. This loft 
two alternative lines of approach to the problem of establishir the 
correct hand position namely: either to find a ethod of achioving 
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the position exactly, without the use of a template, or to make the 
process simple enough to permit the taking of so many freoly 
positioned casts that one would eventually be satisfactory. Both 
of those possibilities were followed up in order to assess their 
relative merits. 
The method devised for the accurat© positioning process was a 
modification of the final template procedure. It consisted of using 
the sprue rods as the locating points for the fingertips. By 
initially positioning the rods in a suitable mannor. it was possible 
for the donor to locate his fingertips on the ends of the rods, thus 
maintaining the hand in the correct preset position (Fig. 4. I. 2). 
These rods then served the dual purpose of both locating the fingors, 
and permitting the release of air during the casting process. In 
order to acconmzodate a variety of donor hand dimensions. the rod 
positions wore made adjustable. The whole rod system was mounted 
onto a special casting vessel constructed in two halves, in order to 
permit easier removal from the container (Figs. 4.5 and 4.6). This 
process worked extremely well, with only minor fingertip defects duo 
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Appondix 4. II 
The use of a low molting point alloy as an alternative to wax. 
Bearing in mind that the next stage in the hand process after 
the production of a positive cast was to be electroplating, a 
metallic, electrically conducting alternative to wax was found in 
the fora of a low molting point alloy of Pb, Zn, Sb - 'Corrobond' 
with a molting point of 78°C. This choice permitted direct 
plating of copper following casting, with no need for the 'detail 
loss' stage of painting wax with a donductive paint. The plating 
would be followed by the molting out of the corrobend by boiling 
in water, also the metallic nature of the Corrobond alloy made it 
considerably more robust than wax and far easier to handle. The 
use of this alloy presented no problem if used with the air- 
breather hole tochniquo but there still remained the trapped air 
problem with closed fingertips. In order to assess the potential 
of reducing this phenomenon by vacuuming a simple estimate was made 
of the bubble size which might be achieved using a standard Edwards 
pump (See Appendix 4. VIII). This showed that the bubbles could not 
be reduced to an acceptably small size by this method. 
The simple technique of injecting water over the 'hump' of a 
tilting U-tubo (Fig. 4.11.1) seemed to be the most promising 
alternativo, provided that it could be adapted to suit molten Dotal. 
Simple tests showed that Cerrobend alone flowing; down a flexible 
plastic tube of 25cm length could not retain its latent heat long 
enough to prevent solidification and blocking of the tubo. In 
order to ovorcomo this problem, a special filler tank and tubo 















































with boiling water and maintained at that temperature, boiling 
water will flow through inner and outer sections of the double tube 
if permitted to do so. Cerrobond is maintained molten separately, 
and when all is ready for delivery, the metal is poured into the 
hopper. Cerrobend then flows down the inner tube, maintained 
molten by the flow of boiling water in the heating hacket. Dy 
using this device it was possible to deliver the molten metal into 
the hand mould round the curved fingers. The mould was pivoted in 
a stand and initially held tilted and as filling progressed, was 
allowed to rotate into the-upright position. This technique 
ensured that air was displaced at all times by the hot water and 
molten metal, thus completely filling the mould with the casting 
alloy. 
Having accomplished this process successfully, a further problem 
immediately presented itself in the form of faults in the metal 
casting itself. It was apparent that the procedure of rapid cooling 
by quenching recommended by the manufacturers of the Cerrobend alloy, 
was not permissible under the circumstances of the hand mould. Tho 
quenching process for cooling relies upon a relatively uniform 
surface chill all over the surface of the casting, in order to avoid 
surface faults. In that situation the contraction of the molten 
metal due to cooling must occur within the casting, without causing 
surface flaws. Unfortunately this situation does not prevail in tho 
case of the hand mould, since the majority of the surface area is 
well insulated by a thick layer of poorly conducting alginate mould 
material. As a result, contraction faults are liable to occur 
absolutely at random, resulting in an unreliable casting. In order 
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to deal with this problem, cooling tubes were inserted as far as 
possible into the molten casting, cold water then being passed 
through in order to accelerate the cooling. This measure merely 
succeeded in altering tho location of the faults - pushing theca 
down into the fingers, presumably because the cold region caused 
localised sealing off of pockets of molten metal (Fig. 4.11.4), 
which necessarily resulted in a contraction fault. Further compli- 
cations were introduced by the difficulty experienced in 
positioning the cooling devices so that there was no contact with 
tie mould walls, such a case, of course, resulting in loss of detail 
at the point concerned. 
In an effort to achieve something like the manufacturer's 
recommended policy of quenching an alternative method was tried 
vlhich consisted of cuttini away as much mould material as possible 
without causing dato to the internal detail. This procedure was 
extremely laborious and delicate, the major problem lying in the 
estimation of local wall thicknesses and various elaborate schema 
such as X-ray viewing, ultrasonic thickness gauges, etc. were 
briefly considered but were rejected in favour of the more clinical 
technique of palpating the still soft mould in order to detect thin 
areas. The quenching of this thinner mould in cold water resulted 
in an improved casting, but did not completely eliminate con- 
traction faults and since the process involved in this marginal 
improvement was so delicate and time consuming, yet another 
alternative had to be tried. 
The above mentioned attempts at the casting of the alloy bad 








Mechanism of contraction faults. 
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rapid cooling. Since such a procedure met with such lack of 
success, it was decided to abandon the policy couplotoly in favour 
of the more conventional, but almost contradictory, approach of 
maintaining the metal surface at the top of the mould molten for 
as long a time as necessary for the lower regions to solidify first. 
Due to the insulating effect of the mould material, this process 
took a considorablo time because of the slow heat loss. Because of 
the low molting point temperature of the alloy, it was possible to 
maintain the surface motal molten by moans of a large soldering iron 
with the bit dipping; into the metal and by varying the supply 
voltage via a variablo transformer it was possible to apply just 
enough heat to maintain a reservoir of molten metal to compensate 
for the contraction of the metal in the cooler regions. Although 
slow due to the insulation effects, this process provided a flawless 




The practical aspects of the pvc curing technique made it 
necessary that the mould material have various properties concerning 
strength and temperature resistance. The mould material must be able 
to withstand a tcmporaturo of 150°C ropoatedly without anº dotorior- 
ation in its mechanical properties, particularly with regard to 
dimensional stability and strength. It must also be sufficiently 
strong to retain its shape rigidly when used in thin sections, sinco 
the mould must be in the form of a hollow shell. Because this mould 
is to be formed in one piece, the positive hand mould round which 
the shell is to be moulded must be manufactured from a material 
which may either be molted or dissolved away after the shell has 
solidified. By denoting the material for the hand positive as 'A' 
and the material for the shell as 'n' it is possible to formulate a 
simple specification of the materials: - 
Properties of 'A' material. 
1. Initially must be in a pourable form. 
2. Must not be at a temperature greater than 100°C in order to 
avoid explosive results when pouring into the water-based 
alginate negative. 
g. Must either be readily soluble in a specific solvent, or 
must melt at a temperature lower than the distortion or melting 
temperature of 'B' in order to permit removal of the positive 
to leave a hollow shell mould. 
(g) Prop erties of 'D' material. 
1, Must initially be in a fluid fore. 
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2. Must not be at a temperature greater than the distortion or 
melting temperature of 'A' during the moulding phase. 
3. Must be strong in thin sections and dimensionally stable. 
The requirements number 3 in case 'A' and 2 in 'B' in both 
cases are conflicting %hen applied to the use of molten metals for 
both aatoriais, since the situation rwy be written OA >%> 9A 
where 6 is the temperature of the aoltOn actal concerned. This 
factor leads to the unalterable fact that at least one of the 
materials must be of a non-metallic setting type which is resistant 
to the high tomporaturcas either of the pvc stage, or of the 
complementary notal stage. In other words it was essential to chooso 
a material with a temperature 'hysteresis' between setting 
temperature and distortion or malting temperature. 
The two different alternatives woro: - a metal such as Cerrobend 
for 'A' and a high temperature resistant (> 150°C), low temperature 
setting (< 78°C) resin for 'DO. or a low temperature setting (< 100°C ) 
resin for "A' which is resistant to the hiCh melting point (> 150°C) 
of the metal used as W. and is soluble in a specific solvent. 
The second of the above alternatives was readily dismissed as 
impractical following a survey of the available plastics materials. 
It was found to be impossible to find one material with suitable 
solubility properties together with adequate temperature durability, 
althO% h many worn Pow to exhibit ideal properties for cithor one 
requirement or the other. Examples of this state of affairs are 
acrylics, which dissolve in some ketones but are poorly resistant to 
temperature in contrast with the insoluble resilience and 
temperature resistance of acme ailicons rubbers. 
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The remaining possibility of using a non-metallic material for 
the manufacture of the shell mould proved only slightly more 
feasible. Experience with the curing of pVC dipped moulds had 
shown that a small thermal capacity of the mould was essential for 
successful processing. Also, the time taken for the mould to reach 
a uniform oven temperature had to be sufficiently short to ensure 
that even heat treatment took place. This time factor is not 
dependent solely on the thermal capacity of the mould, rather on 
its conductivity. In the case of a dipped mould, the air-pvc 
interface (Fig. 4. III. l)is at oven temperature, but the pvc-mould 
interface will take a finite time to attain an adequate curing 
temperature by conduction through the pvc and the mould. In the 
Case of a thin metal mould, the pvc-mould interface attains the 
correct temperature very rapidly, ensuring that even curing is 
allowed to take place. However, if the pvc-mould interface is too 
cool for too long the air-pvc interface will have become overheated 
by the time curing throughout is completed. 
Work with pvc dipped metal moulds showed that successful curing 
was feasible even after three or four successive dips. Since the 
conductivity ratio of copper to pvc is approximately 2500: 1 it is 
apparent that the limiting factor in the case of a metal mould is 
the conductivity of the first deposited pvc layers. On the 
assumption that a glove would consist of say three layers of 
dipped pvc, each on average 0.1mm thick, a useful guide for the 
effective thermal thickness of the non-metallic mould material 
would be the equivalent of two pvc layers. The overall effect of 
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layers on the 'cool' side. Since the conductivity of epoxy resins 
is approximately three times that of pvc,, an epoxy layer O. 6mm 
thick would be roughly equivalent to two pvc layers. In practice, 
a thickness of li n should be obtainable by dipping or painting of 
the resin giving sufficient strength for a self supporting shell. 
A mould such as this would require a slightly longer curing tine 
than its copper counterpart but the increased time should not be 
sufficient to cause scorching of the pvc. 
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Appendix 4. IV 
The self-brlnncinu centrifuge. 
The design was based upon a pneumatic piston actuator which 
formed the arms of the centrifuge, balancing being achieved by 
automatic movements of the piston, thereby shortening one arm and 
lengthening the other. The control system for achieving this tools 
the form of a pair of valves mounted with the rotating piston and 
arms, with the valvo operating points running on the inside at a 
ring which was fiyced to the overall framework of the machine. By 
means of flexibly, counted bearings for the rotating members it was 
then possible to achieve automatic operation at the valves in a 
situation of imbalance, since the heavier area tended to force the 
valve on that side against the stationary ring, thereby causing 
piston motion to occur until the force on the valve operating point 
was relieved by virtue of the new balanced situation. Details of 
the design criteria are given below and the device is shown in 
rig. 4. IV. 1. 
The device behaved quite satisfactorily under experimental 
}conditions when driven trcm an`electric drill. However, the advent 
of new glove manufacturing techniques to be described later 
unfortunately made the machine obsolete before its official 
oowiseioning: 
vesign of self-balancing centrifuge. 
Consider the situation as shown 
mir a2 
r2 
are the rotating masses mi m i 
on arms of length rl and r2. 
Angular speed of rotation w. 
Self balancing centrifuge. 
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In a state of imbalance, the side thrust at any moment is given by 
F0 (m2r2 -m1rI) uw2 
Assuming 2000 rpm cu a 
2000 
x 2, t 
Initially. say r1 = r2 = 15cm 
This gives a side thrust of 62 lb for a mass imbalance of 11/2 oz. 
which is equivalent to half the total mass of pvc retained at a 
single slush moulding. This determines tho actuator size as number 
17 which can provide 74 lb thrust, sufficient to overcome the 
Imbalance and stabilise the centrifuge. 
Using moulds of approximately 5 oz. weight each, the alts ration 
in 'r' required to balanco the centrifuge under these conditions is 
approximately 2 cm. 
Thus the actuator selected for the centrifuge was a number 17 
type, of 5cm stroko length. 
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Appendix 4. V 
Technical aspects of the use of the silicone rubber in conjunction 
with the casting of holten tin. 
The rubber chosen was an ICI silicone rubber Silcoset 105, used 
with fast curing agent (Stannous octoate) giving a cure time of 
approximately five minutes. As it was necessary to use this 
material as the casting, material for the donor's hand, it was 
necessary to check the possible toxicity of the materials concerned. 
The silicone rubber itself is substantially inert, but the curing 
agents used with the rubbers are not nocossarily innocuous. however, 
assurances from the manufacturer, combined with information on the 
subject from Lefaux (1968) "Practical Toxicology of Plastics", and 
the use by Dow Corning Inc. of stannous octoate as a curing agent 
for silicone rubbers on open wounds, confirmed t fact that, in 
the low concentrations required, no ill effects would result from 
skin absorption of the curing agent stannous octoate. Clearly the 
use of the U-tube pouring device was not possible with molten tin, 
since no preheating liquid with a sufficiently high boiling point was 
readily available as a substitute for water. Therefore, it was 
necessary to use the finger location rod technique to form air vents 
at the finger tips. 
As a preliminary trial, the author's hand was used for the 
casting procedure. After various experiments with setting time 
vs quantity of curing agent it was found that approximately Gg 
curing agent 'D'/kilo of silcoset 105,, gave an adequately long 
pouring time, compatible with a suitably short overall setting time 
of seven minutes. It was found that the reproduction of the detail 
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of the hand was so perfect that release of the skin from the mould 
was extremely difficult,, indeed painful. Furthermore& any attempts 
to withdraw the hand before full skin release had taken place, 
resulted in suction bruising caused by the partial vacuum created 
by the attempted withdrawal. A silicone fluid was rubbed onto the 
hand as an attempt at a release agent which was sufficiently thin 
in consistency to prevent loss of detail. However, the use of this 
material as a release agent aggravated the problem rather than 
otherwise. 
The use of a release agent as such was therefore abandonod in 
favour of arriving at a procedure which would ensure full skin 
release before attempting withdrawal. This was achieved by injoctinr,, 
air wider low pressure into the fingertips successively, thus 
creating a release pressure which caused separation of skin and 
Silcoset along a route up to the wrist. The track of this released 
area could be increased to some extent by moving the fingertip 
relative to the tube - thus creating an alternative route by which 
pressurised air Could escape. Following release of all the fingers 
in this way, the thumb and wrist were released in a similar auuuwr 
by inserting the air hose at the wrist. Even following this 
procedure, withdrawal was not easy, due to the extreme dryness of 
the mould material. It was therefore necessary to follow the air 
release procedure by the injection of a liquid soap and water 
solution into the fingertips by means of a syringe. This provided 
sufficient lubrication to permit easy withdrawal of the hand from 
the mould without undue discomfort to the donor. 
In order to ensure that no air could be trapped at the finger- 
tips, the air holes were then cleared Of debris, the mould washed 
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clean of soap and then dried. The molten tin was then poured into 
the cavity and allowed to cool, the surface being maintained molten 
by means of a large 24OW soldering iron as before. (Tho possi- 
bility of conducts co heating was rejected as an alternative 
following calculations, see Appendix 4. IX). That this rate of 
heating would be sufficient had been checked simply from the results 
of an experimental determination of the cooling rate of molten tin 
(see Appendix 4. IX). Before solidification began, however, the 
mould material began to degenerate, forming outcrops of a soft 
spongy consistency. This fault was duo to the fact that high 
temperature of the tin was so close to the maximum rated temperature 
of the rubber, causing outgassing of the solvent materials. A 
slow, heat conditioning process was therefore an essential pre- 
requisite before the casting stage. The next mould was therefore 
taken in its container and subjected to a gradually increasing 
temperature over a period of hours. The first attempt resulted in 
cracking of the mould material, after only allowing nine hours to 
attain a temperature of 23)0C. By extending the time of heating 
to eleven hours, it was found that no cracking occurred, but some 
distortion of the mould took place. By taking sections of the 
mould itwwas observed that the distortion, almost implosion, of the 
mould, was duo to a foaming tendency in the bulkier parts of the 
mould material. The expansion of these regions caused cracking 
and distortion of the well cured surface material. A detailed 
examination of the distribution of the frothy areas (Fig. 4. V. 1) 
showed that they tended to occur away from the air-silcosot 
interfaces, the worst regions being in the thick seCtiona and at 
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the metal can-silcoset interface. This distribution of 'gassing' 
suggested that the gassing occurred in places where solvents were 
prevented from evaporating. The fact that the air-silcoset faces 
cured first prevented further emission of solvents in that 
direction, the metal container preventing evaporation from the 
outer surfaces. In an effort to facilitate release of the gases, 
the next mould was removed from its metal container before being 
subjected to the heat conditioning schedule. This resulted in an 
outwardly perfect mould, totally satisfactory for casting purposes, 
although subsequent sectioning shoved slight porosity at the 
centre of the thicker sections. 
Molten tin was poured into the mould, the upper surface being 
maintained molten by heating with a large soldering iron as before. 
The rate of heating was gradually reduced by heater voltage 
reduction and the mould replaced in Its metal canister situated 
with the lower part immersed in cold water in an effort to ensure 
solidification of the lower regions first. 
After ultimate solidification had taken place, the mould 
material was cut away in order to esposo the casting. The casting 
showed very good detail at the wrist and palm, but was faulty at 
the fingers and fingertips. The fingertips wore absent, apparently 
due to contraction away from the sprues (Fig. 4. V. 2). The fingers 
themselves showed many small crystalliro contraction-like faults, 
together with smoother pitting, these with the appearance of air 
bubble faults. 
These results suggested the presence of two types of fault, 
namely those due to contraction of tho hot metal and those bubbles 
CASTING 
ENLARGED 
" SPA US 
VOID 
Fig. 4. V. 2 
MOULD 
Contraction faults at finger-tips. 
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caused either by trapped air or by furthor evolution of gases from 
the mould material when subjected to the extra heat of the molten 
metal. 
Various alterations wore made to the process in order to over- 
come these defects in the casting. In order to decrease the 
tendency for the formation of locally solidified areas, the heating 
rate was decreased more slowly. This, however, proved to be 
unsatisfactory duo to supercooling effects, the tin would remain 
molten below its normal solidification temperature and then tended 
to solidify very suddenly resulting in larger 'closed off' regions 
of molten metal, thereby causing larger contraction faults. The 
considerable contraction away from the fingertip sprues suggested 
that the narrow portion (Fig. 4. V. 3) should be reduced to as short 
a length as possible in order to reduce the possibility of a 
blockage duo to solidification. This atop resulted in a considerably 
reduced fault at the fingertips, but failed to eliminate the 
problem completely. 
Concurrent with the above measures, steps zero taken to reduce 
the possibility of flaws due to trapped gases. After pouring the 
molten metal, the mould was agitated and tapped to release trapped 
air. The agitation was continued for as long as possible. Also, 
the curing time of the mould material was extended to over 100 
hours with a final period of 36 hours at 240°C. it was felt that 
the time of one hour or so during which the mould was subjected to 
molten tin at 233°C was insignificant with tho time scale of auch 
a schedule and should therefore eliminate tho possibility of 
release of gases from the mould material itself. 
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These steps resulted in a negligible reduction of the incidence 
of the bubble-like flaws (Fig. 4. V. 4) and this suggested that they 
may not in fact be caused by gases, rather that they were directly 
associated with the 'normal' contraction faults. 
This consideration led to the direction of attention to the 
type of cooling techniques used in more conventional casting 
processes. It is usual to cool by quenching, thus ensuring that 
the outer surfaco is chilled first, which causes any contraction 
faults to occur in the bulk of the material. This approach was not 
directly possible for the hand mould due to the insulating effect 
of the silicone rubber. However, by modifying the shape of the 
casting can to suit the profile of the hand more accurately, it was 
possible to ensure that the mould be only a matter of a few 
millimetres in thickness at the knuckles. This was achieved by 
taking an impression of the donor's hand in'alginate, reducing the 
alginate thickness to a minimum at ter setting by palpation and slow 
removal of excess material as previously described. This mould gras 
then replaced in the casting can (Fig. 4. V. 5), leaving cavities in 
the 'redundant' regions. These cavities were then tilled with a 
plaster wash, which was allowed to solidify and the alginate 
discarded. At tho time of the next casting in silicone rubber, the 
plaster fillers were left in place in the can, thereby reducing the 
amount of silicone rubber necessary for the casting, and also 
reducing the thickness of insulation at the bottom of the mould. 
During the cooling process after pouring of the molten metal, the 
mould was immersed in cold water to enhance cooling trot the lower 
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casting but Without eradicating all contraction faults. 
Two projected schemes, which were in fact unnocessary, were 
envisaged as remedies for the inhomogenous cooling effects which 
were evidently causing the formation of contraction regions. The 
first of these was to 'seed' the molten metal with tetragonal 
shaped objects in an effort to reduce the possibility of super- 
cooling by the introduction of nucloi for crystallisation. The 
second approach was to be made by cooling the mould before pouring, 
in the hope that surface cooling would then be likely to occur 
first; although this seemed unlikely to succeed, since the spruo 
holes would almost certainly seal off before filling had been 
completed. However, thinking on the linos of the i noity of 
the cooling effects led to a similar approach, but directed in a 
different way. 
Hitherto, all attempts at cooling had been made from the surface 
inwards, the results, not surprisingly being nonuniform duo to the 
varying insulation of the mould material. Itowever, a homogeneous 
cooling process could be initiated by treating the casting once 
aZain as a U-tube. By cooling one and rapidly, and maintaining the 
other end at a decreasingly high temperature, an interface of 
solidification should propagate round the U-tubo (Fig. 4. V. 6) and 
the process should bo relatively uniform, since the metal is 
highly conductive, and local differences of temperature are lose 
likely to occur. 
This technique was put into practice by separating the spruo 
section from the wrist position of the mould and introducing a 








































wrist section. The water cooling was made operative directly 
after pouring, and the heater initially maintained at maximum. 
The heater temperature was then gradually reduced as before, the 
state of solidification being checked by means of a metal rod used 
as a dipstick feeling for regions of crystallinity at the 
solidifying interface. In this way the rate of temperature reduction 
could be accurately matched to solidification rate. After solidi- 
fication was completed, the mould material was cut away,, leaving a 
perfectly formed flawless casting, without even any bubble-typo 
flaws, showing that they were of contraction origin. 
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Appendix; 4. VZ 
The sluff imi of the averted clove rrior to use as a donor for 
second phase casting. 
Early attempts at filling the glove with molten wax or liquid 
piaster resulted in unnatural ballooning effects which could only 
be partially overcomo by immersion In a water bath during the liquid 
stage. The immorsion in water helped reduce the ballooning to some 
extent by virtue of tho hydrostatic pressure induced, and it is 
possible that pressurisation of the water bath in soma way may have 
overcome the problem satisfactorily. However, this technique Cava 
little opportunity for the precise setting of finger and thumb 
positions as dosirod. Fortunately, by means of a simple adaptation 
of an existing procedure used in prosthetics, an ideal alternative was 
found. A standard procedure for the 'casting' of amputation stumps 
has been to take a flexible bag filled with powder or small spherical 
granules, and to impress into this bag the stump to be 'cast'. With 
the stump in position the bag is then vacuumed causing compression 
of the particles by the action of tho atmospheric pressure on tho 
bag. The stump may then be removed, and the particle filled bag 
retains the stump shape perfectly as long as the vacuum is 
maintained. 
This technique was utilised for the hand stuffing by filling 
the glove with small, light spheres of plastics material, and 
then vacuuming. By adjusting a controlled leak, the hardness of 
the 'hand' could be adjusted, making positioning of tho fingers 
and thumb and any other minor adjustments extremely easy. whon 
the correct configuration had been achieved, the vacuum aas made 
as Complete as possible and maintained at that level whilst the 
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hand was used as the 'donor' for a silicon rubber casting. 
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Appendix 4. VI I 
Co Mrtri of the overall loss of detail in tho nerv r lovo 
Ianufacturinnr process with that of tho 'c1asnical' procoduro. 
This is achieved by attributing to each stugo of the processes 
a loss factor which is a moasuro of the count of detail lost in 
that stage. Thus, a stage with a loss factor x ((1) would causo 
say a ridge-groovo height of 
ý to bocome 
£ 
x# two successivo 
stages would rosult in x2 etc. 
The loss factor x is used to represent the loss duo to a 
casting process, the factor p (almost certainly much smaller than 
x) due to a palnttn process, q due to electroplating, and r duo 
to sticking of Ccrrobond or wax on removal of same. Thus wo havo: 
Conventional process 
x 1. Cast donor hznd in alginate 
Pew procos9 
x 1. Cast donor hand In 
silicone rubber 
x 2. Pour in wau: or cerrobond 
positive. 
p 3. Paint wax with conducting 
paint. 
q 4. Plato with copper and 
thicken. 
r 5. Alelt out wax or cerrobend. 
x 6. Pour pvc, curd and remove 
glovo. 
X 2. Pour in tin positive. 
x 3. Dip in pvC, curo and 
overt. 
x 4. Fill glove and use as 
donor. 
X 5. Four in tin positivo. 
x 6. Dip in pvc, cure and 
evert glove. 
Net loss factor pgrx3 Net loss factor x6 
Thus the two procedures have similar sixth order logs factors. 
Due to the materials used, it is certain that the factor p is 
considerably smaller than x, since surface tension effects tend to 
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fill the grooves with excess paint, Uhich later is removed as it 
adheres to the glove. The factor q is difficult to assess, since 
the exact mechanism of plating in the grooves is uncertain, 
however, it secras likely that, if anything, deposition is likely 
to be loss faithful in those regions duo to the tendency for the 
prominent ridges to possess higher fiold intensities. Thus, on 
balance it may be guessed that q is no larger than x at any rate. 
After a period of time the factor r certainly will increase as 
repeated subjection to high temperatures tends to aalt out the 
excess material. In tho case of wax it is likely that r approaches 
unity after some time. However, in the case of corrobend some 
intermingling of the copper and cerrobcnd is inevitable and r will 
not approach unit so readily, if at all. 
Thus, the new process is at least as good as the conventional 
process from a detail transfer standpoint, since it has been shown 
that pqr 4- x3. 
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Appendix 4. VIII 
Effect of vacuuming the castinn on size of trapped air bubbles. 
If the molten natal is poured under vacuum conditions, air 
bubbles trapped in the metal will be compressed as a result of a 
subsequent return to atmospheric pressure. Assunin; the application 
of an Edwards tB3 vacuum pump under these conditions a vacuum of 20" 
of mercury is possible according to the maker's specification. 
Thus, a return to atcosphoric pressure (30" Ifs) will correspond 
to a decreaso in vo1t20 by a factor of 
3O. 
Thus, a bubble of disaoter d will become a bubble of diaaotcr 
d3 
30 
assuming perfoct gas behaviour at constant teaperaturo, 
i. e. the reduced bubble diameter will be approximately halt that of 
the original. This order of magnitude of size change cannot be 
considered as sufficient to eliminato casting flaws due to bubblos, 
and the cost and complications of more sophisticated vacuum 
equipment prohibited more extrem© vacuum conditions. 
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Appendix 4. IX 
Heating rates required to maintain the molten tin in a liquid state. 
Assuming Newton's law of cooling: 
rr OT = kA(9T - 90) where a is mass of metal 
0 is spocitic heat 
A is surface area 
9T is temperature Of metal 
8o is temperature of surroundings 
k to the coolies; constant. 
The constant k was establlshod by expcriconto ioasuring the 
teiperatur© of a su plo of molten tin va time. (N. D. tho sample was 
impuro and theretoro did not solidify at tho 'tabulated' tcapcraturo 
of 238°C). Those experiments gave an approximate linear cooling rato 
of 0.57°C/sec. over a temperature rango with an average (Q. - ö) of 
215°C, for a samplo weighing 445g in an insulating vessel with an 
2 
exposed surface area of 16csa. 
Thigave k=0.017 watts/°C cn2 
To assess the possibilities for oonduatanco heating of tho tin 
in order to maintain the metal in a molten state, it was necessary 
to consider electrodes inserted into the molten tin at the surface. 
Consider the sca ent of metal of length I between electrodes of 
width w insarted to a depth d 
The resistance of this metal is given by Ru where v- is the 
resistivity. 
A current I causes an introduction of energy by resistive 
heating at a rate I2R. which in equilibrium is balanced by the 
Newtonian cooling at the surface. 
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(8T - 80) = 2300C 
k 0.017 watts 
OC 2 
ci 
Which gives I; 1000 MI? 
This effectively excluded the possibility of using the moltan 
tin as its of heating olement. Howavor, the rate of heat loss from 
the surface is more readily balanced by the use of a heatinj olomnt: 
Required heating rate kA (er - 80) 
Put h 0.017 watts 
oC-i 
CM -2 
A= 20 cm2 (Approx. 5 cm diameter ) 
(OT- 0)a2300C 
. '. Heati rate a 78 watts mmdmý 
Thus the heating could reasonably be supplied by a heating elenont 
such as a large soldering iran. 
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Appendices to Chapter 3. 
5.1 The assessment of possible control systems. 
5.11 The importance of force feedback. 
5.111 Development with the forco demand valve. 
5.1V The development of a doubl©-actin; valve assembly. 
5. V The development of position feedback systems. 
5. VI A mathematical modol of the position servo/force demand 
controlled pnow atic actuator. 
5. VII The use of pneumatics in feedback mechanisms. 
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Appcndix 5.1 
The assessment o! ossiblo control systens. 
The standard control procedures are as below: 
1. On/off or 'bnng-ban; ' type - the operator switches 'on' and 
uses visual feectbac! to acquire position knowledge, he switches 
bff' slightly before the desired position in the hope that the 
deceleration period t^kes the device to the correct position. 
2. Position control - every position of the control input cores- 
ponds to a position of the prosthesis. 
3. Velocity control - the position of the control input corresponds 
to a velocity of the mechanism. 
4. Acceleration or force control - the position of the control input 
dotorninos the force output of the prosthesis. 
These four types of controls represent the major cocapononts of 
the specificrtions for a tiro variable, problem in three-dimensional 
space, since# if the load is known cao have t, x, x, w'horo x is a 
vector quantity. The choice of which quantity should be under the 
control of the operator in any such problem should clearly be made 
fron x, x, )x, since the duration t of a movement is under the control 
of the operator in all circumstances. 
The selection of the appropriate optimum control variablo in no 
simple, that it is a natter of considerablo cnazctont that tho 
incorrect choices are so frequently ciado, althou h the roaaons for 
those choices have probably been based on matters of design 
convenience rather than on considerations of operator roquirc onta. 
Consider control of the variable x, which also eaboc1le8 control 
of t. 
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The operator, in order to obtain position information without 
the use of optical feedback, t be able to coaputo 
xa fo 
t dt +k k1s a Constant %ftich depends on th° 
initial position. 
This gives a different solutionibr every starting position k' 
and therefore 1; must be established visually before the commQncoment 
of each movement. Thusi, under thoso circumstances, the operator must 
rely on visual feedbccl. of information for successful control of 
the system. 
Similarly, control of x end t implies the knowledge of two 
constants in ordor to obtain position information. 
In contrast with these-situations, control of x and t implies 
accurate knowled, -e of : Ais x, 'ýc* etoo by viruq of xa 
ät 
x which 
is unique and "ii °tx 
(which does not roquiro load information). 
Therefore it the operator is given control of poeition (and 
hence the time variable t) he As automatically given control of 
all the dynamic variables in a space-time problem, 1 oroas control 
of one of the higher derivatives can only lead to partial control 
of the system. Some wott: ers (Fready of al 1007) have rejected tho 
position control system on the basis of the high information 
content which is required, ignoring the fact that the information 
content works both ways, giving information to the operator as well 
as requiring it from him. 
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Appendix 5.11 
The importance of force feedback. 
This is an extremely important factor in the problem of the 
feedback of information from the moving parts of a control system, 
since a serious trap awaits the unwary, and for this reason, the 
vital distinctions between active feedback of load information and 
the force controlled system will be emphasised. 
The force controlled system mentioned under the list of control 
principles is a system by which the control input determines the 
force which the actuator exerts on the load, but no knowledge of the 
magnitude of the load is directly available to the operator. 
The position servo controlled system controls the acceleration 
X of the output by virtue of the 2: 1 relationship between input and 
output, and the degree of difference between applied actuator force, 
and load is experienced by virtue of the 'force a mass x acceleration' 
relationship of the body mass at the control sits. 
These two control principles show that the operator has no 
direct knowledge of the load aagnituds, in the former cams he knows 
the applied force but has no knowledge of the amount by which he has 
exceeded the load force since no acceleration intormtion is 
available, and in the latter case no intor. ation about the applied 
force of the actuator is available and the operator is aware only of 
the differential between load and applied force by the acceleration 
experienced by his control site. 
Thus we have: 
'Force' control ID2owl0dJM of force applied by actuator 
to load. 
Position control a' nowledge of differs between applied 
force and load. 
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By combining these it can be seen that the necessary information is 
then available for the knowledge of load magnitude. 
Therefore, in order that the operator may be able to modify his 
operation technique to suit varying load conditions and thereby 
optiaise his control ability, it is essential to supply, in a 
position servo system, additional information concerning the force 
which is being applied to the load. The sagnitude of the load will 
than be appreciated by the difference between applied force and the 
resulting acceleration. 
An additional stabilising factor to the overall behaviour of 
the system is introduced by the muscle characteristics of the 
operator. by which the force applied to the control site (i. e. 
acceleration of control site) is related to the velocity of motion 
of the control sits. 
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Appendix 5.111 
Development work with the force demand valve. 
The first problems encountered with Harborow'a valves were 
largely the results of the construction of the valve assembly. As 
shown in Fig. 5. I11.1(a) the lower seal was achieved by compression 
of the rubber diaphragm between valve centre and body at points X. 
The compression was created by the rotation of the top nut, and 
therefore the only means of achieving consistent diaphragm 
characteristics would have been to tighten to a pre-determined level 
using a torque wrench. However, buckling of the diaphragm was a 
further problem which would not be avoided even by consistent 
compression. Both of these faults were overoone by the replacement 
of the lower diaphragm by a loose flap seal of rubber as used by 
Kiasson (1967) in the swedish valve. The rubber seal was stiffened 
by a backing of thin steel to provide a consistent seal on the inlet 
port. The peripheral seal was maintained by the introduction of an 
O-ring fitting round the valve body. The valve in this form is 
shown in Fig. 5. I11.1(b) with its operating characteristics in 
rig. 5.111.2. 
The force/pressure characteristics of the valves tested during 
these experiments were carried out simply by applying a known force 
to the valve opsratitg point and monitoring output pressure with a 
standard dial pressure gauge. The known force was applied by holding 
the valve unier test in a special holder$ fig. 3.111.3 and mounting 
the holder over the pan of an aoaurato set of spring balance weighing 
scales. so that the valve operating point was in contact with the 
scale pan. By leans of the adjusting screw the valve was displaced, 


















Pig. 5. III. 1 
exhaust mode 
(a) Original form of Edinburgh force demand valve. 
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applied. The applied force could be read at all times from the dial 
of the spring balance scales. This arrangement made possible a 
rapid checking facility during the assembly of a large batch of 
valves, when precautions against contamination by small metal 
particles cannot be 100 per cent efficient, faults often manifest 
themselves as excessively high operating forces. 
Following the introduction of the loose flay seal the valves 
were installed in a prosthesis for trial. However, a basic fault 
soon appeared; whenever the gas supply was switohsd on, one or two 
valves would stay open, allowing gas to leak away at a furious 
rats. Frequently the fault could be cured by operating the controls 
rapidly, which solved the problem until the supply was disconnected 
and then re-connected. 
The source of this problss was found to be the combined effects 
of the loose flap seals in all ten valves used in a hand-arn 
prosthesis. When the gas supply was first connected, all the flap 
seals would be lying in their natural rest positions due to the 
effects of gravity, thereby presenting many 'open' valves to the 
new gas supply. In this situation the pressure, on the inlet side 
of the seals, fell to such an extent that the pressure difference 
across the seals was insufficient to initiate closure. The 
temporary correction afforded by operating the controls was 
achieved by momentarily displacing the seals to such an extent 
that closure followed. 
This problem was werooss by the introduction of a spring 
beneath the flap seal in order to maintain light closure under 
no-pressure conditions. Because of the accurst* nature of spring 
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dimensions which would have been necessary to achieve the requirements 
of light closure in all valves, the type of spring selected was 
chosen for its simplicity of size adjustment. In this way it was 
possible to accurately adjust the closure force to the ainia 
requirement. The 'spring' selected took for form of a length of 
silastic rubber tubing, cut to also to suit each valve, since the 
thickness of the rubber seal could not be specified to any great 
accuracy. The valves in this form were not subject to the problem 
of low-pressure leaks, but other problems arise as a result of 
tests in the arm, the major difficulty showing itself in the form 
of a high operating force as the compressibility of the silastic 
rubber affected the operating characteristics as shown in ti`. 5.111.4. 
However# the prostheses were usable with these valves, without any 
gas wastage due to leaks, and it was decided that the fitting of 
the valves in this could continue while more detailed investigations 
of the valve design Were carried out. 
In order to assess tho possible, improrsssnts to the Valve it 
gras necessary to consider a simple theory for the action of the 
meohanisa. The theory has been explained elsewhere, flasson (1967)0 
and is repeated below (referring to fig. 5.111.5) with the modifications 
which are necessary in the light of the ssperienos outlined above. 
pa applied force. 
pa spring force. 
Pa output pressure 
pa atmospheric pressure. 
Ad effective area of upper diaphragm. 
Ai area of inlet port bore, 
At area of tube end. 
D diaphragm stiffness. 
p1 input pressure. 
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Fig. 5. III. 5 
Diagram for valve theory. 
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(1) To com®ence flow i. e. break seal at bottom flap at z 
Fa 
1. 
Fs + A, (PI - Pa) +D 
(2) Maintaining output pressure Po 
jag 
: FS +D+ (P1 - P0)(Ai - At) - AtPa - PSAd + Pö d+ PIAt 
. las +D+ PPAi - PiAt - P0Ai + P0At - AtPa - PaAd + POAd 
+ PIAt 
. Po (Ad + At - Ai) +K ........................... (1) 
where K. Ps +D+ PiAI - AtPa - PaAd 
(3) *zhaust 
"a3. (Po - Pa)At + (Po - Pa)Ad +D 
put Po . P1 in (1) to obtain aaxiauo value of operating force 
to 
Z"P jAd 
+ pet + Irs - AtPa - PaAd +D 
. (Pi - Pa)(Ad + At) +P+D 
i... hysteresis of Pa 
The interpretation of this simple theory made possible the 
re-design of the valve to suit the operating experience obtained 
with previous versions. 
Referring to Pig. 5.111.6 it can be seen that the amount of 
force feedback from the valve depends upon the slopes of the 
segments BC, DA. This design factor is determined by the line 
pressure of the gas supply used, and by the masre permissible 
valve operating Toros. Yxparience with the pnwatio system had 
shown that a lins pressure of x400 p oä 
2 (izp psi) was neosssary 
in order to achieve adequate power in the prosthesis. Also, 
experience with early control systems shoed that a aasig valve 








Schematic of valve characteristics. 
Iss. 
the theory above, the valve factor which determines the slope of 
segments BC and DA" is the top diaphragm area Ad. Thus by king 
certain allowances for edge clamping effects (determined by 
experiments with the mall diaphragms used in earlier valves) 
it was possible to specify the size of diaphragm to be used in 
the valve. 
The segments AB, CD contribute to the operating force of the 
valve in the inlet muds, and were reduced to a minimal level for 
this reason. The characteristics desirable for use with another 
valve in a double-acting systsa may not necessarily lead to the 
same requirements, but this was an unknown factor at this stage and 
therefore was ignored temporarily. 
The segment CD was contributed by the force of the spring under 
the bottom seal, the spring being essential for the seasons outlined 
above. The desired minimal .! feet of the spring was achieved by 
the replacement of the silastia tube by the introduction of a 
mastic backing for the rubber seal, and a steel insert for the 
seating of the seal. Thus, by virtue of the induced attraction 
between the sagn. tissd plastics material backing and the inlet port 
valve seat, a light closure ras maintained at all times. Sines the 
seal could lift itself a distance of over lm onto the valve seat 
the gas supply was always presented with lightly aloe" valves, 
completion of the seal then being achieved by the differential 
effects of lies pressure and output pressure. By ng that the 
seal could not fall mors than in away from the seating, there was 
no possibility of valves being stuck in the open position. 
154. 
The characteristics of the magnetic 'spring' are exactly suited 
to the operation of the valve, since the effective force reduces as 
the seal is pushed away from its seating. This is in complete 
contrast to the conventional spring effect of the silastic rubber, 
'here the force increases as the valve is operated. The relative 
effects of the springs are shown in Fig. 5. II1.4, thus indicating 
the minimal effect of the magnetic device. 
The segment AB (Fig. 5.111.6) is caused by the effects of the 
spring together with the pressure reaction due to the inlet 
pressure acting on the effective area of the bottom seal provided 
by the inlet port bore area Ai. Therefore, in order to reduce AB to 
a minimal level the area Al had to be reduced. However, the inlet 
port size also governed the ultimate flow rate of which the valve 
was capable, both in the inlet and exhaust modes. Therefore, in 
order to progress further with the optimisation of valve character- 
istics it was necessary to investigate the effects of tube sizes and 
orifice dimensions on the flow rate of CO3 gas under conditions 
similar to those in the force demand valve. 
In order to establish a design criterion for the operation of 
the valve in a prosthesis some tests were carried out using the 
loose flap seal valve before modifications had been made. This 
valve was capable of delivering approximately 15 Vain of CO2 to 
atmosphere from the outlet port, with the inlet pressure at 
$400 g W2 (120 psi). Tests with the valve in a prosthesis, and 
with the flow rate restricted externally by pinching the gas tubing 
by means of an adjustable clamp, showed that a valve which could 
deliver 7 1/min to atmosphere. Controlled the prosthesis in a 
155. 
manner which was indistinguishable from the 15 1/min valve 
performance. Therefore, an output flow-rate to atmosphere of 
7 1/sein was taken as the desirable maximum for a practical valve. 
The flow-rate investigations were carried out in two forms, 
each representative of one way in which the valve mechanism governs 
flow rate. The first of these was to examine the effects of tube 
diameter on flow rate, representing the effect of the valve needle 
in the exhaust mode. In addition to this simply analogy, the 
assumption was made for design purposes that a tube of given cross- 
sectional area would allow a flow-rate identical to that permitted 
by an annular orifice in the same area. This annular orifice was 
representative of the type of port formed between the valve needle 
and the inlet port bore. 
The second type of investigation concerned the flap seal and 
its effects on flow rate as governed by the opening of the 
cylindrical orifice created by the proximity of the seal to a 
simply perforated flat surface. Once again, an asst pticn was made 
for design purposes: namely, that a cylindrical orifice of one 
diameter and a given area of orifice would permit the same flow-rate 
as another orifice of different diameter but identical area. 
The first group of tests was carried out with a series of 
restrictors of fixed length(12=) and of various bores. These 
restrictors were placed successively in the gas line between gas 
supply and flow meter, the flow being recorded for each restrictor 
bore diameter, at constant supply pressure (Fig. 5.111.7). ? he 
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The second group of tests required the use of slightly more 
complicated equipment which was constructed specially for the task. 
The choice of the flat type of seal was confirmed by comparison 
with the effects achieved with taper pin seals (Figs. 5.111.9 and 
5. III. 10). As shown in Figs. 5. I11.11 and 5.111.12 the rate of 
change of the degree of sealing was too low to be of any practical 
use in a valve for use in a position servo controlled prosthesis 
which requires a minimal position error signal for the attainment of 
good accuracy. In place of the flat rubber seal, sealing on a raised 
seating, it was decided to use an O-ring sealing onto a flat surface, 
an arrangement which was easier to arrange experimentally. The form 
of the device is shown in Fig. 5.111.13, with a schematic of the 
experimental set-up in Pig. 5.111.14. Since the precise position 
at which sealing begins waa difficult to determine, the positions of 
the seal were taken relative to the position at which flow first 
began to reduce as a result of the proximity of the seal to the flat 
face. The results obtained are shown in Fig. 5.111.15. 
A third test was carried out to determine the effect of tube 
length on flow rate. This experiment consisted of measuring flow 
rates through various lengths of lies bore gas tubing. The results 
of this test showed that flow rate was only affected significantly 
by metre-sized changes in length, and this factor was therefore 
ignored for the purposes of valve design (Fig. 3.11I. 16). 
The data obtained from these experiments permitted the design 
of tube and orifice dimension for the operating parts of the foros 
demand valve. In order to ensure that the exhaust tube (valve 
needle bore) itself did not restrict exhaust flow rate, a bore of 
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permissible as a result of the mechanical strength required of the 
needle, was 0. lmm, thereby giving an outside diameter of O. Tam for 
the tube. This dimension provided the basic size around which the 
rest of the valve could be designed for minimtas hysteresis. 
The valve output flow rate to atmosphere gras specified to be 
7 l/min, and as shown in the theory is dependent on (Ai - At), the 
area of the annulus formed between inlet port and exhaust tube. 
from the exportmental data obtained above, a flow rate of 7 1/min 
corresponds to a tube or annulus of area 0.15m2 approximately, 
giving an inlet port of 0.79mm diameter round a tube of O. 7ms diameter 
for the required annulus area. Since the diaphragm area had been 
previously determined by force considerations, this completed the 
optimisation of valve characteristics, and a'. mechanism was made up 
accordingly. The operating characteristics of the valve in this 
form are shown in Fig. 5. I11.17, illustrating the considerable 
reduction in hysteresis *achieved as a result of designing for 
specific operational requirements. 
It should be pointed out at this stage that the modifications 
carried out on the valve as described above, were designed only to 
improve the ease of operation of the valve itself. At the ties of 
the modifications it was not at all clear rohather the changes Would 
be compatible with the best performance of a servo system in terms 
of stability and accuracy. In addition, no practical allowance was 
'ads for the fact that the valves in fact opsrat" in pairs an a 
double-acting piston arraagss*nt, 90 that one valve acts as inlet 
for one side of the piston whilst the other is performing in the 
exhaust nods for the low pressure side of tt. piston. 
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in practice, the force demand valves in this form provided very 
satisfactory performance in the arm prosthesis, particularly when 
mounted in blocks Which permitted correct operating conditions at 
all times. The development of the mounting system for the valves 
and their relationship with the rest of the prosthetic systems will 
be discussed later. 
Despite the small nature of the force demand valve (an 11.0mm 
cube), the arrangement necessary for a double-acting set up occupied 
a considerable space in the arm prosthesis, a fact which bore no good 
omens for installation in the more restricted circumstances of a 
hand prosthosis, or on the body harness. This situation prompted an 
attempt to provide a much smaller valve of the simplo flow-rate 
control type for comparison with the force demand valve. 
The simple valve took the form of a conventional poppet valve, 
modified in order to achieve two-way action, i. e. an exhaust 
facility in addition to the normal inlet Control. The configuration 
and action of the valve is illustrated in Fig. 5. III. 18. The main 
seal is formed by an 0-ring in the flat lace sealing mode similar 
to that used in the Slow-rate experiments. Loss of gas through the 
exhaust port is prevented by the rubber seal beneath the operating 
cap, sealing being maintained by the Operating force during the 
inlet phase. The action of the supply pressure tends to close the 
valve, but this effect is considerably reduced when the valve is 
wide open, due to the reduced pressure ditterenc, across the main 
seal. In order to overcome this problem, a small spring was 
introduced in order to provide a positive return to the sealed 







































The valve was designed with ease of manufacture as one of the 
prime considerations. This was achieved by puking all parts 
circular in section, thus permitting manufacture by simple turning 
operations on a lathe. In addition, the valve was assembled by 
the use of Araldite adhesives, thus making the device leak free 
without the need for s, *cial seals. This type of construction 
provided a cheap, throw-away, valve which 'would be totally replaced 
in the event of failure. As shown in P'ig. 5.111.19, the resulting 
valve was only 6mm in diameter by ilm in length, whilst preserving 
the same flow rate as the force demand valve by virtue of designing 
with the data obtained in the experiments described above. 
This valve, which was used for the control of hook and hand 
prosthesis action proved to be reliable in the field but lacked the 
useful force feedback achieved with the force demand valve. In 
tact, the feedback available in the poppet valve is in exactly the 
opposite sense to that of the force demand characteristics. This 
phenC Sflon is created I the fact that the feedback in the V is 
derived from the difference in pressure between outlet and 
atmosphere, whereas the poppet valve feedback is due to the 
difference between inlet and outlet pressure, a quantity which 
decreases as outlet pressure increases. 
The feedback characteristics outlined above virtually prohibit 
the use of the popppet valve in a position servo aystse, since a 
valve of a type which switches 'on' more and more readily as the 
seal it displaced is the perfect vehicle for oscillatory aotioQ. 
Tba application Of the poppet valve in a double-acting Position 
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satisfied both of two requirements: 
1. A largo dead space between the valves, i. e. the introduction of 
hysteresis. 
2. A mechanical movement of low inertial load. 
This second point was well illustrated by the satisfactory 
performance of a wrist rotation servo mechanism (Fig. 5.111.20) with 
a large dead space between valve operations and a light load which 
required only a slight opening of the valve to achieve movement, 
thus preserving as much positive force feedback as possible. In 
contrast with this, the use of poppet valves in the shouder elevation 
mechanism proved to be highly unstable, due to overrun of the heavy 
inertial load provided by the weight of the arm alone. 
The inherent lack of stability of the poppet valve led to its 
rejection as a method of cantrol in the light of the improved 
reliability of the idv with its ideally suited characteristics of 
operation. in addition, the re-design of the arm prosthesis had 
largely overcame the problem of available space for valves, which 











The development of a double-acting valve assembly. 
The mechanical changeover facility was theoretically very simple; 
place two valves facing one another and move a lover between them 
(Fig. 5. IV. 1) activating one valve by movement in one direction, the 
other direction activating the second valve whilst permitting the 
first to go into its exhaust mode. The first control attempts with 
the double-acting actuators adopted this theory quite literally by 
mounting a pivoted lever between two valves, one being biased in the 
'on' position by means of a spring holding tho lever onto that valve. 
This arrangement was first adopted in the arm prosthesis by clamping 
the two valves into the base of the U-channel by means of screws 
tapping into the valve blocks, the screws passing through slots in 
the U-channel, thus allowing adjustment. In order to conserve space 
in this configuration it was necessary to position the tubing 
connectors on the valves so that they protruded from the sides of 
the blocks rather than the base. This change had to be made without 
any redesign of the valve structure, due to the necessity for using 
existing valve mechanisms. 
The change of position of the outlet tube presented no problems, 
since the positioning of the tube at the aide of the block was a 
simplification, merely requiring the drilling of a hole in the 
position indicated in previous valve diagrams. However, the inlet 
tube passed directly into the base of the valve, beneath the main 
seal, without sufficient space for a normal connector to be inserted 
from the side by a simple operation. As shown in rig. 5.2V. 2, an 
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problem was overcome by swans of the arrangement showns whereby the 
effect of an angled hole was created by bevelling the end of the 
connector inserted into an eccentrically bored hole. In this way, 
it was possible to reduce the overall length of the double-acting 
valve system by ensuring that the supply tubing entered the system 
from the side. 
The valve lover was mounted between the valves and pivoted at 
a short distance (aim) from the point of contact betten lever and 
valve operating points. Sings the use of single Bowden cables as 
the traiNission system for the control signals effectively limited 
the controls to operation by vivo tension in one direction, it was 
necessary to provide a spring bias in the opposite direction, in 
order to achieve the return aorossnt. This was achieved by the 
attache nt of a spring between the lever and the U-ohazmsl, the 
tension being adjusted to provide a specific pressure output trat 
the biased valve. 
Ara prostheses fitted with this type of valve arson at were 
provided for thalidomide amputees for sa tiso. Altar a ppariod of 
use aaounting to as little as a isk, the valve asssably began to 
exhibit various, tows of malfunction. The most common fault was 
found to be slight alterations in the valve settings in their 
mountings, requiring frequent readjustment to maintain the 'return to 
rast position' facility for example. On a slightly longer time 
scale, of the order of a month or soy the valves themselves began to 
tail, or become so heavy to operate, that the patient aaplainsd of 
fatigue. It was suspected that the slight tendency for the valve 
lever to push the valve operating cap away from the in lins position, 
163. 
Usy have been the "Use of a variation in characteristics as the top 
diaphrap taemdsd to deform permanently after some time. Various 
attempts were made to orate a sore aatisfaatoxy in-line push to 
the valve (lim. S. IY. S). These systems Were found to be less 
satisfactory and mare complicated and difficult to set up for 
correct operation. However, during the course of the valve toots 
for operating force mentia -d above, it was noticed that an 
almost r ligible deviation of the applied force direction from 
the perpendicular caused a very large increase in operating force. 
As a result of this observation it was decided that the force applied 
by the lever out be constrained to sot «*17 in the oorreot direction, 
with no oo. nt of force tending to tilt the valve r seedle. This 
effect was achieved by the arahania sheep in Fig. S. IV. d. The 
application of this mechanism led to the design of a nodular valve 
block aaeswbly, to be used as a preset unitt easily replaoeable in 
the arm in case of malfunction. The design inoorporsted the bias 
spring, with screw adjustmaat of toros, and the valves thwuselvea 
were arranged so that no sovvwant could take place after the 
initial setting up (Fig. 5.1V. 5). The position of the 'normally on' 
valve is oo pletely fixed by the back! plate. The other valve 
is held in position by a screw run nin8 in a slot, ad, j aunt being 
mace by the adjuster screw 16i0h pushes the valve aloft the slot - 
thus preventing any slipping back in use. In addition, lateral 
movement was prevented by looation of the valves between aide chgftg,, 
A ale setting-up procedure was followed for these valve blocks: 
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Fig. 5. IV. 5 
Complete valve assembly. 
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2. Adjust position of mobile val" to allow erbaust of 'on' valve 
before onset of action of mobile valve. 
3. Tighten look nuts and tighten clamp screw on mobile valve. 
In use, this valve assembly was found to be extremely reliable, 
arm failures due to vale naltunotions becoming quite unoomm. 
The real question lark hanging over this system lies in stop 2 
of the setting up procedure - this criterion is not necessarily the 
best comparison between gas Consumption and good servo character- 
istics which demand as small a dead space as possible between the 
valves at changeover. The need to establish an accurate setting up 
procedure lour the valves prompted two courses of action - firstly to 
initiate a detailed theoretical appraisal of the position servo, 
force demand valve operated system, and secondly to investigate is 
detail the activity of a real servo system in action. It should be 
noted hers that various workers have made analyses of pneumatic 
servos for prostheses - finding theoretically that instability 
problems are severs, even prohibitive. This is patently incorrect, 
and it is believed that the error lies is not ooaaidaring the 
operator as part of the servo system, but as a sore initiator of 
activity. 
165. 
Appendix 5. V 
The develo ºnt of'2ooition feedback s eters. 
Theoretically the problem was simple h; merely to provide 
an adequate degree of position feedback information from the points 
of the arm to the operator. The large number of possible solutions 
to this problem was reduced to some extent by the existence of only 
ors readily available position transmission medium which would be 
flexible enough to pass through the various joints Without undue 
loss of aoouracy in position and force information. This system took 
the form of the well tried Bowden cable used in the early prostheses 
with great success (Simpson 1966). Feedback was achieved using this 
mechanism by moving the inner and outer with respect to one another. 
For example (Fig. 8. V. 1), its at the prosthesis, the inner is 
terminated on the moving segment to be monitored, and the outer is 
terminated on the valve levers then movement of the inner with 
respect to the outer at the operator end Will initially result in 
activation of the valve; the mobile segment will then nave tomrds 
the valve, thereby reducing the tension in the wire and tending to 
turn off the valve; further movement of the inner by the operator 
will cause the process to be repeated, which causes the output to 
follow the position of the input wire at all times. Thus, the 
principles of the position servo ssohan m are oztrsasiy siapls. 
However, the ways in which the output signal were derived provided 
considerable problems of reliability and accuracy which could only 
be resolved by testing the various devices in situ in prosthesis. 
The earlier attempts at the provision of the desired amamt of 
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Fig. 5. V. 1 
Use of Bowden cables in position feedback systems. 
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to follow beoause# so has been found with NOW aspects of prosthetics 
work, the simplest solution is almost always the only oW Balch will 
survive the abuse to which it is subjected. However, these 
exploratory attempts will be described in order to complete the 
picture of complexity blich is presented by this problem. 
The initial solutions for the provision of teodba" were applied 
to the sioplo rotational situations presented by shoulder and wrist 
rotation eeohanisams, the chief difficulty beir4t encountered In the 
use of Hoedsn cables for feedback tranaaission was that the stroke 
length of the linear actuator was not compatible with the operator 
rsquireosnts. In all cases the actuator aK)vssnt of 25m or am* 
was Thom than double that required by the operator (8 - 12mm). This 
situation illustrates the lvndaaS tal difficulty and oaaplicatias 
of the feedback requir amts - hoer to divide the linear actuator 
stroke length by the necessary factor? The situation prevailing at 
the tUw of oar4'tas ºt of the control work lent itself to a 
particularly compact an accurate solution to the probten. At that 
time differential area actuators were being used, shioh only rsgvirsd 
a single valve In order to provide full control tacilitiva, and in 
this situation it was possible to N"s use of osm action to provide 
oos%trol. 
The first application was to the nodular wrist rotation sootiaoisr 
s nttc. *d In "The art prosthesis". In this case a valve was 
allowed to slide between two case, one of ich Mag attaoied to tt* 
output rotation, the other bsisig rotated by the Bon Control 
oabin (fig. 3. V. 3). This arraa)mont caused pitching of the valve 
between the two oaoa vhsn the control wire was palled, the pinahii 
OUTPUT SHAFT 
DRIVEN BY PISTON ACTUATOR 
r 
CONTh PULL 
Fig. 5. V. 2 
i 
Use of cams in position feedback systems. 
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effect pressed the operating nsedle of the valve which in turn 
Initiated rotation of the output oan via the actuating piston. 
In order to avoid complicated machining of special can profiles 
an approximation to the ideal linear lift required was made by the 
selection of a suitable degree of eccentricity of a circular section 
of can. The design was carried out by defining the amount of lift 
required (8m) in the degree of rotation required (90o in the case 
of the rotation of the piston crank shaft). The linear change of 
lift from 0 to &t in 80° was than plotted out starting from a 
diameter dependent on shaft diameter, and the best approximation of 
a circular segment to this curve was than drawn in. The design then 
required the machining of a circular profile eccentric from the 
shaft mounting bore by an amount measured from the construction 
described above. The machining of the oars was cads an extremely 
simple process by the construction of an eccentrically mounted jig 
pin which could be clasped in a dividing head, Hy rotation of the 
dividing head, the can manufacture was reduced to a simple milling 
proosdurs. Tbr aoving valves was oanstrainsd to now in a straight 
lino between the can by asaas of smooth midis rua. rs passing 
through boles bored in the valve body and operator oontrol aas 
achieved by the simple attaobment of the 8awdon cable irr wire 
to a lever arm operating the input camshaft, the outer oabis bring 
'earthed' to the meohanisaa iramewoft. 
This type of feedback asohanisai operated sxtronly saoothly and 
accurately, with a minimal error signal due to the direct nature of 
the valve operation. Unfortunately it was not possible to ovaluats 
this asohaniso under Lull field trial Oohdltions, since the type of 
lea. 
mechanism to which it applied was superseded by a mechanism not 
suited to this configuration. Further applications were prohibited 
by the change to a doub e-acting valve systea, which would have 
proved excessively bulky for total aovostnt of the valve assembly 
between cans, although a typo of can-based tseddbaak mechanic was 
also devised for a rack and pinion shoulder mechanic in the arm 
prosthesis. The differential area piston arrangement used to 
power this mechanism one* again permitted single valve operation, 
although the feedback mechanism devised could be easily applied to a 
double-acting valve assembly,, since the Valves have a fixed counting. 
The can feedback asohanisa was achieved by direct rotation action, 
consisting of what are effectively two tapered washers initially 
mating in such a way that a flat double washer is formed. However, 
if one washer is now rotated with rsspsct to the other, the axes of 
the washers being maintained in a concentric configuration, 
separation of the washers occurs along the axis of rotation 
(Fig. ä. V. 3). Tb. practical system ooasistsd of a pair of doubly 
'tapered' washers to prevent tilting, one washer being constrained 
to rotate with the rotation shaft but allowed to slide along the 
axis of the shaft. Thus, a Bowden cable attached to the second 
washer, passing up the centre of the rotation shaft was made to move 
by the can-lift distance during rotation of the shaft. In order to 
operate the control valve, the can washer attached to the are was 
allowed a slight axial movement which was sufficient to cause valve 
operation by a lever movement. Thus, a pull on the control wire 
caused movement of the feedback slider caw-washer, which Moved the 
can washer attached to the are, causing valve operation Which in 















Fig. 5. V. 3 
Cam-washer mechanism for position feedback. 
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by the rotary can action. This mechanism performed extremely smoothly 
with a can-lift of approximately 8a. However, the subsequent 
introduction of rolling gear/bevel gear rotation mechanisms was 
not suitable for the can type feedback configuration since the 
space available at the end of the rotation shaft was inadequate for 
the introduction of cams. 
The advent of the new rotation mechanisms driven from within 
the are prosthesis presented an entirely different feedback problem. 
Since the input rotations for the mechanisms occurred about axes 
perpendicular to the length of the are, the rotary-litt cam was not 
suitable& and the immediate problem became a matter of reducing the 
direct movement of the actuating pistons to a level suited to the 
movements required by the patient control sites. The fact that the 
piston actuators drove the input Sears by a beliecrank action 
suggested the solution of connecting the Bowden cable outer to a 
point on the crank which gave the required overall movement. The 
inner wire of the Bowden cable passed round the shaft at the same 
radius as that of the connection for the outer, the wire then 
terminating at the valve lever, the valve block being fixed to the 
are frame (pia. 5. V. 4). In this way, aovesslnt of the inner wire at 
the control site caused valve actuation via the pulley action around 
the input rotation shaft. followed by effective feedback of tho wire 
as the Bowden cable outer rotated with the input Sear. Since this 
mechanism occupied little space and was applicable to all the are 
functions except the elevation movement. several prostheses Were 
put into general service with this control m chanism. The controls 
















Feedback systems using Bowden cables. 
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friction wore introdwood W foulins ctt e Bowden owbio because of the 
oobiio termination of tbo actor cable. The a is wbich 
occurred with the piston motion caused the au rvaturi of tto cable 
to alter and the cable to Soul tbo are covers. This fault tended 
to man area rather unreliable and locaasiatont In use, and it -rnao 
own vally decided that an altorsatiVO JW&tIs should be devised in 
an attwmpt to facilitate maintenance and, it possible, reduce the 
Aim friction heu introduced bw flexion of OW whole Bowdon cable. 
The first stop taken In order to ioprow Servicing consisted of 
providia* a rigid rod link between as accessible point in the are and 
the point an the aom1A e. chs is ooonsn*d from Muth the desired 
amount of tredhe* movement ma produosd. This atop avoided the 
oorplications of torstaitUW the brraksg-prose Dowdosn cable on 
an laacooasibl+ Part of the hie, SIMS the Cable could be 
attached to the feedback 112* rod at as oa31 Aient poiAt. It MS 
-lip ýdiant to was the valve lover as a ruao"r for the feedback lieh, 
valve activation bstM achieved 1W trsairrtizW the Damao oabio 
outer in t 1w valvo freer, and the iewrr cable oa the feedback 
lover (Fig. 5. Y. 4). At this stag. it me observed that it me 
uoorooasary for the bole Bowden cable outer to nave In order to 
activate the valve lower, sinus aaiy a limited amount of motion wes 
required. it we therefore possible to toroinato the Dowd" cable 
outer neatly on the asp 2rß, leaving auf tolet mater coole in a 
loop to provide activation of the valve lover br virtu of the 
twidoaay 1 of a pall on Uw iaaor wire to straighten the curve of 
for outer (Pig. 3. Y. 4). Ybr ol* nature of the loop of noraal 
Bond= aabla oat. r pmiptad a cMni. to, for the loop section oali, 
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thin ptte sleeving as the outer cable. The Junction between the 
conventional spring type outer and the sleeving was achieved by 
means of taper tapped holes in either end of a brass connector, 
into which the two types of outer were screwed. This type of 
actuation mechanism proved extremely satisfactory in tue, although 
overloading of the controls caused a buckling of the thin sleeving, 
which was replaced by a conventional outer cable once more, 
Earlier in this section the point was made that the feedback 
requiruants of the elevation aeahanisa were rather different from 
those of the elbow and wrist and shoulder rotations. This difference 
is a direct consequence of the mechanisms chosen for the 'r' 
movement of the arm, in particular the use of the shoulder elevation 
piston as a rigid link during elbow flexion. This fact mans that 
movements of the shoulder elevation link are not uniquely associated 
with shoulder elevation. Therefore, in order to control shoulder 
elevation,, it is essential to make direct use of the change of 
elevation piston length alone. äowwr, the stroke of this piston 
was 23 ma and a 'divide by two' a. ohanisw was therefore necessary. 
This was achieved by means of a simple loner mechanism, the pivot 
being attached to the body of the piston and the piston rod driving 
the input end of the lever. The Bowden cable outer was attached to 
a suitable point on the lever, giving 12ms of movement during a 
full piston stroke. The Bowden cable inner was attached to the 
valve lever, with the valves fixed to the body of the piston. This 
system works satisfactorily an the bench, but the many pivots and 
the relative delicacy of the lever *SOtsaniss led to frequent break- 
downs In service. 
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During the period in which the feedback link rods were being 
introduced, a similar system was devised for use with theshoulder 
elevation piston. In order to be able to make use of a link rod 
attached at an appropriate radius to the shoulder elevation block, 
it was essential to remove the 'phantom elevation movements' created 
during elbow flexion activity. This was achieved by the introduction 
of another feedback link taken from the appropriate radius at the 
elbow joint, and this feedback was used to cancel out the phantom 
movements from the shoulder elevation block. The arrangement for 
this mechanism is shown in Fig. 5. V. 4. 
The arm prosthesis, with the controls in the above form, was 
successfully fitted to several children for over a year. Hoaever, 
during this period, control breakages and high friction provided a 
constant supply of breakdowns, the one saving grace being the 
fact that the control system had been designed for ease of replace- 
ment of faulty parts. The root cause of the failures appeared to be 
an to a "id up of friction in the control wires because of the 
somewhat tortuous route taken through the arm by the cables, the 
consequent high friction requiring the application of quite high 
forces (0.3 -1 kg) by the operator. 
The use of such high forces was neither good for operator 
fatigue nor wear and tsar on the control system and for this reason 
it became apparent that the initial criterion for manufacturing 
the arm as a completely self-contained unit should not apply to the 
control system. Although it had been appreciated at the comwncýsýt 
of the arm design that the best control practice in servo-rreo animms 
is to place the valve mechanisms as tsar to the control site as 
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possible, it was not anticipated that the Bowden cable losses due to 
friction would be of such significance. However, the realisation 
of the necessity for removing the valves iron the arm prosthesis and 
re-siting them on the harness caused another design modification to 
be commenced. 
The work involved in modifications to the existing systems 
proved to be minimal, since the severe space restrictions of 
arranging the controls in the arm had been removed thereby making 
the designs relatively simple. Because the control sites for aaoelio 
patients were based on the acroeion, it was impossible to situate the 
valve assembly exactly at the control site where the bulges produced 
would have been extreaeely unsightly. This problem was overcome by 
means of a compromise solution, siting the valves on the back of 
the harness, linking the valves to the control site by a relatively 
short and straight section of Bowden cable. The feedback links 
from each arm movement were provided by Bowden cables as before, 
but now the whole cable assembly was driven by the power of the am 
movement being monitored. This was achieved by pre-tensioning the 
feedback cable by a spring of strength sufficient to overoow the 
friction throughout the arm, thus it was possible to eutend the 
feedback signals from within the arm to the harness without the 
need for the patient to overcome friction. The normal control 
system was then linked to the feedback cables from the arm rather 
than to the rod links as before. This system seduced the iriotioa 
to be overcome by the operator to a level dependent only on the 
short length of cable from the shoulder to the valve block on the 
harness, a considerable improvement for the sake of a tow alight 
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bulges on the harness. In an attempt to reduce the size of the 
valve block bulges, a smaller version of the force demand valve 
itself was designed, considerable miniaturisation being possible by 
replacement of the feedback diaphragm by an 0-ring of smaller cross 
sectional area. 
The use of Bowden cables as the medium for the transmission of 
position information was largely a choice determined by simplicity 
and ready availability. However, the problems encountered with 
continued use of these cables, the frayed wires, susceptibility to 
damage by pinching, high friction when bent, etc. have led to acme 
consideration being given to possible alternatives. Since the 
mechanical aspect of the feedback is of prime importance, the 
electrical methods of feedback are unacceptable, which leaves the 
three possible mechanical transmission medial solid, liquid and 
gaseous. The Bowden cable cams under the category of 'solid', 
hydraulic transmission being the liquid version, and some form of 
pneumatic transmission being the gaseous system. 
The possible mechanical systems other than the Bowden cable 
which could be applied to the multiple jointed prosthesis would be 
prohibitively complex linka"e systems which certainly would suffer 
from defects even more serious than the high friction of the Bowden 
cable. Therefore, some attention oust be given to hydraulic and 
pneumatic systems in order to find an alternative to the Bowden cable, 
bearing in mind the tact that, although position backlash errors may 
occur with the Bowden cable there can be virtually no time delays 
incurred in feedback via the cables a point which must be given 
particular attention in choosing an alternative since as little as 
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30ns delay in feedback of information can disrupt the control 
ability of the human operator. 
The hydraulic transmission medium is, at first sight, the more 
attractive proposition, due to the low compressibility of liquids 
giving an immediate rigidity to any well designed system. However, 
the conventional hydraulic systems use pistons with O-ring seals, 
which always have some tendency to leak, whether it be liquid 
leaking outwards or air contaminating the system and making it 'soft'. 
Nevertheless the use of wiper rings in conjunction with well 
designed pistons can keep liquid leaks to a low level, which may 
be acceptable if the harmless liquid such as water were used. The 
problem of air contamination is difficult to solve unless a system 
similar to the car's hydraulic braking system is used, where the 
driving piston is immersed in a fluid reservoir, air being bled from 
the system at the slave cylinders. One alternative to this 
conventional system has been suggested by Simpson who advocates 
a completely sealed system consisting of two flexible bags 
connected by a tube# the whole system being partially filled with 
liquid, but air being excluded. This is extremely difficult to 
achieve in practice, and it is suspected that the system is extremely 
'sott' due to the flexibility of the sac walls. However, the 
system is under consideration together with the more conventional 
arrangement. 
Pneumatic systems for feedback links would appear, at first 
sight, to be totally undesirable because of the high compressibility 
of gases, however some theoretical considerations (see Appendix 
d. vII) show that position errors of lese than ten per cent are 




easily obtained with a relatively low pressure gas filled system 
Consisting of two double acting pistons linked by ras tubing, 
(Fig. 5. V. 5), the desired amount of feedback being introduced by 
mans of matching the input stroke and area to an output of halt 
the stroke (say) and double the cross sectional area. Practical 
system of this type appeared to behave quit. satisfactorily (on 
a subjective assessment), the great advantage being that leaks of 
gas are innocuous and are automatically made up from the supply 
bottle, since the links between the pistons are supplied, via non- 
return valves, fror the r gula*or at the supply unit. 
A curious fact always remains with pneunatia systems,, since, 
theoretically, all the information required for complete knowledge 
of the position of an actuator piston, is available at the valve 
controlling the gas supply, which situation is used to a considerable 
extent in hydraulic systems. Mover, due to the compressibility 
of the gaseous sodium it is virtually impossible to disentangle the 
complications introduced by the sp0017 characteristics of the 
sodium. $ovorthslsss, by Means of a modification to the pneumatic 
link described above, it is possible to produce a Powered actuator 
which provides automatic feedback of position to a slave piston 
(fig. 5. Y. 5). This system is really based upon the differential 
area actuator principle bra the powered actuator A is supplied 
with a pressure P on one side and is driven by a pressure Zp from the 
drive side. The slave cylinder 8 is supplied with pressure p as ens 
side and pressure (P + 0) an the other, the additional pressure 
b being adjusted to overcome the stiotion in actuator a. Thus, 
when the Valve is in the exhaust nods. the pressure p norms 
piston A to the loft, and the differential pressure a across 
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Fig. 5. V. 5 
Pneumatic feedback systems. 
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across actuator B moves piston B to the left also. When pressure 
2P is applied to the drive side of actuator A, the piston moves to 
the right, causing a build-up of pressure in the link to actuator B. 
since a non-return valve prevents loss of gas. The pressure in the 
link and hence on the left hand side of actuator B then builds up 
until it is sufficient to overcome the effects of 8, when the piston 
will move to the right. 
As with the previous link systems, this was tried and tested 
subjectively) appearing to behave adequately, However, in order to 
assess the real possibilities of such links it is necessary to 
establish the degree of error introduced by such systems. It was 
therefore decided that tests should be made to compare the 
eharactdristies of the various feedback systems, with those of 
the Bowden cable in current use. 
The rig designed for the testing of these systems took a simple 
form, consisting of a linear drive powered from an eccentric mounted 
on an electric motor of variable speed. The position of the input was 
monitored by a potentiometer. The link under test was then attached 
to the input at one end, the output end of the link being attached 
to a suitable spring return to simulate the return springs used 
in practical systems. In order to monitor the output position 
without unduly loading the link, an optical measuring device was 
constructed on the basis of a unit developed at the University of 
Michigan. This device consisted of a shutter obscuring a colli- 
mated parallel light beam, the position of the shutter being detected 
by the amount of light received by a light cell. The calibration 
curve showed that this system had a useful linear range of operation, 
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Within which it could be used to measure the position of the shutter 
attached to tho output of tho link system. 
Unfortunately, the pressure of development work with the 
existing arm systems has not allowed the completion of tests with 
this apparatus, work only having reached the stage of calibration 
of the complete system with a rigid bar link between input and output. 
However, it is envisaged that the tests should take the form of an 
analysis of input and output positions recorded in analogue form on 
a pen recorder to establish the relative merits of Bowden cables, 
hydraulic links of various types and pneumatic links in terms of 
their accuracy of position and phase lag defects, at various rates 
of motion determined by the motor speed. 
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Ap. ndix S. VI 
A mathematical model of the position servo : force demand controlled 
pneumatic actuator. 
Many of the theoretical analyses previously reviewed based their 
considerations upon idealised valves which caused step-function 
inputs to be applied to the piston actuator, and this is regarded as 
the major stumbling block for these analyses, since successful 
pneumatic prostheses have been based upon force demand valves. The 
stability conferred upon a pneumatic system by force demand valves 
is due to the increasing tendency to close the valve as output 
pressure builds up, thereby reducing any tendency to overshoot a 
demanded position. It was therefore apparent that a full set of 
characteristic curves for the force demand valve would be necessary 
in order to relate supply and output pressures to the aperture 
allowed for flow, and to relate the flow rate thus allowed to the 
applied pressures. Information concerning the relationship botween 
the applied force and output pressure was already available from a 
knowledge of the valve characteristics previously determined, the 
relationship being linear for the purposes of theory. It therefore 
remained to obtain the relationships between aperture, flow rate 
and pressure difference across the aperture. 
This was achieved using the apparatus which was used during 
previous valve experiments, the seal opening aperture being pre-set 
by means of a micrometer adjustment and the input flow rates 
measured for various input pressures, the outlet being directly to 
atmosphere (Fig. 5. VI. 1). Howwever, since the practical system 
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demanded by the operator, it was necessary to normalise the input 
flow rates to a standard input pressure of 120 psi. These 
normalised (on a perfect gas model) input flow rates are shown for 
various apertures in Fig. 5. VI. 2. These curves also show that the 
flow rate is approximately proportional to the aperture opening 
at constant pressure, which is an adequate approximation for the 
purposes of a first attempt at a simulation of the system. 
Similarly it was possible to make straight line approximations to 
the curves shown in Fig. 5. Vt. 2 by means of a doublo straight line 
approximation with a break point, as shown in Fig. 5. VI. 3. The 
valve characteristics were thus reduced to a form which was directly 
tractable by an analogue computer. 
In order to analyse the behaviour of a piston controlled by 
valves of this typo, various simplifying assumptions were made, all 
of which were similar in the sense that they effectively ignore the 
stabilising effects of friction, whether the internal friction of 
gases or the friction in the actuator seals. In this way, the 
only 'frictional' effects incorporated in the model were due to 
the characteristics of the valves which regulate gas flow. The 
major assumptions were that the gas behaves as a perfect gas and 
isothermally, and that no stiction was present in the piston 
actuator. 
Thus the model was considered as a piston actuator with its 
associated inertial load, controlled by a valve, gas-linked to the 
input side of the piston, with position feedback to the valve 
assembly. The valve assembly incorporated a second valve connected 
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of the piston to operate with the fully open oust node character- 
istioa of the e: diaust valvo. The input to the systen was considered 
as boing the shoulder of the operator operating directly onto the 
valve noodlo. The model was then as rhown in Fig. 5. VI. 4. 
Thus simplified tho mathematical treatment of the system was 
quite straightforward: 
rotation 
xa position of piston. 
e 
length of piston stroke. 
ra atmospheric pressure. 
P. pressure on drive side of piston nd output side of valve. 
Pe pressure on exhaust side of piston. 
PB supply Pressure from gas bottle (maximum available pressirre). 
Aa cross-sectional area of piston. 
Ad effective area of valve diaphragm. 
£ valve orifice opening distance. 
E) Inlet flow rate through inlet valve orifice for pressure 
difference of (Pa - Po) across orifice opened distance. 
G(P0) exhaust flow rate through exhaust valve orifice of fixed 
maximum opening for pressure difference (Pe - a) across orifice. 
Q acceleration due to gravity. 
denotes time derivative. 
U effective loads 
m effective mass of shoulder. 
The gap £ and pressure difference Pa - P0) cause an input flow rate 






Fig. 5. VI. 4 
Pneumatic servo-system model. 
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For a sass q of a perfect gas at is raturs T we have 
vv . qer dhsre r is the gas constant 
... pv V4 . 
ft 
rT dt dt dt 
For the input side of the valve then: 
dt 




'*' --, 7s 
ät 
. the rate, of increase of sýaa of gas in the iystsa. 
Tor the drive side of the cylinder we have= 
p. Po v"Ac C 
dx 
and ät " AC 
dt 
My the conservation of uas 
ä 
=at be the saws as that for the 
input aid. 
. '. Zquation (1) b. oo. s, in the drive Sid* Of the Cylinder 
d: l poA**O + AO"O#O ' Qt r? s p81ý (2) 
diailariy, for the exhaust side of the piston 
- PeAQ1c + Aa t 
t-x )fie -- pan (3) 
The pressure difference across the piston causes it to sove 
(Po - Pe )Aaß . l4'd(Q (4) 
The position servo effect is achieved by generating the distant* F 
as the difference between input and output positions 
i. e. C- 'X1 'e (5) 
The way in which £ is generated depends upon the interaction 
betweh the shoulder of the operator and the valve operating point, 
which supplies pressure feedback from the piston. 
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Then, it the shoulder exerts a force as 
(B - %Y'K on af, (6) 
In practice, a further complication should be Introduced at 
this stag, since musolos have a characteristic relationship between 
force and velocity of contraction, which may well serve as a 
stabilising influence on the control of a position servo mechanism. 
However,, in the first sisulation the applied force will be treated 
as indapsadent of Velocity. 
Tb. equations (2)" (3). (4)0 (ä) and (d) provide a couplet* 
description of the dynamic problsa, from which it should be possible 
to obtain the variation of . with tins for various conditions of 
load B and applied force B. This knowledge is of particular 
significance to an understanding of gas consumption since r directly 
determines the flow of gas from the supply. 
The tLN dependent variables were Poi Pot X09 Z1 and Z. Apart 
from the go»rstod tunottons 7 and 0 and tho oxtornal paraastoru M 
and Bo the reminder of the characters may be assigned Atreriaal 
Values " 
Tb. probla at this stage bsaaM a matter of . La atiag the 
: ti" aquationa a" tba valor charaatariatiaa on as adaiogw ocuputar 
with the usual diitioultios aaaooiatod with the saalinu of the 
ooaputsr paziabiasp and this is progrsssin at the ties of writing, 
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Appendix 3_VI I 
The us. of unstastios inf.. dbsak wchaniass. 
Consider two actuators link*d pne%mtioally as shown, p"ssur. 
in each side being maintained from a gas supply via non-return 
valves. Fes- ý -"I 
1 
Lot the input piston save distance dz. 
New v011M 'a' " Ai (x + dx) Ai is cross swtion area of 
Now volume 'ß' " Al (L -x- dx) input actuator. 
AMai ing perfect gas behaviour at constant temperature 
pv. k kIs ac tatant 
p is pressure 
vdp + pdv ."0v Is Volume 
-PA 1dz 
. '. dp .Ä- This is initially as" up tram the gas bottis 1 
via non-return valve and the system subsequently 
operates from a standing pressure of p+ dpp(. 
aý "ýj 
Pdx 
ý This creates a torus dY across slave a7lindsr 
w1srs dt . 
PAS. Al is cross-section area of output actuator. 
L-x 
Now, if Z is the stiotion fordo is the output actuator, then: 
x*ý s1ro X is the starting position and Q is the 







L-c " e$1PA2 




. ". Q. (L - 39) 
1 Ma] 
t Is maximal when x"0 
z/ 
e 2) i... {L}atx "l' 
PA 
Xd22 
Now A2  4 whsro d2 is the diameter of the output 
cylinder 
" s(aa) Zxporiant shows Z=3 1b. ,". 
fI ulmax 
supply pmssuri P- 120 pal. 
This curve is plotted in the associated graph (Fig. ä. VII . 1) 
which shows that the errors du, to compressibility sy be r. duo. d 
to a low lawl (<10%) by the choice of a tuitablo actuator diameter. 
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Fig, 5. VII 1 " 
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1:; Compressibility errors in pneumatic link systems. 
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Technical note 
Experience with the force-demand valve in controlling a pneumatically 
powered prosthesis* 
Keywords-Prosthesis, force-demand valve, arti/ical arm 
Introduction 
Suvice THE introduction of the force-demand valve (f. d. v. ) 
into the prosthetics field in 1966, various forms of this 
valve have been used in the powered artificial arms 
developed in Edinburgh (SIMPSON, 1966). This note 
relates some of the modifications and rearrangements 
that have been necessary to provide a practical solution 
to the problem. 
In 1965, following discussions between the Princess 
Margaret Rose Orthopaedic Hospital and Elliott Flight 
Automation Ltd., a metal-metal seal version of the 
force-demand valve, as shown in Fig. 1, was produced 
(ALBUTT and CHAPPELL, 1965). Unfortunately, this valve 
had a tendency to leak slightly under load, but this fault 
was overcome in a new design (the Sabu valve) incor- 
porating rubber seals developed by the Centre for 
Muscle Substitutes (BOTTOMLEY, 1966). Harborow later 
redesigned the physical arrangement of the Sabu valve in 
Edinburgh, and this modified valve. (Fig. 2) provided the 
basic structure which has been further modified and is 
now incorporated in the externally powered prosthesis 
developed at the Edinburgh hospital. 
The first alterations that were made were motivated by 
constructional requirements. The lower seal is achieved 







Fig. 1 Metal-metal seal valve 
*First received 3/d February and in final form 7th March 1972 
the valve centre and body at points X (Fig. 2). The 
problem was to achieve equal compression of the edges 
of the seal to obtain consistent diaphragm characteristics. 
The only way to achieve the same degree of compression 
using the existing arrangement would have been to 
tighten the top nut using a torque wrench, but this 
method would not necessarily avoid buckling of the 
diaphragm. The simplest remedy for the problem was the 
use of a loose flap seal as in the Swedish valve (KLASSON, 
1967), where the rubber seal is stiffened by a backing of 
thin steel to provide a consistent seal on the inlet port, the 
peripheral seal being achieved by the use of an 0 ring. 
This form of the valve is shown in Fig. 3, with its operating 
characteristics in Fig. 4. 
This simple arrangement soon began to show a basic 
fault when eight to ten valves were used together in a 
prosthesis. When the gas supply was switched on to the 
complete arm, it was presented with many open valves, 
and the pressure drop was so great that the pressure of the 
gas was not sufficient to lift the seal, to close the inlet 
ports. This effect resulted in intermittent leaks which 
could sometimes be cured by operating the controls, but 
sometimes not; when installed in a prosthesis, the valves 
would sometimes leak furiously after connecting the gas 
supply; on other occasions, they would seal perfectly. 
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Fig. 7 Schematic of valve hysteresis 
Medical and Biological Engineering January 1973 
Pa 
pressure output (actual) 
This difficulty could be overcome by the introduction of a 
spring beneath the bottom seal, consisting of a short 
length of soft Silastic rubber tube cut to size so that 
sealing was just achieved under low-pressure condition. 
However, experience with the valves in this conditions 
showed that, in use, the operating forces were too high. 
This type of spring was chosen because of its simplicity. 
The force-pressure characteristics were then as shown in 
Fig. 5. 
These unsatisfactory characteristics necessitated an 
investigation of the detailed operation of the valve, the 
theory of which has been explained elsewhere (KLAssox, 
1967) and is repeated below with some modifications 
(Fig. 6). 
The following symbols are used: 
F. = applied force A, = effective area of upper 
F, = spring force diaphragm 
P. = output pressure A, = area of inlet port bore 
P, = input pressure A, = area of tube end 
P. = atmospheric D= diaphragm stiffness 
pressure 
(i) to conunence flow, the seal of the bottom flap is broken 












68 10 12 
output flowrate to atmosphere, l/min 
Fig. 8 Effect of tube diameter on f/owrate. Supply tube 
1.2 mm bore, feeding connectors a mm long, 
With various bores. Input CDs gasat 8400gf/cm' 
(120 /b(/in') 
(ii) maintaining the output pressure P. 
F02 = F, +D+(P, -P. )(Aj-A, ) 
-A, P. P. A. +P. A, +P, A, 
= F, +D+P, A, -P, A, -P, A, 
+P. A, -A, P, - P, A, +P. A, +P, A, 
= P. (Ad+A, -A, )+K (1) 
whereK= F, +D+Pi A, -A, P, -P. Ad 
(iii) exhaust 
Fas = (Po-P. ) A, +(P. -P. ) Ae+D 
Substituting P. = P, in eqn. 1 to obtain the maximum 
value of the operating force: 
F. zm., = P, Ad+P, A, +F, -A, P. -P0Ad+D 
= (P, -P. )(A, +A, )+F, +D 
i. e. hysteresis of F,. 
From the operator-force point of view, the segments 
AB and CD (Fig. 7) should be reduced to a minimum. 
This condition is purely a force requirement and takes no 
account of the necessary flow and dead space that might 
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0-02 0.04 0.06 
reduction of seal opening relative to 
maximum flow oosition_ mm 
Fig. 9 F/owrate through orifice presented by flat 0 ring 
seal. Input CO, gasat8400g//cm' (120/bf/in'). 
3 mm diameter 
The segment CD is contributed by the force of the 
spring under the bottom seal, and this force was reduced 
to a negligible level by using a steel insert as the valve 
seating, together with a seal made of rubber backed with 
a magnetically doped plastic. This simple 'spring' 
achieved the desired effect by maintaining the position 
of the seal on the valve seating by the induced attraction 
between the magnetic plastic and the steel. In this form, 
the seal would lift its own weight more than I mm to 
provide a valve that is normally lightly closed. In this 
way the initial unpressuriscd state of several valves in a 
prosthesis did not produce leaks, and the line pressure 
built up to the operating level almost immediately. In 
addition, the dynamic characteristics of the valve were 
not obviously affected by the 'spring' force, because this 
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F.! = F, +AL(Pi-P, )+D 
force was now so small, and the force/pressure charac- 
teristic was effectively as for a springless valve (Fig. 5). 
The other component of the operator force is dependent 
on the pressure reaction and therefore on inlet-port size, 
and, to reduce this force, it was necessary to reduce the 
port size. However, this step was fraught with flow 
problems, since reduction of A, limits both inlet and 
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g /cm2 
Fig. 10 Characteristic of valve with reduced port size 
ness allowable, owing to mechanical considerations, is 
0.1 mm, giving a 0.7 mm outside-diameter tube, and this 
size was taken as the basic value in designing the valve for 
minimum hysteresis. The inlet flowrate, determined by 
(A, -A, ), was required to be 71/min, which implied a 
value for (A, -A, ) of approximately 0.15 mm2, giving an 
inlet-port diameter of 0.79 mm as a practical value. The 
operating characteristics of the valve in this form are as 
shown in Fig. 10. 
For use in a prosthesis, these valves are used in a 
double-acting system; i. e. the pneumatic piston is driven 
in both directions (Fig. 11) by a controlled pressure from 
one side or the other. To avoid gas wastage owing to 
Fig. 12 Improved exhaust rate by tapering port 
pressure buildup on the exhaust side, the restriction on 
exhaust flowrate must be less than that on the inlet 
However, in the f. d. v., both inlet and exhaust rates are 
governed by (A, - A, ); but increased exhaust rate can be 
achieved by tapering the port, as shown in Fig. 12, to 
allow a larger value of (A, -A, ) during exhaust. A taper of 
2° is theoretically sufficient to ensure an exhaust rate of 81/min. 
The experience obtained during the work with these 
valves has shown that the simple theory fits very well, 
and has enabled us to modify the device to suit the 
particular requirements of flow and operator characteris- 
tics. 
shown that a valve with a flowrate of 7 I/min is desirable 
for a sufficiently rapid response of an artificial arm. 
Further steps to reduce the operator force required a 
knowledge of the flow characteristics related to the 
orifice dimensions in this situation. Two types of orifice 
were investigated: (a) tubes of varying diameter, and 
(b), a cylindrical orifice presented by a flat sealing 
O ring. 
The results obtained with CO2 gas at a pressure of 
8400 gf /cm2 (120 lbf /in2) were as shown in Figs. 8 and 
9, and were employed on the assumption that an annular 
area has the same flow characteristics as a tube of the 
same area. To ensure that the exhaust tube itself did not 
restrict the exhaust flow, a minimum bore of 0.5 mm 
(flow> 81/min) was chosen. The minimum wall thick- 
Fig. I1 Schematic of double-acting piston 
fl- 
\ 
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The ciesign of a complete arm 
prosthesis 
D. C. SIMPSON, MBE, BSc, PhD, FRSE* and G. KENWORTHY, BA** 
This article describes an externally powered upper limb prosthesis that was 
designed to meet the following constraints: (a) that the physical dimensions 
of the arm should not exceed those of the normal arm, including weight; 
(b) that its joints should be as far as possible in the correct anatomical position; 
(c) that its sphere of movement should be similar to that of the normal arm; 
(d) that it should be capable of unconscious control by the user; and (e) that 
its demands on its energy store should be low enough to allow them to be 
satisfied simply. The effects of these constraints on the practical design of the 
prosthesis are discussed under the four main headings: external energy system; 
mechanical construction and mode of action of the arm structure; control of 
the actuator or motors; and maintenance of the system. 
BIO-ENGINEERING 
is a complex field by 
any standards, involving as it does 
many very different disciplines and 
problems. When one adds emotion, 
frustration, guilt, politics, pity, external 
pressure and the mass media as compli- 
cating additional features of the re- 
search environment, one begins to see 
the intimidating background to the 
programme which was initiated to pro- 
vide externally powered artificial arms 
for the children with the severe bilateral 
limb deficiencies produced by the 
disastrous effects of thalidomide. These 
children are now [1972] between eleven 
and twelve years of age and there is 
therefore about ten years of experience 
of supplying them with externally 
powered prostheses as part of the limb 
service. 
The design studies for the arm 
described in this paper started in 19651, 
and it was originally hoped to bring the 
arm into service in 1969. The basic 
design was therefore scaled for a child 
of eight years of age. In the event, it 
was not possible to produce the service 
version until 1971, but from 1965 till 
that date about 150 fittings of an arm, 
based on developments of a simpler 
system2 were made routinely, and the 
experience which was gained in this 
programme contributed considerably to 
the design study of the new arm. 
ßy definition an arm prosthesis for 
an amputee is an artificial replacement 
for a normal arm and as a replacement 
it should therefore, as far as possible, 
irritate the normal arm in every way. 
With such a target initially the result 
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must fall far short of the ideal and 
compromises must be made in con- 
structing a practical prosthesis, but it 
is necessary when setting down the 
specification to always bear the original 
intention in mind. For this reason the 
overall constraints of the design were : 
(1) that the physical dimensions of the 
arm should not exceed those of the 
normal arm, including weight; (2) that 
its joints should be as far as possible 
in the correct anatomical position; (3) 
that its sphere of movement should be 
similar to the normal; (4) that it should 
be capable of unconscious control by 
the user; and (5) that its demands on 
its energy store should be low enough 
to allow them to be satisfied simply. 
There were four main components 
to be considered in producing the speci- 
fication for the hardware: 
1. External energy system. 
2. Mechanical construction and 
mode of action of the arm struc- 
ture. 
3. Control of the actuators or 
motors. 
4. Maintenance of the system. 
External energy system 
At present there are only two suitable 
and convenient modes for the storage 
of energy for externally powered arms: 
electrical and pneumatic. Although an 
electrical system has a weight advantage 
over a pneumatic one when only a 
single actuator is involved, an increase 
in the number of actuators reverses this 
situation and for a prosthesis involving 
several actuators the pneumatic system 
still has a clear advantages. Electro- 
hydraulic systems now under develop- 
ment may soon allow the use of elec- trical energy storage without a weight 
penalty being paid for the convenience 
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and economy of its recharging, but at 
present the only feasible energy for 
multimovement arm prostheses opera- 
tion is pneumatic. 
The pneumatic actuators incorporated 
in the arm provided at this Centre are 
all based on the design of Harborow}, 
but are assembled to be double acting. 
According to Earl, such actuators are 
the least efficient of the possible con- 
figuration when used "open loop". 
However, if they form part of a posi- 
tion-servo system and the error signal 
is detected by force-demand valves, we 
have found they achieve a gas consump- 
tion which is primarily load dependent. 
With this arrangement an arm with four 
movements and prehension will only 
consume about 300 grams of carbon 
dioxide per day. 
Mechanical construction and mode of 
action 
For reasons which have been given 
elsewhere''133"7, decisions were made at 
the outset of the study to consider arm 
movements operating to alter the three 
co-ordinates of wrist position with re- 
spect to the shoulder. The co-ordinate 
system that was chosen for the frame 
of reference was the sperical polar 
system, r, 0,0. In effect, therefore, 
the wrist will move over the surface 
of a sphere which is centred on the 
shoulder joint and whose radius r is 
determined by the length of the arm 
at any given moment. 
In addition to these three positional 
degrees of freedom, it was decided to 
provide control of the rotation of the 
hand about the horizontal axis in tht 
plane of the arm. Because of the ex- 
treme shortage of control sites no 
attempt was made to provide rotation 
of the hand about the vertical axis, but 
it was considered essential, however, to 
provide automatic stabilisation of the 
hand about the horizontal axis at right 
angles to the plane of the arm, so that 
the hand would not rotate in the vertical 
plane when the elbow bends in arm 
shortening and in arm elevation move- 
ments. This type of stabilisation enables 
the user, for example, to carry a cup 
or a spoonful of soup to the mouth 
without spilling. 
The range of movement of the arm 
was chosen to be: 
(a) Shoulder (B), 180° from vertically 
below to vertically above. 
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either. Thus any change produced by 
an actuator in the angular relationship 
of such an idler to a strut will be trans- 
ferred through the rolling joint to the 
corresponding idler on the far side 
(Figures 1 and 2). 
The rotations required for r, 0 and 0 
and wrist rotation are all greater than 
90°, and in each joint this is obtained 
by making the respective actuator act 
on a crank to rotate it over 90°, 45° 
on either side of a mid position, and 
by using gears or linkages to multiply 
the angle appropriately. 
The mechanism to maintain the hand 
angle must take into account both the 
change in upper arm angle which occurs 
when the hand is raised, and the change 
in upper arm angle which occurs when 
the hand/shoulder distance (r) alone is 
altered. For the same movement of the 
upper arm the wrist is required to flex 
in opposite directions in these two cases 
in order to keep level. However, as 
only one of these movements is accom- 
panied by a change in elbow angle, that 
change in elbow angle is compensated 
for the action by the involvement of an 
extra gear train at the elbow (Figure 3). 
The structure of the upper and lower 
arm members is formed by the rigid 
spacing of pairs of sideplates which are 
machined to maintain actuators and 
gears in the correct positions. This open 
structure permits ready access to the 
component parts' to facilitate mainten- 
ance (Figure 4). 
Control of actuators 
The choice of pneumatics as the 
operating system using CO2 gas at 120 
pounds/square inch (approximately 827 
k pa), presents its own specific control 
problems; in particular the need for 
gas economy, and the employment of 
load-dependent actuator systems. This 
has been achieved by the employment 
of the actuators in a double acting 
mode with feedback. Small (llm 
cubes) force demand valves are used 
in pairs in the prosthesis to control the 
actuators in this mode, each valve being 
associated with one side of the actua- 
tor. Modular assemblies of the valves 
are employed in order to facilitate ser- 
vicing- 
The servo-mechanism is operated by 
Bowden cables, 10 the outer sleeve being 
lined to the arm function concerned, 
and the inner cable linked to the valve 
lever. When the inner is pulled relative 
to the outer at the control end, the 
valve lever is moved causing a now of 
gas to the actuator; the resulting move- 
ment causes a proportional feedback 
of the outer cable returning the valve 
lever to the neutral position. Stops are 
introduced on the controls to prevent 
the actuators reaching what would be 
effectively an infinite load formed by 
the piston endcaps. In this way a con- 
siderable saving of gas is achieved due 
to the avoidance of unnecessary pres- 
sure build-up at either end of the piston 
stroke. 
The amelic patient operates the con- 
trols by moving his clavicles relative to 
the harness which supports the pros- 
thesis. With a position-servo system it 
has been shown" that the propriocep- 
tion is to some extent extended into the 
arm providing a position awareness of 
the artificial limb. This type of control 
system is known as e. p. p. (extended 
physiological proprioception). Each 
clavicle can provide a control movement 
for two functions, by moving up and 
down or forward and back thus giving 
a total of four outputs. Prehension i; 
controlled either by a waist belt control 
or by a digit if one is present. 
The harness takes the form of an 
open stainless steel yoke which fits 
across the shoulders. An excellent fit 
is achieved over the load-bearing areas 
by means of straps padded by nylon 
sacs partly filled with granules. The 
patient's shoulder profile deforms these 
pads spreading the load over the maxi- 
mum area of contact. The stabilisation 
of the yoke is achieved by a member 
which passes down the back of the 
patient and is secured round the waist 
by a belt. Each harness is manufactured 
to fit the individual patient, standard 
sizes of prostheses being attached after 
fitting. 
The patient/control interface is 
arranged to provide as good a match 
as possible for the natural system. A 
small cap is moulded to fit the acromial 
aspect of the amelic shoulders, and this 
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from the prosthesis. The cap is con- 
strained to move in simulated clavicu- 
lar pattern by means of mechanisms 
attached to the harness (Figure 5). 
Provision and maintenance of the 
system 
Potentially the externally powered 
arm can provide a great deal for the 
child both directly in terms of his 
appearance and his function and also 
in terms of his own body image and 
personality (Figure 6). Whether the 
programme is successful or not, it is 
expensive in terms of personnel and 
money; if it is undertaken at all it is 
essential that it is undertaken with care, 
and that attention is paid to all the 
details of the procedure. 
This is an extremely ambitious pro- 
ject very far removed from the normal 
prosthetic one of supplying an arm of 
somewhat limited function to a uni- 
lateral amputee; a clinical environment 
which is adequate for the latter is not 
necessarily adequate for fitting a 
powered prosthesis, particularly in these 
early years of arm prosthesis develop- 
ment. The success or failure of the 
programme depends, to a very large 
measure, on the nature of the support 
programme, and no arm can be ex- 
pected to be successful clinically unless 
this support is provided. We have 
found the following to be essential: 
1. The fitting of the harness must be 
carried out by staff who have been 
trained in the procedure and are 
aware of the principles involved. 
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Fig. S. View of the right shoulder from above showing sliding cap and Bowden cables. This fitting does not include the padded nylon sacs. 
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b) Shoulder (0), 120" from the 
shoulder straight in front in the 
direction of the trunk. 
Hand/shoulder distance (r), from 
the elbow fully extended to fully 
flexed. 
d) ,, Wrist rotation, 180° of rotation. 
The requirement of maintaining the 
wrist le\el 
throughout arm movement 
meant that 
the wrist must have the same 
degree-, of movement as the shoulder 
in the same plane, 
However, in addition 
to the 180° of 
flexion specified, a 
further `)0° occurs at both shoulder and 
wrist when r varies 
from its minimum 
to its maximum value with elbow 
flexion 
In order to allow the variation of the 
coordinates of the wrist over the 
Specified range, the 
joints at the 
shoulder, elbow and wrist therefore 
require to have the following range of 
movement: 
Shoulder (a) 270° (180° 0+ 90° r) 
(b) 120° (0) 
Elbow 180° (r) 
WVrist 270° (180° B+ 90° r) 
180° pronation/supina- 
tion. 
The need to preserve the normal body 
outline precludes the mounting on the 
body harness of the actuators required 
to produce the 0 rotation of the arm 
about the vertical axis. Therefore, the 
actuator for this movement had to be 
mounted internally in the upper part of 
the arm. Similarly, for mainly cosmetic 
reasons the actuator to produce hand 
rotation had to he mounted internally 
in the forearm rather than between 
'wrist' and 'hand' or in the hand itself. 
The range of movement required 
from the arm meant that the rotations 
about both hand and shoulder axes 
must be obtained without being affected 
by the possible 270` of flexion of the 
axes from the adjacent arm segment. 
The solution for both wrist and 
shoulder which was adapted was the 
development of a gear trains which 
depended on the fact that if rolling 
joints arc provided by fixing the main 
struts to gear wheels that mesh and roll 
round each other, any number of other 
identical gears can be placed on the 
same shafts alongside the fixed gears 
and these will also roll around each 
other. Because the fixed gears are fixed 
directly to the struts there is no 
tendency for the identical idler gears 
to rotate with respect to the struts 
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Fig. 3. Elbow mechanism. Fig. 1. Wrist mechanism. Fig. 2. Shoulder mechanism. 
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the valves and cables have also been removed. 
either. Thus any change produced by 
an actuator in the angular relationship 
of such an idler to a strut will he trans- 
ferred through the rolling joint to the 
corresponding idler on the far side 
(Figures 1 and 2). 
The rotations required for r, 0 and 0 
and wrist rotation are all greater than 
90", and in each joint this is obtained 
by making the respective actuator act 
on a crank to rotate it over 90°, 45° 
on either side of a mid position, and 
by using gears or linkages to multiply 
the angle appropriately. 
The mechanism to maintain the hand 
angle must take into account both the 
change in tipper arm angle which occurs 
when the hand is raised, and the change 
in upper arm angle which occurs when 
the hand/shoulder distance (r) alone is 
altered. For the same movement of the 
upper arm the wrist is required to flex 
in opposite directions in these two cases 
in order to keep level. However, as 
only one of these movements is accom- 
panied by a change in elbow angle, that 
change in elbow angle is compensated 
for the action by the involvement of an 
extra gear train at the elbow (Figure 3). 
The structure of the upper and lower 
arm members 
is formed by the rigid 
spacing of pairs of sideplates which are 
machined to maintain actuators and 
gears in the correct positions. This open 
structure permits ready access to the 




Control of actuators 
-1-he choice of pneumatics as the 
operating 
system using CO2 gas at 120 
Pounds/square 
inch (approximately 827 
k pa), presents 
its own specific control 
problems; 
in particular the need for 
gas economy, 
and the employment of 
load-dependent actuator systems. This 
has been achieved by the employment 
of the actuators 
in a double acting 
rnode with 
feedback. Small (llm 
cubes) 
force demand valves') are used 
in pairs in the prosthesis to control the 
actuators 
in this mode, each valve being 
associated with one side of the actua- 
tor. Modular assemblies of the valves 
are employed in order to facilitate ser- 
vicing. 
Z'he servo-mechanism is operated by 
Bowden cables, 1° the outer sleeve being 
lined to the arm function concerned, 
and the inner cable linked to the valve 
lever. When the inner is pulled relative 
to the outer at the control end, the 
valve lever is moved causing a flow of 
gas to the actuator; the resulting move- 
ment causes a proportional feedback 
of the outer cable returning the valve 
lever to the neutral position. Stops are 
introduced on the controls to prevent 
the actuators reaching what would he 
effectively an infinite load formed by 
the piston endcaps. In this way a con- 
siderable saving of gas is achieved due 
to the avoidance of unnecessary pre- 
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sure huild-up at either end of the piston 
stroke. 
The amelic patient operates the con- 
trols by moving his clavicles relative to 
the harness which supports the pros- 
thesis. With a position-servo system it 
has been shown" that the propriocep- 
tion is to some extent extended into the 
arm providing a position awareness of 
the artificial limb. This type of control 
system is known as e. p. p. (extended 
physiological proprioception). Each 
clavicle can provide a control movement 
for two functions, by moving up and 
down or forward and back thus giving 
a total of four outputs. Prehension is 
controlled either by a waist belt control 
or by a digit if one is present. 
The harness takes the form of an 
open stainless steel yoke which fits 
across the shoulders. An excellent fit 
is achieved over the load-bearing areas 
by means of straps padded by nylon 
sacs partly filled with granules. The 
patient's shoulder profile deforms these 
pads spreading the load over the maxi- 
mum area of contact. The stabilisation 
of the yoke is achieved by a member 
which passes down the back of the 
patient and is secured round the waist 
by a belt. Each harness is manufactured 
to fit the individual patient, standard 
sizes of prostheses being attached after 
fitting. 
The patient/control interface is 
arranged to provide as good a match 
as possible for the natural system. A 
small cap is moulded to fit the acromial 
aspect of the amelic shoulders, and this 
cap is attached to the control wires 
from the pro' hcsis. 1 h;; Cap is con- 
strained to move in simul, lted clavicu- 
lar pattern by means of mechanisms 
attached to the harness (Figure 5). 
Provision and maintenance of the 
system 
Potentially the externally powered 
arm can provide a great deal for the 
child both directly in terms of his 
appearance and his function and also 
in terms of his own body image and 
personality (Figure 6). Whether the 
programme is successful or not, it is 
expensive in terms of personnel and 
money; if it is undertaken at all it is 
essential that it is undertaken with care, 
and that attention is paid to all the 
details of the procedure. 
This is an extremely ambitious pro- 
ject very far removed from the normal 
prosthetic one of supplying an arm of 
somewhat limited function to a uni- 
lateral amputee; a clinical environment 
which is adequate for the latter is not 
necessarily adequate for fitting a 
powered prosthesis, particularly in these 
early years of arm prosthesis develop- 
ment. The success or failure of the 
programme depends, to a very large 
measure, on the nature of the support 
programme, and no arm can be ex- 
pected to be successful clinically unless 
this support is provided. We have 
found the following to be essential: 
1. The fitting of the harness must be 
carried out by staff who have been 
trained in the procedure and are 
aware of the principles involved. 
Fig. 5. View of the right shoulder from above showing sliding cap and Bowden cables. 
This fitting does not include the padded nylon sacs. 
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Fig. 6. The putieni, the harness and the gent-la, wstneuc eu%ed . 
2. The siting and arrangement of the 
controls must be such that the ad- 
vantages of the extended physiolo- 
gical proprioception (e. p. p. ) system 
can be achieved, that is feedback of 
appropriate information to the 
central nervous system is provided. 
3. There must he two complete sets of 
equipment available so that with- 
drawal of an arm for repair or for 
maintenance does not mean that the 
child is without arms. 
4. The return of the limb for repair 
and for maintenance must he facili- 
tated as much as possible by, for 
example, the provision of a suitable 
box and prepaid labels so that the 
return is simple, 
mentation of a fitting programme. 
Unless some form of close support with 
the patient is achieved, most of the 
effort which goes into the fitting and 
provision of the limb will be com- 
pletely wasted. 
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 
With now some experience of fitting 
this type of limb a project has been 
started to modify the mechanical struc- 
ture of the arm with a view to reduc- 
ing costs and increasing the tolerance 
of the mechanism to blows and acci- 
dental damage to wear and tear. This 
development has now been advanced to 
the model stage and it is hoped that 
it will come into the fitting programme 
at this Centre in the relatively near 
future. It is also hoped to introduce 
an hydraulic control system to replace 
the Bowden cables. 
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5. There must be staff whose responsi- 
bility it is to keep the limbs in good 
working order and who can, if 
necessary, be contacted by the pati- 
ent by telephone in the event of 
queries. 
6. There must be close liaison by 
someone in the fitting group with 
the patient's family and, if possible, 
the patient's school. 
7. There must he adequate arrange- 
ments made for the refilling of gas 
cylinders so that avoidable petty 
interruptions and frustrations do not 
occur with the use of the limb. 
The provision of a system such as 
has been described can be expensive 
but it is necessary for the proper imple- 
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In 1965 the results obtained at this Centre 
with a new type of control system appeared to indi- 
cate that the control of an externally powered 
multi-movement prosthesis would not only be 
possible but that the likelihood was that it could 
be controlled at the unconscious level. 
The concept was to control the distance of the 
hand from the shoulder (r, radius vector), the 
angle of elevation of the hand position with res- 
pect to the shoulder (9, angle of elevation) and 
the rotation of the arm about a vertical axis from 
the shoulder (0, angle of azimuth). In addition 
the long axis of the hand was to be kept in the 
same attitude to the horizontal throughout all 
variations of r and 9, and hand rotation about that 
axis and prehension were to be provided. (1) 
From 1965 onwards while a simpler powered 
prosthesis was being fitted clinically many 
variants of the basic design were produced and a 
series of models were constructed culminating in a 
production of a prosthesis in the Spring of 1971 
which operated, broadly speaking, on the principles 
which had been outlined in 1965 and which was light 
and small enough to be fitted to 
,a 
child of about 
eight years of age as part of the management of her 
limb deficiency. (2) 
Arms which have developed further, but based 
on that solution have been in service from 1971 
until the present time and in this period many of 
the faulte which revealed themselves in clinical 
use have been rectified. Nevertheless it was con- 
sidered to be worthwhile to 
look once again at the 
solution to the problems of the mechanical con- 
struction of the arm with a view to simplifying its 
repair and maintenance. 
The arm which went into service in 1971 was a 
precision device and the linking together of the 
various movements and particularly the arrangement 
of links through the arm which allowed the wrist to 
flex so as to keep the hand axis horizontal through- 
out movement were fundamentally geared mechanisms. 
Consequently in order to avoid backlash the 
tolerances in machining had to be made very small 
indeed and the quality of the gears very high. 
While this was feasible not only did it add to the 
cost but it meant that each injury sustained by the 
arm throughout what could well be a very tough day 
in an ordinary primary school, tended to degrade the 
performance of the limb and the backlash which was 
thus introduced could not be easily cured without 
removal of damaged parts even though they were quite 
serviceable except for the play they introduced. A 
design based on kinematic principles which would 
automatically take up the effects of wear and damage 
would therefore be of considerable advantage. 
A design study showed that it was very feasible 
to replace the existing r and e mechanisms and the 
hand stabilisation wi% tj$ type of system and 
that the wrist rotation and j movements could also 
be replaced on these lines but in not such a direct 
way. A model was therefore built to study and this 
in turn led to a very much simpler type of 9 and 
wrist rotation movement. A prototype has now been 
built of this version. 
The attached illustration shows the basic con- 
figuration. (Fig. 1). The wrist and 0 movements 
are produced by almost the identical mechanism of a 
simple capstan action produced in a ring band by a 
cylinder sliding across the arm on a shaft. The 0 
movement is produced by direct action of a driving 
band on a pulley at the shoulder whereas the r 
movement is achieved by combining this action round 
two pulleys, the one at the shoulder and a further 
at the elbow (the pulley analogue of the parallel 
movement in the earlier paper) and by replacing the 
gears which were at the elbow in the earlier 
designs by crossed constant length driving bands 
under tension. 
The driving bands which are being employed in 
the prototype are of beryllium copper. The unit 
appears to be free from backlash and any which is 
produced during wear can be taken up by very simple 
adjustment. The tolerances can be very large 
indeed without affecting the performance noticeably. 
The arm, size for size, is much lighter and it is 
simpler than in the earlier arm to increase the 
available force with the size of the arm. The 
structure of the arm also tends to concentrate the 
weight in the proximal section and to lend itself 
to compensation for the effects of gravity. 
It is hoped to fit a further development of 
this device to a patient for a trial period in 1973 
and that this arm will replace the existing multi- 
movement arm as soon as possible. 
1. Simpson, D. C. (1965) Hlth. Bull. 23, pp. 75-77. 
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Figure 1. The new acv prosthesis. 
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Abstract-Owing to inadequacies in conventional procedures for the manufacture of cosmetic gloves 
it has been necessary to devise a new process for their production. The new process allows 
the making of cosmetic gloves to a specific shape by means of a simple dipping process and 
facilitates various other aspects of glove production. 
Keywords-Prostheses, hands, cosmesis, manufacture, p. v. c. 
THE NEED for a cosmetically satisfactory cover for a 
hand prosthesis is a well established characteristic of 
the acceptance /rejection pattern which determines 
the success or failure of the prosthesis as far as the 
patient is concerned. The work which provided the 
basis for most glove-production processes at present 
in use was carried out just following the Second 
World War in the USA. These gloves were intended 
primarily for use with purely cosmetic hands, and 
attempts at the manufacture of gloves for functional 
hands have been modifications of the basic process 
described by CLARKE et a!. (1947,1949). [Details of 
this work are covered in the book by KLOPSTEG and 
WILsoN (1954)]. 
The number of variations of colour and texture 
which can be made with the materials used in these 
processes is considerable, even the small alterations 
due to slight changes in batches of materials causing 
noticeable alterations in the quality of the finished 
articles. This fact, combined with individual require- 
ments such as thick long-lasting, gloves for passive 
hands, thin flexible gloves for fully articulated 
prostheses, pigmentation variations etc., has led to 
the development by prosthetics workers of special 
polyvinylchloride (p. v. c. ) plastisol mixes and techni- 
ques to suit the prevailing conditions to which they 
are accustomed. 
It is therefore proposed to indicate some new 
aspects of technique which considerably simplify the 
overall production process, without giving any hard 
and fast rules for materials etc., since the choice of 
these will be governed by the demands of previous 
experience in matching materials to specific prosthe- 
tics applications. 
The conventional glove-manufacture process con- 
sists of making a hollow shell mould, usually by 
means of an electroplating technique, into which is 
poured the liquid glove material (rubber, latex or 
p. v. c. plastisol). The fluid is then poured out of the 
shell, leaving behind a thin film which adheres to the 
inside of the mould surface. This thin liquid film is 
then cured to the solid state, usually by means of a 
carefully controlled heating process. The desired 
thickness of film is built up by means of successive 
repetitions of this procedure. Finally, the completed 
seam-free glove is pulled away from the inside face of 
the mould by the application of force at the wrist 
opening. 
' First received 26th November 1972 and in final form 29th January 
Fig. 1 Straight-fingered hand configuration with rest- 
1973 position hand 
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This technique has proved quite satisfactory for 
the straight-finger type of hand configuration (Fig. 
1). Hoý. wever, the natural rest position of the hand, 
though not precisely defined, is certainly more 
complex than this (Fig. 1). Since the elasticity of both 
rubber latex and p: v. c. film is limited, it is apparent 
that only a limited amount of stretching and folding 
of the glove is cosmetically permissible in the later 
attempt to reform the straight finger configuration 
into the more natural rest state. As a result, it is 
necessary to manufacture the glove itself in approxi- 
mately the normal functional position, in order to 
achieve a suitably satisfactory cosmetic effect. This 
applies in particular to passive cosmetic hands and to 
the type of functional hand being developed at 
Edinburgh which has a fixed finger configuration 
with an active thumb movement. Fig. 2 illustrates 
one of the major problems encountered in the 
application of conventional techniques to the 
situation of a curved finger configuration, the 
diagram showing the difficulty of withdrawal of a 
glove from a curved mould. Since no direct peeling 
action can be applied to the inside of the curve, the 
application of a pulling force at the wrist merely 
tends to tear across the fingers at the relatively sharp 
edges provided by the mouldings of finger joint 
details. 
In all processes for glove production, the ease of 
release of the glove from the mould is directly 
related to the amount or detail required. This 
phenomenon is due to the , 
keying effect of the 
contours of the hand detail, and has proved to be 
something of a problem even for the release of 
gloves of the straight-fingered type. Experience with 
a suitably curved finger configuration showed that 
consistent release of the glove from the mould was 
impossible since at least one finer usually tore off 
during extraction, despite the use of various release 
agents. (It should be noted, in addition, that the use 
of various types of release agents is undesirable 
where reproduction of detail is important, since the 
shell 
mould 
glove does not 
release owing to 
absence of peeling 
action 
ove 
fig. 2 Glove-extinction diagram 
l 
a cosmetic glove of the straight-finger type. However, 
the `Flash' or seam produced as a result of the mould 
joints reduces the cosmetic effect of the glove, and 
only by means of much tedious and skilful sculpture 
work can such faults be removed; the use of a split 
mould for a hand of the curved finger configuration 
would be virtually prohibited by the complex 
contours of the hand in this form, since no simple 
line of `split' can readily be found. 
Several other problems arose with the early 
attempts made on the application of conventional 
methods to the production of a glove for the new 
hand configuration, all directly related to the 
curvature of the fingers. It was therefore apparent 
that the conventional process was only ideally suited 
to a somewhat unnaturally shaped hand, and an 
alternative procedure 
had to be derived. 
features. ) In an attempt to o'ercoine the re(e; tse 
problem, some workers have made use of split 
mould techniques in order to permit easy release of 
the glove mouldings, and, in particular, KLASSON 
(1969) made use of such procedures together with 
an eversion technique, to make a porcelain mould for 
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Fig. 3 Fingers located at rod ends 
Fig. 4 Everted glove 
The new process described below is equally 
suitable for any hand configuration, and is in 
practice considerably simpler than conventional 
methods, since it involves only casting techniques, 
without the need for time-consuming electroplating 
techniques which produce, at best, a somewhat fragile 
shell mould. 
The process begins in the normal way by taking an 
impression of a donor hand in a fast-curing silicone- 
rubber material, chosen for its fast setting charac- 
teristics together with good high-temperature 
stability. Obtaining a correct donor hand position is imperative for. matching a glove to a mechanism, 
thereby making a position-check facility essential.. This is achieved by installing pre-positioned rods in 
the casting vessel, situated in such a way that the donor's finger tips locate at the rod ends (Fig. 3). By 
making these rods hollow, several other essential 
aspects of the process are made feasible. 
Following the setting of the silicone-rubber 
material, the problem of the removal of the donor 
hand is considerably eased by making use of the 
finger-tip rods. Low-pressure compressed air is fed 
individually down each rod/tube, whereby the air 
forces the skin-mould interface apart en route round 
the fingers to the wrist. Following release by this 
method, a soap solution is injected into the tubes to 
act as a lubricant on withdrawal of the hand. 
After the donor has withdrawn his hand, the 
silicone-rubber mould is washed free from soap and 
subjected to a temperature-conditioning schedule in 
preparation for the next stage which consists of a 
metal-casting process. Molten tin (melting point, 
2380C) is poured into the wrist section, displacing 
trapped air via the fingertip holes remaining after the 
removal of the positioning rods. The metal is then 
allowed to solidify, when the mould material is 
broken away. The slight flashes at the fingertips are 
small and easily removed at this stage. 
The metal positive hand now produced by this 
process is dipped in p. v. c. plastisol, dripped free of 
excess material and oven-cured at 150 'C in the usual 
way. The thin p. v. c. glove is then peeled intact o11 the 
metal and everted. This glove is now of the mirror- 
imaged hand, and has 'inside-out' detail, i. e. ridges 
and grooves interchanged (Fig. 4). 
In order to use this glove as the `donor' for a 
repeat of the above procedure, it is necessary for the 
glove to be in a dimensionally stable state, i. e. in a 
rigid or semirigid form. This is achieved by filling the 
glove with lightweight plastics spheres of approxi- 
mately 1 mm diameter. This low-density filler almost 
eliminates the bulging usually caused by filling with 
plaster or wax. The hand is then made rigid by 
reducing the pressure inside the glove below atmos- 
pheric by means of a vacuum pump. The effect of the 
pressure difference across the glove walls causes the 
contents to be compressed until the whole hand 
becomes almost rigid, thereby permitting the glove 
to be used in subsequent casting processes as 
long as the vacuum is maintained. At this stage, 
minor adjustments of configuration can be made 
since the glove now has the consistency of stiff clay. 
Following casting in silicone rubber, the vacuum is 
released and the plastic spheres poured out. The thin 
limp glove is readily removed from the flexible mould 
with the aid of air pressure applied at the fingertips- 
thus leaving a hollow silicone-rubber mould ready 
for heat conditioning prior to metal casting. 
The solid positive, opposite-handed, everted-detail 
metal casting obtained following this is the master 
mould for the manufacture of all gloves by a simple 
dipping process. The excess p. v. c. is dripped off in the 
usual way and oven-cured; successive layers are 
repeatedly built up and coloured as necessary. The 
resulting glove, beinte peeled off and everted, repro- 
duces the original donor's hand with full detail, with 
none of the usual problems of release or adherence of 
small particles of mould material in the glove (Fig. 5). 
Fig. 5 Final glove 
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Although this process was derived specifically to 
produce a particular shape of the hand, it is quite 
suitable for any other formation and is considerably 
simpler in all respects of technique. In addition, the 
avoidance of electroplating and its associated 
painting processes decreases the loss of detail due to 
the various stages of the process. The use of this type 
of technique allows the making of specialised gloves 
which require a more exact control of hand shape 
than the conventional process, and permits the 
introduction of localised colouring between succes- 
sive p. v. c. layers by means of a simple external 
painting process before eversion is carried out. 
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Quelques techniques nouvelles pour la production des gants 
cosmetiques 
Sommaire-Les methodes habituelles de fabrication des gants cosmetiques s'averant insuffisantes, on a 
trouve necessaire d'inventer un nouveau procede. Ce nouveau procede permet la fabrication des 
gants cosmetiques de forme determinee, par simple immersion et facilite aussi les autres aspects de 
In production des gants. 
Einige neue Methoden für die Herstellung kosmetischer Handschuhe 
Zusammenfissunö-Wegen der Unzulänglichkeiten der konventionellen Herstellungsmethoden von kosmetischen Handschuhen war es not endig, einen neuen Produktionsprozess zu entwickeln. Der neue Prozess ermöglicht die Herstellung von kosmetischen Handschuhen in spezifizierten Formen einfach durch, ein Eintauchverfahren und vereinfacht verschiedene andere Aspekte der Hand- echuhhersteltunE. 
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